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Preface by General Editor

When the International Council for Central and East European Studies
(ICCEES) was founded at the first international and multidisciplinary con-
ference of scholars working in this field, held in Banff, Alberta, Canada,
on 4–7 September 1974, it was given the name International Committee
for Soviet and East European Studies (ICSEES). Its major purpose was to
provide for greater exchange between research centres and scholars around
the world who were devoted to the study of the USSR and the communist
states and societies of Eastern Europe. These developments were the main
motivation for bringing together the very different national organisations
in the field and for forming a permanent committee of their representa-
tives, which would serve as an umbrella organisation, as well as a promoter
of closer co-operation. Four national scholarly associations launched ICSEES
at the Banff conference: the American Association for the Advancement
of Slavic Studies (AAASS), the National Association for Soviet and East
European Studies in Great Britain (NASEES), the British Universities Asso-
ciation of Slavists (BUAS), and the Canadian Association of Slavists (CAS).

Over the past three decades six additional Congresses have been held:
in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, 1980; Washington, USA, 1985;
Harrogate, UK, 1990; Warsaw, Poland, 1995; Tampere, Finland, 2000; and
Berlin, Germany, 2005. The next Congress is scheduled for 2010 in
Stockholm, Sweden. The original four national associations that spon-
sored the first Congress have been joined by an additional seventeen full
and six associate member associations, with significantly more than a
thousand scholars participating at each of the recent Congresses.

It is now a little over three decades since scholars felt the need to 
co-ordinate the efforts in the ‘free world’ to describe and analyse the com-
munist political systems, their societies and economies, and East–West
relations in particular. Halfway through this period, the communist sys-
tem collapsed, the region that was the object of study was reorganised,
and many of the new states that emerged set out on a path of demo-
cratic development, economic growth and, in many cases, inclusion in
Western institutions. The process turned out to be complex, and there
were setbacks. Yet, by 2004, the European Union as well as the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation had welcomed those post-communist
states that had met all of the requirements for membership. Not all of
the applicant states achieved this objective; but the process is ongoing.
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For this reason, perhaps even more than before, the region that encom-
passed the former communist world demands study, explanation and
analysis, as both centripetal and centrifugal forces are at work in each
state and across the region. We are most fortunate that the community
of scholars addressing these issues now includes many astute analysts
from the region itself.

Preface by General Editor ix
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1

Introduction: Gender, Equality and
the State from ‘Socialism’ to
‘Democracy’?
Rebecca Kay

Gender has long been recognised by sociologists, anthropologists, political
scientists and historians (amongst others) as a crucial structure influen-
cing the organisation of societies and the positioning of women and men
in relation to both public and private divisions of power and authority.
The socially constructed and culturally defined understandings of femi-
ninity and masculinity upon which the gender order1 of any society is
founded, affect the roles and responsibilities attributed to women and
men, both in the private sphere of home and family and in the public
domains of economic, political and social interaction, and, indeed, in
intersections between the two. Dominant discourses and understandings
of gender, propagated through media and cultural representations of
women and men, public rhetoric and popular debate, prioritise equality
and difference to varying degrees, both drawing on and feeding into
state-led ideologies and policies. These in turn play an important role in
determining the extent to which gender impacts upon the opportunities,
rights, entitlements and duties of male and female citizens. Indeed, as
Connell has pointed out, the state is ‘not just a regulatory agency, it is a
creative force in the dynamic of gender’, one which ‘creates new cat-
egories and new historical possibilities’.2

For many years, scholars from a range of disciplines have been con-
cerned with the study of gender and its implications for the lives and
experiences of women and men in the countries of the former Soviet
bloc. It is clear that whatever the state-led pronouncements in support
of egalitarianism and women’s emancipation, gender had a profound
impact on the organisation of these societies during state socialism. Men
and women were not equal, either in public or in private, and indeed the
contract between the state and its citizens was frequently specifically
gendered – whilst men were expected to contribute to the national 
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2 Gender, Equality and Difference

economy through wage labour and to be ready and able to defend the
nation in times of war, women were expected to combine their duties as
workers and mothers, contributing both to the national economy and
to the physical reproduction of the nation.3 Since the fall of the state-
socialist regimes, studies of gender have found that existing inequalities
have frequently been exacerbated and that new forms of discrimination
and marginalisation have emerged in the context of political and eco-
nomic transformations. Yet, contemporary research has also revealed an
increasingly pluralistic society, incorporating various new forms of gen-
dered agency as well as some specific challenges to rigid understandings
of ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ behaviours, roles and relationships.4

The revolutions of 1989/91 were clearly a turning point for the 
people, societies and states of the former communist bloc and this historic
moment can also be viewed as pivotal in relation to gender and its study.
It is pivotal, not because attitudes towards and experiences of gender
changed overnight – indeed many clear lines of continuity can be traced
between the periods of state socialism and post-socialism – but because
the economic, political and ideological contexts of men’s and women’s
lives were transformed. The opportunities and challenges which women
and men are faced with, as well as the strategies, practices and identities
they develop in response, have been shaped both by deeply entrenched
attitudes towards gender and by new developments and negotiations in
understandings of what is ‘masculine’ and what is ‘feminine’. The latter
have included shifts brought about by the end of Cold War isolationism
and the exposure of post-socialist societies to global markets and socio-
cultural interactions.5 This book explores both sides of that pivotal
moment, examining a number of defining features and issues from each
side, and showing how these relate to broader ideological, economic,
political and social contexts.

From ‘state socialism’ to ‘democracy’: the role of the state

A central aspect of these shifting contexts has been the changing nature
of the state and its role in shaping the ‘dynamic of gender’. Prior to the
demise of state socialism, the states of the Soviet bloc overtly claimed a
dominant role in controlling economic and political systems and
processes and shaping the societies which they governed. Gender was an
important element in these processes and state-led ideology and policy
was deliberately invasive, seeking to reshape gendered identities and
manipulate male and female roles and behaviours in both public and
private. Yet, debates on the nature of and means to achieving sexual
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Introduction 3

equality were generally reduced to the ‘woman question’. The goal of
women’s ‘emancipation’ was proclaimed as an ideological imperative with
little if any deeper analysis of the complex ways in which gender struc-
tures and informs human interaction and contributes to unequal distri-
butions of power, resources, opportunities and obligations, impacting
on the lives and practices of both women and men. The relatively closed
nature of these societies and censored flows of information between 
policy-making bodies; professional, intellectual and managerial elites; and
grassroots level insight and experience, stifled opportunities for a more
nuanced and complex public debate. 

As a result, approaches to gender equality were largely instrumental
and focused primarily on altering women’s roles, practices and identities
in order to suit economic, demographic and political priorities. These pri-
orities varied over time and place such that, whilst there were common
strands to state policy and ideology across the history of state socialism
and throughout the region, there were also significant differences
between countries and distinct periods of time. Moreover, economic,
demographic and political priorities were frequently competing: states
which had proclaimed an ideological commitment to gender equality,
demonstrated first and foremost through women’s active involvement
in paid employment and political representation, were also concerned
with negative demographic trends, aspects of social cohesion and the
demands of an increasingly sophisticated, educated and urbanised popu-
lation. Solutions to these problems were often sought in attempts to
strengthen the family, largely through the reassertion of women’s domes-
tic roles and responsibilities as mothers, wives and housewives.6 Thus,
women became the objects of state policies, which, even whilst they
claimed to be furthering women’s ‘emancipation’, were, in fact, constantly
influenced by pervasive gendered assumptions about innate differences
in male and female abilities, interests and skills. These assumptions influ-
enced the thinking and behaviour of policy-makers, economic managers,
male and female workers, husbands, wives, mothers and fathers, regard-
less of state-led proclamations of equality. As a result, many women’s
experiences of ‘emancipation’ were anything but liberating. 

Following the collapse of the state-socialist regimes, considerable
emphasis was placed on the need to redefine the relationship between states
and societies in the region. International advisers, local policy-makers and
intellectual elites called for a contraction of the state and its withdrawal
from interference in the private lives of citizens. Neo-liberal economic
and political agendas underpinning these proposals suggested that free
markets and liberal democracies were the best guarantors of individual
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freedoms, equality of opportunities and a self-perpetuating upward 
spiral of prosperity.7 Yet, studies focused at the micro level of day-to-day life
have repeatedly found that people’s interpretations of their shifting rela-
tionship with the state are characterised by a sense of abandonment and
withdrawal of support, which has thrown families and communities
back on their own resources.8 It has been noted that the impacts of these
processes are implicitly and explicitly gendered. Women are often left
plugging the gaps left by the withdrawal of welfare support, both
through their caring activities in the private sphere of home and family
and through their engagement in the ‘third sector’ activities of non-
governmental organisations and voluntary associations.9 Men’s less direct
involvement in many of these activities has freed them to pursue higher
status and more highly paid forms of employment in the public sphere.
And yet, their relative exclusion from the close, caring relationships
which frequently sustain these more informal activities, has left many
men vulnerable to what Ashwin and Lytkina have described as a process of
‘domestic marginalisation’,10 as well as trivialising or obscuring their needs
in relation to the development of state-led policies and mechanisms of
welfare and social security.11

Formally, the majority of post-socialist states continue to claim a com-
mitment to equality between the sexes in their constitutions and have
signed up to international agreements and declarations and included
equality clauses in major pieces of legislation. Yet these states no longer
claim so direct or pervasive a role in shaping the behaviour, defining the
roles and influencing the relationships of women and men as their pre-
decessors. The majority of post-socialist states have relinquished their
formerly overt mechanisms of control over political and social processes,
leading to a diversification of social movements and organisations, a wider
range of discourses and debate in academic, media and political arenas,
and new opportunities for a variety of lifestyle choices and forms of cul-
tural self-expression. Many of these new freedoms have offered opportu-
nities for further exploration and renegotiation of gendered practices and
relations. Academic centres and associations for women’s studies and
gender studies have been established across the region,12 for example, as
well as a multitude of women’s organisations and groups, some or which
work more formally on projects and issues ranging from trafficking and
gendered violence to women’s enterprise and cultural initiatives, whilst
others act much more informally, offering collective security and mutual
support to their members.13 Particularly in the larger cities and amongst
the younger generations a diversification of styles of dress and relaxed
codes of informal interaction between the sexes can be observed.

4 Gender, Equality and Difference
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And yet, the public statements of policy-makers and state representa-
tives, as well as dominant media discourses and widespread social trends,
have tended to reinforce rather than question rigid normative assump-
tions about gender. Discussions of how gender relations might be renego-
tiated in the post-socialist era have often focused on the mistakes and
‘distortions’ of the past, and in particular what has frequently been
termed the ‘over-emancipation’ of women.14 Rather than analysing the
various factors contributing to the many shortcomings of previous gen-
der policies and practices, dominant discourses reflected in the media
and in the statements of high-profile public figures, have often resorted
instead to assertions of ‘natural’ differences between the sexes and ‘com-
mon sense’ arguments about the separate roles and responsibilities of
men and women. Such assumptions are reflected in the statements and
behaviours of policy-makers and of those empowered to implement 
policy and to enforce the legislation that claims to protect gender equality.
During a Presidential address to the Council of the Federation in May
2006, for example, President Putin spoke at length about his concerns in
relation to Russia’s low birth rate, the difficulties faced by women attempt-
ing to combine motherhood and employment outside the home and the
need for a range of measures of state support for mothers and children.
Men, their needs, roles and potential contribution to family life did 
not warrant a single mention in this part of the speech.15 Gendered divi-
sions of carework and their implications for men’s and women’s activ-
ities in both public and private and for their access to both formal and
informal forms of social security and support are framed by the perpet-
uation of such assumptions and their reflection in policy-making and
implementation. Thus, gendered experiences of and responses to socio-
economic and political change bear witness to the complex interactions
between and mutual influence of the ways in which gender is perceived,
understood and performed at personal, interpersonal, family, social,
institutional and state levels – the agency of individual men and women
both shapes and is shaped by the structures which define their social,
economic and political environments.

Researching gender before and after the fall of communism

From a scholarly perspective, the transformations of the 1990s have also
represented something of a watershed in methodological and theoretical
terms. Before the fall of communism, studies of gender tended to focus
primarily on the ‘big picture’, analysing state-led ideologies and policies
and scouring official statistics in an attempt to piece together the realities

Introduction 5
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of women’s and men’s lives and their experiences of ‘equality’.16 In-depth
studies at the micro level were for the most part impossible until the
final years of the state-socialist regime. From the early 1990s onwards,
however, detailed ethnographic studies became both much more feasi-
ble and increasingly popular and have shed light on the intricacies and
contradictions of gender relations as they take place at the micro level of
day-to-day life.17 As the ever changing and increasingly complex nature
of post-socialist states and societies has made the ‘big picture’ ever harder
to pin down, these snapshots have provided invaluable insight into the
gendered impacts of economic, political and social transformations on
individuals and communities. Simultaneously, new perspectives on the
past have been revealed as methodologies such as oral history and new
access to archival sources and previously censored writings has become
possible.18 The micro-level pictures revealed in these ways complement
ongoing macro-level studies of state-led developments, both contemporary
and historical, and of the impacts of dominant discourses, many of which
are revealed by analysis of media representations of a specific issue.

The contributions to this volume demonstrate the complexity of research
currently available. The authors draw on a wide variety of, mainly quali-
tative, research methods ranging from ethnographic interviews, partici-
pant observation and oral history to detailed analyses of media discourses
and the writings of policy-makers and their expert advisers. The result is
a multifaceted portrait of the ways in which gender as a social construct
incorporating complex dynamics of power and identity has influenced
and continues to influence the organisation of society. This takes place
at multiple, yet intricately interconnected levels including: policy-making
and implementation; the negotiation of gendered roles and practices
within a range of social contexts: the workplace, the family, the street;
and personal experiences, identities and attitudes to the self and others as
gendered beings. 

As is often the case, methodological innovations in the study of post-
socialist societies, not only in the field of gender, have also led to theo-
retical developments. The focus on state-led ideologies and systems of
governance which dominated academic study prior to the fall of com-
munism, resulted in a view of those societies and their populations as
fundamentally different from those of the ‘capitalist’, ‘democratic’ west.
Yet, in terms of sexual politics, as earlier theorists of gender and the state
posited, and as the chapters in Part I of this book make clear, the differ-
ences between ‘communist’ states and their ‘liberal’ ‘capitalist’ rivals were
frequently nowhere near as great in practice as ideological rhetoric on
both sides of the ‘iron curtain’ implied.19

6 Gender, Equality and Difference
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The more detailed insight into the lived realities of women’s and men’s
experience made possible by recent empirical studies has revealed a mul-
titude of issues and variety of responses which transcend geographical,
political and cultural boundaries. Theoretical models which were once
thought of as relevant to only one or other ‘type’ of society have been
shown to have ‘transnational’ explanatory power.20 Yet, attempts to explain
developments in the post-socialist world on the basis of theoretical and
conceptual approaches emanating from the west have also been cri-
tiqued.21 It has become clear that existing theories must expand and adapt
to explain the complexities of transnational similarities and local differ-
ences revealed in this way. 

Multifaceted and often multidisciplinary studies of gender, such as those
represented in this volume, contribute to these wider debates about the
nature of both socialist and post-socialist societies, the relationship between
states and citizens and the significance of gender to social, economic and
political developments. These debates resonate well beyond the confines
of a region which was once behind the ‘iron curtain’. The majority of con-
tributions to this volume focus on one specific country or region and often
also on a specific moment in time. Nonetheless, their findings point to
overarching dilemmas in the struggle for gender equality such as: women’s
struggle to combine paid labour with family roles; the discomfort both
men and women frequently experience when they transgress gender
norms of behaviour and identity; and the gaps between policy develop-
ment, implementation and practice. Each of these dilemmas is compli-
cated by the pervasiveness of normative assumptions relating to gender
which affect the thinking and behaviour of women and men, policy-makers,
managers and practitioners across a wide range of contexts. 

Implicitly or explicitly these norms are held in place by the inequalities
of power and access to resources which underpin the status quo. In many
instances these inequalities appear to favour men. In this volume, Asztalos
Morell, for example, reviews Hungarian debates regarding women’s incor-
poration into production during the 1960s and notes resistance by both
male workers and male managers to policies which they perceived as a
threat to male privilege in the realm of employment. Kosygina discusses
the difficulties faced by forced migrants in the post-Soviet Russian labour
market and finds that as well as sharing the constraints and challenges
experienced by male migrants, female migrants are doubly disadvantaged
due to their sex. However, particularly in the more diverse societies and
complex economic and political contexts of the contemporary period,
inequalities too are complex and fractured. In some instances, particularly
in the private sphere of home and family, men may find the status quo
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working against them, for example in relation to their position as fathers
and their rights and opportunities to care for their children.22 Many groups,
for example lesbian women, economic migrants and trafficked women, are
confronted by intersecting normative expectations and inequalities of
power, which are expressed and experienced in terms of economic status,
ethnicity, generation and sexuality as well as gender.23 The contributions
brought together in this volume explore these complexities and the com-
binations of agency, structure and identity which shape women’s and men’s
experiences of and responses to social, economic and political inequali-
ties and challenges.

Structure of the book and its chapters

Reflecting the emphasis placed above on the fall of communism as a piv-
otal moment in the lives of women and men living in the post-socialist
region and in terms of researching gender in that region, this book is
structured in a loosely chronological fashion and divided into two parts.
The first part focuses on the era of state socialism, the second on the
period since its demise. More specifically, the first part explores defini-
tions and negotiations of women’s roles in both the public and private
spheres following the Second World War.

Part I: Equal but different: state socialism and women’s roles in
public and private life

Women’s full and equal participation in paid labour outside the home
played a central role in the socialist states’ ideological commitment to
gender equality and female emancipation. Moreover, extensive expansion
of the post-war economies in many countries of the region demanded addi-
tional labour power. Thus, economic and ideological priorities appeared
to converge, making it logical that previously unemployed women be
drawn into waged labour as quickly as possible. Indeed in most countries
of the region this was a central plank in state policy. In the Soviet Union
women made up 51 per cent of the labour force by the early 1970s, a
higher proportion than in any other industrialised nation and one which,
in the context of full employment meant that virtually all women of work-
ing age were in either full-time employment or education. 

Yet, the question of how best to combine women’s dual roles as worker
and mother remained a thorny issue. Through the 1960s and 1970s, as
the societies in question modernised and became increasingly pluralis-
tic, changing demographic, economic and social priorities were pushing
in a different direction: towards the prioritisation of motherhood and
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family-oriented roles for women. Simultaneously, the state renounced
some of the most restrictive and authoritarian elements of control and
demands for strict ideological conformity. As a result theoreticians,
demographers, economists, educational specialists and sociologists entered
into frequently tortuous, contradictory and increasingly diverse debates
about the correct balance to be struck between women’s dual roles.24

These debates drew heavily on, and simultaneously reinforced, deep-
seated cultural understandings of femininity and the close association
between femaleness and motherhood which had survived in both pop-
ular practices and state-led rhetoric despite the regimes’ earlier claims to
strict egalitarianism. Moreover, while the potential consequences for men
of women’s increased participation in the labour force were discussed
both in terms of threats to men’s relative power and secure position in
the workplace and in terms of more private issues of identity and author-
ity within the family, the question of a need to redefine or renegotiate
the balance of men’s activities between work and home was approached
with much more caution.25 The contributors to this first part of the book
explore these issues and the broader questions which they raise in rela-
tion to perceptions of femininity, attitudes towards gender and state-led
attempts to control and (re)shape women’s behaviour both at home and
at work. Several chapters specifically draw the reader’s attention to points
of comparison and even mutual influence between the sexual politics of
states and societies on ‘opposite’ sides of the ‘iron curtain’. 

Yulia Gradskova begins this part with an exploration of women’s beauty
practices in post-war Soviet Russia, from the late 1940s until the early 1960s.
Based on oral history interviews with women in three cities – Moscow,
Saratov and Ufa – as well as an analysis of women’s magazines and popu-
lar advice literature, Gradskova challenges ‘common sense’ understand-
ings of ‘beauty’ in the Soviet Union. These, she argues, have stemmed
from attempts to classify Soviet practices either in terms of a unique
‘Soviet’ experience, or with reference to ‘western’ and/or ‘traditional’
values. This has led to a number of false dichotomies and assumptions:
that Soviet women were ‘liberated’ from the kinds of oppressive concern
with beauty and appearance imposed on women in capitalist societies;
that Soviet women were too poor to take care of their appearance or to
consider such frivolities as ‘beauty’; or that Soviet women struggled
against the socialist state with its modernising and work-oriented prior-
ities to preserve traditional ideals of femininity and beauty. Instead,
Gradskova argues that women drew on a range of ideologies, norms and
ideals in their beauty practices and that the state was, perhaps typically,
inconsistent in its attempts to control women’s access to western fashions
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and beauty ideals. Consumption, normative notions of ‘femininity’, eco-
nomic practicalities and wider social and cultural expectations shaped
and constrained Soviet women’s beauty practices in ways which were 
at once peculiar to the Soviet context but also strikingly similar to the
experiences of women in capitalist societies. ‘Doing femininity’ in post-
war Soviet Russia, Gradskova concludes, required knowledge of multiple
norms, codes and techniques of beauty. Women’s practices embodied 
a complex combination of Soviet, traditional and western values.

The following three chapters by Ildikó Asztalos Morell, Natalia
Vinokurova and Helene Carlbäck draw on an ongoing research collabo-
ration between Swedish, Hungarian and Russian scholars, in a project
‘Parenthood versus wage labour. Emancipation rhetorics and gender
practices in Soviet Russia and Hungary 1955–1985’. Asztalos Morell
begins with an examination of the writings of Hungarian labour market
experts during the 1960s and their perspectives on women’s dual roles as
mothers and workers. During this period, ideological rhetoric was increas-
ingly open to question and debate and the technocratic elites with whom
the experts allied themselves were rapidly gaining power. Labour market
experts were tasked with resolving the challenges brought about by 
a growing number of women in a labour force organised on the assump-
tion of the male worker, free from family duties and roles, as the norm.
Asztalos Morell points out that the overwhelming majority of the experts
in question were men and that they tended rather to respond to and
appease the concerns of male managers and workers than to represent
women’s views and concerns. Their recommendations focused strongly
on organising labour such that women would be able to combine their
dual functions and men’s status and earning power would not be chal-
lenged by competition from women workers. Although they distanced
themselves from blatantly essentialist discourses and supported an ideolog-
ical rhetoric of equality, the experts overwhelmingly called for a ‘realistic’
response to the issues in question. They failed to problematise the under-
lying gender contract, accepting instead a view of women’s reproductive
responsibilities as natural. Thus, despite the claims of state-socialist regimes
to privilege women’s interests and ensure equality in the public spheres of
employment and political representation, women’s issues continued to be
defined from a male perspective, based on the interests of men as workers,
managers, experts or party executives.

Natalia Vinokurova’s chapter returns to the Soviet Union and examines
the gender implications of social and economic transformations occurring
in that country in the 1960s and 1970s. Importantly, she argues that the
preoccupation with and prioritisation of the private sphere, which came
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to characterise the Brezhnev era of the 1970s, would have been impossible
without the economic, social and cultural shifts which took place a decade
earlier, during the Khrushchev era. Ironically, in the very era that women
achieved full employment and benefited from significant increases in
levels of education and training, social and cultural trends including
growing consumption and separate housing for nuclear families were 
re-emphasising and adding to the burdens of women’s family responsibili-
ties and roles. Drawing on oral histories and ethnographic interviews,
analysis of media and cultural discourses, as well as analysis of statistical
data, Vinokurova argues that women coped with their growing double
burden by a combination of state support structures and informal arrange-
ments based in particular on female networks of reciprocal favours and
support. Although she also finds some increase in men’s unpaid contribu-
tions to family life in this period, Vinokurova suggests that, in spite of
widespread rhetorical support, from both women and men, for a principle
of gender equality, the division of labour in most families was based on a
model of gender complementarity rather than equality. Both in public
and private, despite claims of egalitarianism, male and female activities,
aptitudes and responsibilities remained rather strictly separated.

Helene Carlbäck’s chapter is the most explicitly comparative in the book.
Carlbäck investigates women’s position in the labour force and domes-
tic life in Sweden and Soviet Russia by means of a comparison of public
discourses and gender practices relating to women’s domestic roles, their
employment outside the home and the provision of public childcare in
both countries. Focusing on the 1960s, Carlbäck analyses gender dis-
courses from women’s magazines and other media and compares statis-
tical data from both countries. She finds much to compare despite the
clearly different socio-economic and political systems of the two coun-
tries. A blend of liberal, romantic and Marxist gender ideologies formed
the basis of policies and discourses in both countries, and in both coun-
tries rhetoric and practice are shown to shift over time, interestingly, in
rather opposite directions. Carlbäck’s comparisons are made all the more
interesting by the fact that both Sweden and the Soviet Union have at
various junctures been perceived, and indeed presented themselves, as
models of gender equality and state support for women. Nonetheless,
essentialist assumptions regarding women’s gender-specific caring skills
were influential in both countries. These held in place a division of labour
in the family which overburdened women and which, during the period
under study, both the Soviet and the Swedish state sought to resolve
through providing public childcare, rather than challenging gender norms
in parenting and carework.
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Sue Bridger’s chapter brings this part of the book to a close both chrono-
logically and thematically through a discussion of the pronatalist cam-
paign of the late Soviet era and, in particular, its revival of the image of
the ‘heroine-mother’ as a model for Russian women. Bridger examines the
campaign from a range of perspectives including: its promotion through
the press in national women’s magazines and national rural magazines; the
research and comment of Soviet sociologists and demographers; and 
the experiences and responses of Russian women as reflected in the
upsurge of readers’ letters to the press during the Gorbachev era. This
multifaceted analysis demonstrates the instrumental nature of Soviet
policies with regard to women. Gender ideologies, educational theories
and socialist morality were called upon in media attempts to persuade
women to bear more children in a period when demographic concerns
held sway. Whilst sociologists and demographers took a more measured
approach, they too prioritised the demographic interests of the state,
seeking the most effective and efficient ways to raise the birth rate and
maintain the desired ethnic balance within the population. Yet, Bridger’s
analysis of women’s letters to the press in the late 1980s demonstrates
that their responses to and evaluations of the campaign and the state-
led policies it represented were shaped by a range of factors: economic,
social and personal, as well as political and ideological. Not surprisingly
then, women proved less malleable in terms of their reproductive behav-
iour than the state might have wished. The question of how to increase
the birth rate and resolve Russia’s, by now long-standing, ‘demographic
crisis’ continues to exercise policy-makers to this day. Yet, as Bridger con-
cludes, the increased economic uncertainty and socio-cultural transfor-
mations of the post-Soviet era have further reduced perceptions of what
constitutes the ‘ideal’ family size.

Part II: (Re-)negotiating gender, equality and difference in the
post-socialist era: rights, participation and marginalisation

The end of state socialism heralded the start of a new era of paradoxes in
the realm of gender. In virtually every country of the region, the state has
renounced its previous ideological insistence on women’s ‘emancipa-
tion’ as a central facet of policy-making and public discourse, apparently
unleashing the full force of widely supported assumptions about the
innate and immutable differences between women and men. Such deter-
ministic understandings of gender have encouraged support for rigid divi-
sions between male and female roles and responsibilities with de facto
consequences for women’s and men’s opportunities and rights. Some
observers have termed this process a post-socialist patriarchal renaissance.26
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Yet, simultaneously, the post-socialist states have continued to uphold
ideals of equality, at least in their legal commitments to international
conventions and in the inclusion of equality clauses in most key areas of
national legislation. Post-socialist societies meanwhile have embraced
notions of personal liberty, freedom of choice and expressions of identity
and have become increasingly open to global cultural, economic and
political influences. As a consequence they have become as complex
and diverse as any postmodern society. Thus, it has become increasingly
difficult to pin down a singular set of discourses, experiences or under-
standings of gender in the post-socialist era. The five chapters of Part II
of this book focus on post-Soviet Russia and reflect some of the plurality
of experiences and discourses which have developed within that society.
They also demonstrate the tensions between the uniqueness of each
microlevel study with its own historical, cultural and socio-economic
specificities, and the similarities which transcend not only local or issue-
based boundaries but also national and regional borders. Each chapter
draws on extensive qualitative research to reveal the complex gendered
realities of particular groups or communities of individuals: fathers, les-
bians, forced migrants. Gendered perceptions and representations of rights
and their infringement are also discussed, through enquiry into provincial
women’s understandings of human rights and via an analysis of media
discourses on the issue of human trafficking, as well as in relation to the
groups mentioned above.

Rebecca Kay’s chapter, which starts this part of the book, focuses specifi-
cally on the interactions between multiple structures and individual
agency in determining men’s experiences, practices and rights as fathers.
Picking up where Bridger left off, Kay argues that the pronatalism of the
late Soviet period supported and revitalised a long-standing ‘cult of
motherhood’ in Russian culture, which codes parenting and childcare as
female. As a result fathers and fatherhood are marginalised in much
public and popular discourse and in social policy-making and imple-
mentation. Deep-rooted convictions about the gender of care and the cen-
trality of motherhood to women’s identities, and suspicions about men’s
capabilities and reliability as parents, influence the practices and atti-
tudes of social service providers, courts, teachers, mothers and fathers
themselves, presenting multiple barriers to those men who might seek
to challenge the status quo. Kay’s qualitative research with men living in
provincial Russia has suggested that many men view fatherhood as a key
life-experience and a central part of their identity. Yet even those who
have become sole carers for their children find it hard to override stereo-
types of masculinity and femininity which are not flexible enough to
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incorporate the realities of their lives. Drawing on wider theories of the
power and complexity of gender as a social construct, Kay concludes that
in Russia, as elsewhere, men’s experiences of fatherhood, their behav-
iour as fathers, and the relationships they develop with their children,
are framed by a range of intersecting factors, including: legal definitions
of fathers’ rights, broader societal attitudes towards parenting, culturally
embedded expectations and understandings of gender and the practical
realities of fathers’ relationships and interactions within families, com-
munities and institutions.

Francesca Stella further interrogates the interaction between formal
rights and exclusionary social and cultural practices in her exploration
of perceptions of civic and cultural rights among lesbian and bisexual
women. Based on the findings of her qualitative study of the lives and
experiences of lesbian women in Moscow and Ul’ianovsk, Stella argues
that ‘western’ debates about sexual citizenship which prioritise formal
equality through legal and civil rights are perceived as only partially rel-
evant by her respondents. For many of these women, involvement in
community projects and carving out shared spaces of belonging was
seen as a more effective and realistic, if more gradual, approach to over-
coming experiences of discrimination, civic exclusion and public invisi-
bility. As Stella points out, women’s views and practices were shaped by
a range of factors including, but not limited to, their sexual orientation:
age, location and relationship status were also significant. Framing her
empirical data in a careful analysis of the political, social and cultural con-
text of contemporary Russia, Stella demonstrates that perceptions of the
most effective ways to challenge exclusion and promote social change are
influenced by specific models of citizenship, historical and contemporary
developments in the relationship between states and societies and cul-
turally rooted attitudes towards gender and sexuality.

Questions about the usefulness of rights discourses and practices, devel-
oped primarily on the basis of western institutional frameworks and
experiences, are also raised in the following chapter by Vikki Turbine.
Her study of provincial Russian women’s perceptions of human rights
highlights the necessity of considering wider frameworks and practices
in order to understand perceptions of entitlement, discrimination and
rights violations. Turbine explores the ways in which Soviet legacies and
post-Soviet experience converge, leading women to prioritise socio-
economic entitlements and to seek to resolve ‘problems’ through informal
means. She argues that human rights are variously understood as a
moral norm, a package of rights, or a particular form of ‘crisis’ interven-
tion, but are commonly viewed as abstract in comparison with the real
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problems of women’s daily lives and therefore as largely irrelevant as a
tool for resolving these issues. Turbine finds that women generally pre-
fer to use familiar informal networks and turn to trusted interlocutors
for information and advice. Yet she cautions that whilst such approaches
may be temporarily empowering and relatively efficient in solving imme-
diate problems, they may also ultimately entrench negative perceptions
of rights-based approaches and exclude women from this aspect of national
and global citizenship.

Infringements of women’s rights, their perceptions of discrimination
and their strategies for overcoming such difficulties are also highlighted
by Larisa Kosygina’s study of the experiences of forced migrants in the
Russian labour market. Kosygina argues that female forced migrants are
doubly disadvantaged, on the one hand by the gender inequalities which
are embedded in the structure of the Russian labour market and which
shape the practices and attitudes of both employers and employees, and
on the other hand by the loss of symbolic, material and social capital as
a result of migration. Kosygina draws attention to the importance of
continuities and discontinuities, both over time and between identities,
practices and external structures, in shaping people’s perceptions of dis-
crimination and entitlement. She notes that gender discrimination in the
labour market is passed over as unremarkable in many respondents’ stories,
whilst discrimination on the grounds of age is more readily identified as
problematic. Kosygina argues that this discrepancy results from consider-
able continuities between the past and present in terms of gendered segre-
gation of occupation, inequalities in pay and generalised perceptions of
gender-appropriate roles for women and men. The latter are shared by
employees and employers alike, further reducing a sense of conflict or
unjust treatment where discrimination arises on the grounds of gender.

The book draws to a close with Mary Buckley’s chapter on representa-
tions and interpretations of human trafficking in the contemporary
Russian press. Buckley returns to a more macro-level analysis of media
discourses and their interaction with state policy-making and wider socio-
cultural perceptions and attitudes, as employed by some of the authors
in Part I, Carlbäck and Bridger in particular. Focusing on a selection of
articles from eight national newspapers, Buckley identifies three main
strands in press reporting on the issue of human trafficking: those seeking
to apportion blame; informative reporting; and sensationalist interpre-
tations and accounts. Gendered, ethnicised and geopolitical configurations
of power and representation inform these strands in a variety of ways,
apportioning blame to the ‘west’, the ‘market’, and ‘non-Russian’ men,
for example, or representing women as passive victims and/or sexualised
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objects, used and abused for male consumption. Buckley concludes by
calling for a more nuanced analysis of the different dimensions of human
trafficking in order to more fully understand the workings of and put an
end to illegitimate mechanisms of influence and power which underpin
and sustain this phenomenon.

Conclusion

The ten contributors to this volume share a fascination with and a strong
commitment to unpacking, analysing and offering insight into the
workings of gender and its impacts on women’s and men’s lives. Each
chapter draws on detailed and original research and together they con-
tribute to a multifaceted and historically grounded picture of the ways
in which gendered structures, identities and practices have developed
and continue to develop in Russia, Central and Eastern Europe during state
socialism and after its demise. Taken together these chapters confirm the
importance of the ideologically driven configuration of social, economic
and political structures and priorities which shaped gender relations during
the period of state socialism and the ongoing influence of that legacy 
for the countries of the region. And yet they also clearly demonstrate the
importance of wider international contexts and the parallels and inter-
sections between experiences, understandings and negotiations of gender
in that region and beyond. In this sense the studies presented here, both
individually and collectively, make an important contribution to wider
understandings of gender and of its relevance to contemporary concerns
of transnational significance including: the relationship between states
and citizens, the nature of citizenship and the nuanced ways in which
‘equality’ and ‘rights’ are perceived and experienced in practice, the power
of discourse and the intersections between representations of gender and
the lived experiences of women and men.
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1
‘We were very upset if we didn’t
look fashionable’: Women’s Beauty
Practices in Post-war Russia
Yulia Gradskova

‘Beauty’ has attracted considerably less academic attention amongst
scholars concerned with the Soviet gender order, than questions of gender
ideology and gendered divisions of public and private sphere roles.1 Where
beauty has been discussed, it is usually treated as something of ‘second-
ary importance’, an aspect of broader studies of private life, intimacy,
sexuality and consumption.2 However, feminist researchers have noted
that concepts of ‘beauty’ are extremely important to the production of
femininity in any society, and can shed light on less overt mechanisms
of domination which, due to their invisibility, may easily survive and/or
adjust to transformations of the ‘visible’ political and social order.3 From
this perspective the Soviet case is particularly interesting. Although the
majority of women were employed outside of the home and in spite of
constant shortages of fashionable clothes and other beauty products,
Soviet women continued to show an interest in ‘looking nice’ through-
out the Soviet period. Indeed, during the perestroika years western visitors
were often impressed by Soviet women’s attempts to look ‘as feminine as
possible’.

This chapter explores the norms of female appearance and under-
standings of ‘beauty’ which informed women’s practices in Soviet Russia
from the late 1940s to the early 1960s. The arguments presented here
draw on my wider PhD study: a historical anthropology of everyday norms
with respect to practices and representations of beauty and maternity in
Soviet Russia, 1930–1960s. This research is concerned with both norma-
tive discourses and everyday tactics and strategies of ‘demonstrating
beauty’ and ‘becoming beautiful’.4 The concept of ‘normativity’ is cen-
tral to the theoretical underpinning of this research. I understand ‘nor-
mativity’ as a set of regulations including external demands, ‘routine
practices’5 and internalised codes and meanings in a Foucauldian sense
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of disciplinary practices. Thus, normativity is not only based on written
prescriptions or direct force, but is also a collection of everyday practices
which appropriate, mix and resist competing discourses on appearance,
beauty and fashion. Therefore, my research methods include discourse
analysis of Soviet magazines6 and advice literature, as well as twenty-one
oral history interviews conducted with women in 2003–4 in Moscow,
Saratov and Ufa.7 My interviewees were born between 1919 and 1947
and were mainly ethnic Russian and Bashkir. During interviews women’s
experiences of and attitudes towards personal appearance, attractive-
ness/unattractiveness, clothing practices, fashion, professional dress
codes, use of make-up and jewellery were discussed. In most cases, respon-
dents spoke very readily about the period of their lives when they were
‘young and beautiful’ and showed me many pictures from their younger
years.

When I started this research I was repeatedly confronted by a number
of common assumptions made by both western and Russian colleagues.
These ‘common sense’ understandings of ‘beauty’ in the Soviet Union
stem primarily from attempts to classify Soviet practices in terms of either
a unique ‘Soviet’ experience, or with reference to ‘western’ and/or ‘tra-
ditional’ values. Issues of gender, equality, consumption and morality
are central to and conceptualised differently in relation to each category.
The practices and discourses of village culture, ethnic and religious cus-
toms, which the new regime struggled to transform following the revo-
lution, are classified as ‘traditional’. ‘Traditional’ practices are assumed
to form part of wider authoritarian forms of social organisation includ-
ing gender inequality and patriarchal control over female sexuality. The
‘Soviet’ category encompasses those practices and discourses associated
with communist (Bolshevik) ideology, including politics of forced social,
gender and ethnic equality. By contrast, discourses and practices associated
with urban consumer culture, as well as with rationalised morality (civility)
and fashion, are classified as ‘western’.8 ‘Western’ discourses and practices
are also deemed to imply a certain liberalisation of sexual mores alongside
a preservation of gender-specific divisions between public and private
spheres.9 Thus it is commonly assumed that:

• Soviet women were ‘emancipated’ from a need to care overly about
their appearance and their femininity. Communist ideology prohib-
ited luxury, and clothes, as well as other consumer goods and beauty
products, were in short supply. Therefore, women escaped the power-
ful consumption discourses of the capitalist west and were not forced
to ‘dress up’ as western women are.
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• Soviet people were poor and it was impossible for women to take
‘proper’ care of themselves and their appearance. Western fashions
were a vague but inaccessible ideal.

• Women wanted to preserve a traditionally feminine appearance, but
the communist state prioritised people’s ‘work’ qualities and strove to
replace traditional ‘femininity’ with a population of gender non-
specific workers.

This chapter questions such assumptions and explores discourses and
everyday practices in order to reveal the ways in which women shaped,
supported and/or challenged norms of female appearance and beauty in
post-war Soviet Russia. While the assumptions outlined above separate
and juxtapose ‘Soviet’, ‘western’ and ‘traditional’ practices, the argu-
ment which follows will demonstrate that everyday beauty practices are
better explained through an analysis of their interdiscoursivity which
acknowledges the mixture of practices and discourses which constitute
and maintain everyday norms of beauty.

Changes in the ‘beauty context’

The beauty discourses and practices which women described to me dur-
ing interviews were framed by the social, political and economic context
as it related to issues of personal hygiene, clothing and fashion. Towards
the end of the 1930s women constituted about 40 per cent of the labour
force, yet they were also required to be ‘feminine’ in their looks and
behaviour. In contrast to the early 1920s, when women revolutionaries had
focused almost solely on questions of functionality, paying little atten-
tion to the fit or condition of their clothes, the kulturnost’ campaign of
the 1930s resulted in important changes in beauty discourses. Films,
fashion pages and photographs showed women in neat and pretty city
clothes and urban women at least were expected to follow suit.10 As
early as 1928, in an article entitled, ‘Is it time for workers to start think-
ing about the art of clothing?’, Soviet Minister for Education, Anatolii
Lunacharskii, argued: ‘We have just overcome a time when ragged
clothes were a kind of proletarian uniform . . . nature moves young peo-
ple to play around a bit with their outfits and to try to accentuate their
attractiveness, force and grace.’11 Kulturnost’ allowed for significant vari-
ations in appearance depending on income and taste. Women of the party
and cultural elite (many of them wives of the elite) were expected to have
higher incomes and more developed tastes in clothing and accessories.12

Luxury items like fur coats and cosmetics were advertised on posters and
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in magazines,13 yet Soviet interpretations of ‘good taste’ continued to
frown upon ‘showing off’, luxury and flirtatiousness, maintaining norms
of ‘modesty’ and ‘not standing out’ for the masses.

Consumer goods and services, from textiles and ready-to-wear clothes
to bath houses, were subject to constant shortages. The living standards
of the majority of the urban population – overcrowded communal flats
and barracks, often lacking running water – made looking after one’s
body, clothes and shoes particularly difficult. Yet, discourses on hygiene
insisted that regular care for skin, hair and clothes was the key to good,
healthy looks. Nikolai Semashko, Minister for Health and author of many
booklets and brochures about culture and health, insisted: ‘Proletarian
clothing should be hygienic above all else. Thus, we must fight merci-
lessly against those bourgeois “fashions” that damage the human organ-
ism.’14 In the 1930s, a range of public services was established, including
dressmakers, beauty counters in hairdressing salons and bath houses,
and the Moscow house of fashion, opened in 1934.15 Yet, official dis-
courses on hygiene and natural beauty continued to insist that artificial
‘additions’ and ‘decorations’ were extraneous to true beauty. For exam-
ple, the introduction to a 1950s brochure for beauty counter staff
stresses that whilst various forms of cosmetics have been used in the past
to mask imperfections, Soviet cosmetics are used to heal the skin.16

The Second World War led to a dramatic fall in living standards; how-
ever, it also resulted in a certain exposure to external influences. After the
war, Soviet officers and soldiers returned home with so-called ‘trophies’ –
clothes, shoes and fashion magazines. One of my respondents explained
that in Ufa women used dressmaking patterns taken from German fashion
magazines right into the 1960s. Meanwhile, new fashions and notions
of beauty arrived as ‘friendly imports’ from the Baltic republics and the
‘socialist countries’ of Eastern Europe. Fashions from Riga began appearing
in Zhurnal mod as early as 1945.17 International technological advances
such as artificial dyes, man-made textiles, hairstyling and cleansing prod-
ucts also impacted significantly on Soviet women’s beauty practices. Ideals
of beauty began to be equated with these new technologies: several
interviewees described perming their hair for the first time during the war
as a way of ‘becoming beautiful’.

Yet other ideals and aspects of beauty discourses were preserved from
the pre-war period. Women were still expected to be neat and modest in
their appearance. The word ‘fashion’ (moda) was not used much in
women’s magazines and was reserved instead for professional publica-
tions such as Zhurnal mod, which was first published in 1945. Even here,
an article about fashion attempted to differentiate between ‘bourgeois’

24 Women’s Roles in Public and Private Life
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and Soviet fashion, claiming that the latter was ‘for the people’: ‘The
spirit and character of bourgeois fashion that was and is disfiguring of the
human body is alien to us. We have always and will continue to fight
unreasonable excess, cheap chic and loud clothes that are so frequent in
bourgeois fashion.’18 Soviet women were not meant to be ‘too interested
in clothes’ and even less so in make-up. Instead they were expected to
dress with care, to be able to sew well and to take care of their skin and
hair. With this aim, advice on natural skin care and various methods for
cleaning and washing clothes were published in women’s magazines,
books on household management and personal hygiene.19

More significant changes came in the late 1950s and early 1960s when
‘fashion’ was rehabilitated and questions of taste and manners became
paramount.20 In 1958, Rabotnitsa published an article by the well-known
Soviet writer Lev Kassil who insisted that ‘fashions change because wear-
ing the same styles for a long time produces a certain weariness and
dulls the faculties of the masses.’ Thus, fashion was explained in func-
tional language and could no longer be ignored. Simultaneously, pro-
duction of ready-to-wear clothes and mass production of new man-made
textiles and accessories were rising rapidly.21 In 1956, sales indexes com-
paring current sales with 1940 levels, showed a 219 per cent increase in
sales of clothing, a 205 per cent increase in sales of shoes, and a massive
939 per cent increase in sales of sewing machines.22 Unfortunately, this
growth in the number of Soviet women owning a sewing machine
occurred just as international (western) fashion started to rely heavily
on technological advances requiring mass production.

Natural versus artificial beauty

Soviet beauty discourses consistently emphasised the importance of
women’s bodies looking ‘natural’. However, as in contemporary consumer
culture, normative definitions of a ‘natural look’ prized youthful bodies
with ‘feminine’ proportions rather than accepting a true diversity of female
forms.23 Some Soviet magazines and advice books explicitly linked looking
‘nice’ to looking ‘feminine’, based on an ideal body type. For example, in
1945 Zhurnal mod published an article with pictures illustrating the ‘nor-
mal body’ which suited all styles of dress and two bodies which were
named ‘problematic’. It is easy to see from the pictures that the ideal was a
woman with a slim and defined waist, relatively narrow shoulders and long
legs. My interviewees all agreed that this kind of body was ‘nice’.

Whereas during the 1940s ideals of female beauty were mainly repre-
sented through pictures and films about young sportswomen, in the
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1950s this ideal was propagated in more descriptive ways which made 
a clear link between ‘female beauty’ and ‘femininity’. Kassil’s article on
fashion, cited above, states: ‘The question of feminine behaviour and attire
is in no way secondary. Not everything which is fitting for a fine young
man [dobryi molodets] is equally fitting for a pretty young girl [krasnaia
devitsa]! Woman’s dress should correspond to the forms and lines of 
the female figure, accentuating her grace, soft lines and movements.’24

The Russian terms used here conjure up folk images, demonstrating the
‘traditional’ roots of this discourse.

Advice literature and magazine articles giving beauty advice insisted
that women should respect the ‘natural’ composition of their faces and
figures: ‘A woman should pay attention to her appearance and wear her
hair in a style which suits her face. When choosing a hairstyle pay atten-
tion to your features, hair colour, neck.’25 Ideals of ‘natural beauty’ also
had sexual connotations. The moral health of the ‘young natural look’
was held up in opposition to the look of the sexually experienced
woman. M., who was born in Minsk in 1933, but lived in Moscow at the
time of fieldwork for this study, told a story about damaging her ‘natu-
ral, youthful’ beauty:

When I left school and went to the institute, the girls around me
started saying . . . that I should get a perm. All of them had one. So, I
decided to do it as well. I went to the first hairdresser but she was very
wise and told me: ‘You have such nice hair; I’m not going to give you
[a perm]. Your hair will lose its curl.’ Then I went to another place.
They didn’t care what they did there. So, she gave me a perm and
something very strange replaced the head of a pretty young girl.

Thus, the pressure to look ‘natural’ can be seen as a hegemonic concept
linking Soviet beauty practices with western and traditional (village)
practices and playing an important role in women’s subordination.

Culture, ‘good taste’ and fashion

The idea of ‘good taste’, as mentioned above, was part of the kulturnost’
campaign. Although this campaign belonged primarily to the pre-war
period its rhetoric and goals persisted into the post-war era. This was par-
ticularly so in predominantly agricultural and peripheral regions, as well as
in those regions where local, ethnic or religious forms of dress prevailed.
Yet, the ‘cultured’ look – neat city dress – was particularly difficult to
achieve in the post-war period, when the Soviet economy of shortages
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was exacerbated by wartime devastation. According to my respondents
from agricultural regions, city clothes – skirts, blouses, even school 
uniforms – were seen as ‘luxury clothing’, sent by urban relatives or bought
in cities on rare shopping excursions. H., who was born in 1927 in a
Bashkir village, spoke of a trip to Samara:

When I was a young girl I so wanted to wear a blouse and skirt, but they
were difficult to get . . . Once I went with my grandmothers to Samara
and there I immediately bought a blouse and a skirt! I wanted them
so much!

On the other hand, Bashkir informants, especially those with higher edu-
cation, also noted the disappearance of traditional rural beauty norms.
While O., who was born in 1935, described the process as a conversion to
modernity: ‘All of us Bashkirs gradually became more modern’, her younger
sister, P., who was born four years later, in 1939, alluded to authoritarian
pressures: ‘National traditions were fast becoming more Russian . . . It
seems like they were somehow suppressed by our parents. I may be wrong.’

This may imply that for Bashkir women acquiring a ‘modern’ look
implied the destruction of traditional ‘Bashkir’ beauty practices. That
new styles of clothing are described as ‘Russian’ rather than ‘European’,
‘western’ or ‘modern’ suggests that changing beauty practices were part
of multidimensional and complex processes of modernisation and
urbanisation which could also be understood and remembered in ethnic
terms. This ‘subaltern’ interpretation26 of Soviet beauty practices indicates
that women’s beauty practices in post-war Soviet Russia cannot simply
be categorised as ‘Soviet’, ‘traditional’ or ‘western’. Other categories for
understanding these practices emerge depending, for example, on the
socio-economic, cultural or geographical situation of a respondent. Thus,
definitions of ‘cultured’ appearance and dress shifted in the aftermath of
the Second World War. The central press reiterated Stalin’s theory of
Soviet culture as ‘socialist in form, national in content’ by claiming to
include some ‘ethnic elements’ in modernised (western? Russian? Soviet?)
styles of clothing and appearance.27 This was particularly important in
view of critiques of fashion as ‘cosmopolitan’, which the values of ‘national
traditions’ were deemed to offset. On the other hand, national tradi-
tions were not to be overemphasised due to a ‘threat of ethnographism,
the mechanical repetition of archaic forms, and the mistaken pursuit of
pseudo-populism’.28

While peripheral areas struggled to introduce ‘cultured appearance’ to
everyday practices, central publications on beauty and appearance focused
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increasingly on developing aesthetic notions of ‘good taste’. The ideal of
the ‘naturally beautiful female body’ was fundamental to this process as
were aesthetic arguments regarding matching and complementary styles.
Thus, aesthetic, rather than overtly political, arguments were employed
to explain the importance of ‘avoiding luxury’ and ‘loud’ styles as part
of a discourse on ‘good taste’. Aesthetic grounds were also used in cri-
tiques of ‘fashion’, in spite of its partial rehabilitation. It was argued that
popular styles were not necessarily beautiful.29

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Soviet designers began to copy inter-
national fashion trends to produce ‘Soviet models’ using ‘friendly import’
publications as a guide. Models in Rabotnitsa, for example, sported curly
hairstyles and nylon dresses,30 while advice literature included sections
with knitting patterns from the ‘countries of popular democracy’ and
advice on the purchase and care of synthetic garments, alongside the
usual sections on dressmaking, laundering, skin and hair care.31 Thus,
Soviet fashion was not in fact separate from international trends. The
stories of my informants and family photographs, which they showed
me during interviews, support an understanding of fashion as ‘global’
(or western). Many of them described copying film stars’ dresses, partic-
ularly those worn by Brigitte Bardot in the film Babette goes to war.32 The
competition between ‘fashion’ and ‘good taste’ was easily won by the
former in the early 1960s. T., who was born in 1946 and was a student at
Moscow University in the early 1960s, explained her friends’ attitude to
clothing: ‘We were very upset if we didn’t look fashionable.’

Looking ‘fashionable’ required that women keep abreast of changing
styles, spend money and/or time acquiring them and alter their bodies
to meet the requirements of each new look. Thus, curly hair required the
use of curling irons heated over the open fire, or sleeping on hard rollers.
Clothes and accessories defined as ‘tasteful’ were not always appropriate to
women’s living and working environments and were frequently intro-
duced as a result of everyday norms, which incorporated various elements
of patriarchal (traditional? Soviet? western?) femininity. Understandings
of ‘good taste’ which were internalised by women often made their lives
particularly difficult, requiring them to wear nylon stockings in temper-
atures of minus 20° for example. B., a Communist Party member and
headmistress of the village school, born in 1919 into ‘a quite cultured
family’, explained that she always had to have two pairs of shoes with her,
one with high heels, so that she could comply with both ‘school norms’
and ‘kolkhoz norms’.

Thus, discourses on ‘cultured appearance’, ‘good taste’ and ‘fashion’
do not support simplistic categorisations of beauty practices as ‘Soviet’,
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‘traditional’ or ‘western’. Western and consumption-oriented ideals were
widely disseminated as a result of Soviet authoritarianism and colonial
practices of ‘teaching culture to the masses’. Meanwhile, practices of
‘doing femininity through beauty’ maintained ‘traditional’ patriarchal
structures of domination.

Consumption, ‘beauty qualifications’ and the beauty shift

Naomi Wolf introduced the term ‘beauty qualifications’, claiming that
in contemporary American society women require both professional
and ‘beauty’ qualifications in order to work outside of the home. These
qualifications include the special skills required to become ‘attractive’.33

Soviet normative attitudes to beauty in the post-war era also required
women to possess certain skills and access particular resources. Throughout
this era women had to cope with an ‘economy of shortage’ and ‘making
themselves beautiful’ demanded a complex combination of scarce state
resources and various forms of quasi-private entrepreneurship.34 Soviet
‘beauty qualifications’ demanded special skills to navigate complex sys-
tems for ‘acquiring’ goods and services. Managing one’s own resources
was also important: as in a ‘market economy’ access to beauty services
and products depended greatly on income. C., an engineer and wife of
the chief engineer at her factory, had no difficulty accessing dressmak-
ing services in Moscow during the late 1950s: ‘When we were working,
we could get dresses made at the atelier. It wasn’t that expensive and not
that many people used it.’ However, J., who worked as an accountant in
Saratov during this period, said that buying clothes and shoes raised
serious financial problems:

In the fifties shoes and clothes appeared again. That was in 1954, 1955.
You could buy things. There was lots in the shops. It was expensive of
course. Everything was expensive for us. With old money you could
buy sandals for 160 roubles, that was expensive for us. [My salary was]
300 roubles. So we had to pay half a month’s wages for a pair of shoes.

Besides income, privileges were another important aspect of social dif-
ferentiation affecting women’s ability to achieve normative beauty. Two
respondents with privileged access to goods via workplace distribution
explained how important this was for their beauty practices. D., a com-
munication specialist for the Interior Ministry, explained that she had
access to cheap, high quality dressmaking services, not available to the
general public. V., who worked in a closed military plant in Moscow,
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explained that many beauty services were offered free of charge at the
beauty salon there.

In a situation where goods were scarce, buying and selling privately
was a common means both of obtaining beauty products and clothing
and of making money through their sale, despite the criminalisation of
such activities as ‘speculation’. A., from Ufa, explained that in the post-
war years she and the women she knew, ‘wore whatever we could get.
Clothes were partly sewn, partly bought on the black market [tolchok].’
Such ‘speculation’ was viewed as necessary for survival, but also as a
source of fear and shame. Even now, many women who were young in
the 1940s–1950s are reluctant to talk about their ‘speculation experi-
ence’. E., from Ufa, who was born in a village in Bashkortostan in 1932,
began by presenting her knitting as a hobby, and only at the end of the
interview admitted that she knitted because she ‘needed the money’.
Thus, she was able to use her ‘beauty skills’ in order to gain additional
income. In other cases the reverse was true: respondents presented the
‘need to be beautiful’ as a main reason for seeking new sources of income.
M., who was a student in Perm in the 1950s, explained that whilst most
of her clothes were handmade, she did not sew them herself, but bought
cloth and took it to a dressmaker: ‘I gave private lessons from my first
year at university. So I was able to have a new dress for every holiday and
I was a very fashionable girl.’

Yet, in spite of the importance of money and privileges, women’s great-
est resource was time. Unlike men, women were considered naturally
both able and interested in making their homes beautiful as well as try-
ing to make themselves, their children and even their husbands look
nice. One of the most important beauty assets for a woman was to own a
sewing machine. Women sewed clothes for themselves and their children,
and, sometimes, for their husbands and grandchildren. Girls were taught
to sew at the age of 8–10. Exceptions were rare and respondents who had
not made their own clothes described this as abnormal. Sometimes in
addition to sewing, but rarely as a substitute, women knitted, embroi-
dered and made lace. Friends at work, school or university exchanged
tips and shared their expertise. Dressmaking patterns were taken from
magazines, copied from friends and relatives and frequently simply made
up, based on dresses women had seen in the streets or in films. However,
women’s sewing and knitting skills were most importantly employed
for ‘remaking’ old clothes. The ability to transform unfashionable, worn-
out or hand-me-down clothes into a new piece of clothing for yourself
or your children was a source of pride for every woman in the
1930s–1950s, a kind of master’s exam for her ‘beauty qualification’. 
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K., from Saratov, who was born in 1932, proudly told of how she remade
clothes:

I made new from old as they say. I remade clothes for the children. I
remember one time my neighbour gave me her silk dress. I took it
and made a dress for my daughter. She was running around and clam-
ouring, ‘look, Aunty, what a nice thing my mother made from trash.’
[The neighbour] answered, ‘Oh, yes, I know, your mother can do it!’ I
remade everything. I took an old coat and made a coat for my older
daughter, and then, from that, I made one for my younger daughter.

While prolonging the life of clothes was important for family survival,
remaking skills were also important to female subjectivity. K. was proud
not only because her talents helped her to save on family expenditure,
but also because her dressmaking abilities brought her respect. The abil-
ity to make nice clothes, seen historically as the most appropriate female
craft, demonstrated her ‘female virtues’ and confirmed her ‘normative’
femininity. Even in the 1950s–1960s when ready-to-wear clothes started
to appear in the shops, knowing how to sew or knit continued to be an
important signifier of ‘correct’ femininity, as many respondents eagerly
explained. For example, P. from Ufa, who was born in 1939, said:

In 1963 when we got married, my husband bought me coffee coloured
shoes. They were very nice shoes and they were not expensive. He also
bought me a brown velvet dress, but it was too big for me. I altered it
completely so it fit me.

Yet, Soviet women, particularly in the post-war period, had to develop
very different beauty practices and skills from those which were needed in
a traditional society. Rural women migrating to the city found that tradi-
tional practices were disrupted and new standards of appearance and
means of beauty production developed. They had to adapt to new ways of
doing laundry and drying clothes, not in the open air, but in overcrowded
communal apartments, as well as adopting city styles of dress and appear-
ance. In the 1940s this usually meant cutting their braids, an experience
described by many respondents as the starting point in women’s adapta-
tion to city life. However, even in the cities most Soviet women could
not count on a developed public service sector, nor on the production of
consumer goods such as washing machines or curling tongs. Thus, women
paid a high price in terms of their ‘beauty shift’, something which became
a central normative practice in Soviet constructions of femininity.
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Respondents called on various discourses and beliefs to explain the
‘necessity’ of caring for their appearance: ‘family and ethnic traditions’
of woman’s ‘need to be beautiful’ at least at certain stages in her life; Soviet
discourses from the 1930s–1950s on ‘cultured appearance’; or the influ-
ence of global patterns of consumption from which Soviet women could
not be fully separated even by the iron curtain. The ‘beauty shift’, how-
ever, was a common feature of women’s stories, running through these
various discursive positions and frameworks and one which clearly con-
tradicts some of the assumptions about Soviet women’s ‘emancipation’
from a need to care too much about their appearance.

Beauty and identity – rites of passage to adulthood

In this final section of my chapter I have selected three of my younger
respondents whose stories are illustrative of the changes and variations
experienced by young women in relation to norms of beauty. Two of
these respondents were born in the 1930s and one in the mid-1940s, two
are Bashkir and one Russian. However, it is not my intention to argue
that their narratives explain the impacts of generation or ethnicity on
post-war Soviet beauty norms. Rather, I shall explore the ways in which
their narratives concerning norms of ‘beauty’ illustrate the intersections
between ‘femininity’ and ‘tradition’, ‘modern consumption’ and ‘Soviet
consciousness’.35

G. was born in 1935 in a small settlement in West Bashkortostan. Her
father was killed in combat during the Second World War. G.’s mother,
who had no formal education, raised her four children alone. G. went to
the settlement’s Bashkir school until the 7th grade, when, as a good pupil
and the daughter of a fallen soldier, she was awarded a place at a boarding
school in Ufa, officially the best school in Bashkortostan. On finishing
school G. went on to study at Ufa Pedagogical Institute. Arriving in the
city aged just 14 and as a pupil of an elite city school, she was eager to
reproduce dominant discourses on modesty and achievement.

When talking about her clothing and appearance as an adolescent she
constantly stressed aspects of ‘similarity’ and the ‘unimportance’ of ethnic
or social differences. These statements were supported by several other
respondents, particularly those born in the 1920s–1930s. G. interprets
‘similarity’ as a result of poverty, yet still gives it rather positive conno-
tations: ‘similarity’ encouraged moral behaviour and allowed young peo-
ple to concern themselves first and foremost with their studies and not
with appearance or flirtation: ‘There was no immodesty. It was that kind of
social environment and that kind of a time . . . If you asked the nationality
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of people around me, I couldn’t tell you. We were all as one.’ And yet,
she mixes traditional (village patriarchal) and Soviet (communist) defi-
nitions of the line between ‘normal’ and ‘deviant’ behaviour, offsetting
studies (internal beauty) against flirtation (inappropriate sexual behav-
iour): ‘We did not kiss in public. We studied hard. We stood out for achieve-
ments in our studies [not for our clothes].’ G. clearly opposes the idea
that being ‘attractive’ should be a primary goal for women. Yet, at the same
time, she explicitly supports a heteronormative stance, insisting that mar-
riage and children are very important for every woman: ‘Women have
their duties, men have theirs.’

G. reported that she was most commonly dressed in her school uni-
form, which she remembered fondly, and that she and the other girls in
her class sewed their own dresses during ‘vocational’ classes, from a single
roll of cloth bought by the school. Traditional ethnic styles were viewed
positively, but only as a costume for folk dancing classes or as a small
‘addition’ such as an embroidered pattern. According to G., styles of dress
changed in a kind of natural progression – only the ‘old generation’
(people older than her mother) really continued to wear traditional (ethnic
Bashkir) dress, while young people ‘automatically’ preferred ‘modern’
(‘non-ethnic’, western) styles.

Thus, G.’s story can be read as an account of her transition from the
village with its traditional rural culture to the urban culture of the city.
In many ways her account appears to confirm some of the ‘common sense’
assumptions about Soviet beauty practices. Yet, these assumptions are
also called into question by G., particularly the assumption that ‘tradi-
tional femininity’ was replaced by an androgynous Soviet worker style.
G.’s interpretations of ‘modesty’ show how persistent connotations of
patriarchal domination over female sexuality were and that they remained
prominent even in the Soviet urban context alongside idealised notions
of ethnic and social equality.

P. was born in a Bashkir village in 1939 and came to Ufa aged 18 to
study at the Pedagogical Institute. S., whose parents came from Moscow,
was born in 1945 just after the end of the war, in a small military settle-
ment in the Far East. Her family moved back to Moscow when she was 6
years old. Like G., P. and S. completed secondary schooling and went on
to higher education, at Ufa Pedagogical Institute and Moscow University
respectively. All three married and had children soon after graduation.
All three women lost their fathers at an early age and both S.’s and P.’s
mothers were school teachers. It is not surprising, therefore, that they
share similar memories of discovering beauty: a lack of clothes, shoes
and textiles dominates their stories.
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All three women stressed the importance of education and were good
students at school and in higher education. However, unlike G., S. and
P. present their experiences in ways which clearly question assumptions
that Soviet women were either ‘liberated’ from a need to pay attention
to their appearance, or that they were too impoverished to do so. Both
women made it clear that ‘beauty’ was important to them and to their
contemporaries and offered various examples of the efforts ‘girls’ went
to in order to look nice. P., for example, demonstrated what might be
viewed as a ‘western’ attitude to consumption when she explained how
important it was for her to buy new clothes: she and her friend always
tried to eat lunch at home in order to save their student grants for clothes.
She changed her hair colour so frequently as a student that in any one
year it ranged from blonde to black, and recalled how young women
tried to wear stylish clothes, for example very tight skirts, in the fashion
of the styliagi.36

When S. had to choose which secondary school to attend, she deliber-
ately chose one that offered a special course on sewing and she was very
proud of the pretty dresses she made. In this her narrative mixed the vil-
lage tradition of homemade clothes with the ‘modern’, urban demands
for consumption and ‘fashionable’ appearances. She stressed that ‘girls
always tried hard to look nice’, making time, for example, to check their
looks, apply powder or lipstick, and fix their hair in the toilets between
lessons.

Unlike G., S. and P. did not subscribe to a norm of ‘sameness’, choos-
ing to ‘stand out’ and emphasise their unique look instead. However,
they presented this as consistent with dominant Soviet discourses on
‘modesty’ and ‘egalitarianism’. For example, during S.’s interview she
said the following about school parties:

When I was at another school, in the 7th grade, you were allowed to
wear your holiday dress for school parties. The girls tried to look
pretty. They tried not to wear the same dress to the next party. It was
nothing very special, some had clothes, others didn’t. But at the new
school I went to after 7th grade, we were only allowed to wear a white
apron. Right up until 11th grade. And, I would say, maybe, maybe it
was a good thing. Not everybody has the same opportunities. It’s
true. But, the girls tried hard. They tried in spite of everything . . .
They tried to make their skirts fluff out more. Or they changed their
collars. You were supposed to have an ordinary collar in school. But,
I made mine from poplin. So, first you wore one collar, then, the
other one.
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The women’s descriptions of their personal circumstances and cloth-
ing habits reveal other differences in experience, particularly between P.
and S. P. described her childhood in a Bashkir kolkhoz as characterised
by equality of hardship. In fact, she pointed out that she had enjoyed
certain advantages because her mother was educated. She was the only
child in the whole village who wore a ‘real school uniform’ which had
been sent to her by distant relatives in Kazan. Both P. and G. felt that
moving to Ufa, a ‘big’ city, capital of the republic, to study meant they
became someone with a future, distinguished by their education.

By comparison, S. experienced far less dramatic upward social mobility.
She too presented her life as ‘difficult’ where the pursuit of ‘beauty’ was
concerned. The room her family lived in was so small that for several
years it was impossible for them to own a sewing machine, it was diffi-
cult to buy clothes and, frequently, even cloth. However, she mentioned
a number of dresses and even a coat, which her family had been able to
buy for her when she was 9 years old, at a state-owned dressmakers. In
order to dress nicely and fashionably, S. used her beauty skills and paid
careful attention to her appearance. Her beauty shift included dress-
making, queuing to buy clothes and cloth, and hunting for both goods
and fashion magazines, in particularly the Estonian Siluett: ‘To buy one
you had to run from one kiosk to another.’ Nonetheless, S. claimed that
her look was ‘modest’ when compared to others, especially female stu-
dents from the much more ‘fashionable’ department of philology. These
girls were considered particularly fashionable, not least because they were
able to buy cast-offs from foreign students in their department.

S. and P. also had rather different attitudes to the ‘beauty practices’ of
their youth, as well as to beauty as a source of identity. P. tended to enjoy
her achievements, framing experimentation with personal appearance
in terms of culture, education and urban lifestyles. She argued that she
was changing along with others around her, insisting that even when
she returned to her village for a holiday there were mostly students
around and stressing that she belonged to a first generation of people
with higher education in her region and ethnic group. S., on the other
hand, tended to stress the ‘efforts’ she made to become beautiful rather
than the result. Yet, both women sought to represent ‘what people did in
our time’, rather than just their personal attitudes. Thus, it was ‘time’ and
‘people’ rather than individuals which changed. For S. time was mostly
static for ‘girls like her’, whilst for P. the times were dynamic and full of
political changes for Bashkir youth.

Yet, it was P. who questioned the ‘positive victory’ of modern (western)
dress over ethnic (traditional) styles and the idea of a woman’s right to
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express her sexuality through her appearance without losing her ‘moral-
ity’. P. did not limit herself to a view of traditional (ethnic) culture as
unimportant, but questioned Soviet modernisation from the ‘subaltern’
position discussed earlier. Her acceptance of modern looks during her
own youth, seen, for example, in her experiments with dying her hair,
was reversed when she discussed her struggle as a school teacher to stop
girls wearing make-up to school. She explained how she urged her
pupils to wash off their make-up, insisting that there was no need
for them to cover their young faces with cosmetics, because one day
somebody ‘would love them and they would have a family’. In this con-
text then, she stressed traditional (village) understandings of chastity
and heteronormativity as represented through girls’ ‘natural’ appear-
ance. Thus, for P., ‘standing out’ and ‘being attractive’ was only accept-
able when this ‘individualisation of beauty’ did not threaten broader
patriarchal constructions of heteronormativity or damage traditional
village morality regarding control over female sexuality. Thus, the ‘nor-
mative’ concepts of femininity which emerge from an analysis of these
women’s remembered practices demonstrate the complex interplay and
mutual reinforcement between ‘traditional’, ‘modern’ and ‘Soviet’
frameworks for understanding women’s beauty practices in post-war
Soviet Russia.

Conclusions

The material presented here demonstrates that beauty practices in post-war
Soviet Russia incorporated a complex combination of elements. Women’s
beauty practices drew together components which could be attributed
to all three norms: western (modern, urban, consumption-oriented), tra-
ditional (patriarchal, village) and Soviet (egalitarian, communist, author-
itarian). The resulting normative understandings of beauty were not
made up of separate elements, but acted as a system of rules and mean-
ings that were internalised and resisted at the same time.

Many modern attitudes to beauty (including personal hygiene and edu-
cation of taste) were taken from western social and political agendas and
incorporated into Soviet discourses about female beauty. These attitudes
symbolised ideals of modernisation and progress, yet they were remem-
bered by many respondents as ‘genuinely’ Soviet norms of new ‘cultured’
appearance and body care. Yet, this modernisation/westernisation/
Sovietisation was also questioned and, sometimes, reinterpreted as a
continuation of pre-Soviet colonial politics towards periphery and non-
Russian ethnic groups.
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Interactions between beauty discourses and beauty practices were par-
ticularly complex. On the one hand, particularly in the late 1950s, beauty
discourses presented ‘western’ as the opposite of ‘Soviet’, particularly with
regard to ‘modesty’ versus ‘standing out in the crowd’. On the other hand,
this opposition did not often lead to open confrontation at the level of
women’s everyday practices. On the contrary, discourses on ‘good taste’
required that women employ multiple tactics in order to distinguish
themselves and reappropriate the beauty space (by saving for a ‘special’
dress or making an ‘exclusive’ dress at school). Meanwhile ‘western’ fash-
ion elements (such as Babette’s fringe and skirt) enjoyed huge popular-
ity throughout the Soviet Union. Moreover, in the context of a shortage
economy, the fact that women had widespread information about 
‘western’ beauty styles and artefacts (such as make-up and nylon stock-
ings) meant that, far from being liberated from the norms of consump-
tion, Soviet women invested enormous efforts and made great sacrifices
in order to achieve norms of ‘good taste’ and ‘aesthetic appearance’.

The huge efforts which women put into their ‘beauty shift’ reinforced
traditional (patriarchal) norms, according to which women were expected
to constantly improve their ‘beauty qualifications’. This ‘beauty shift’ in
addition to their paid employment and in the context of constant short-
ages of consumer goods, contributed to women’s exhaustion. Yet, many
women also regarded their beauty skills (sewing, knitting, hairstyling skills
etc.) as assets which bolstered their self-esteem and their social position.
Thus, the social meanings attributed to a woman’s ability to make fash-
ionable (including western-style) dresses and improve her appearance
with complicated hairstyles, were comparable with traditional (village)
norms concerning woman’s personal skills and practices and their use in
a patriarchal context. And yet, contrary to assumptions about the inac-
cessibility of western standards to Soviet women, the results of women’s
efforts were frequently that their hairstyles, hats and dresses looked very
similar to those worn by women in the west.

Thus, in post-war Soviet Russia personal beauty skills tended to rein-
force ‘western’ norms of individuality and fashion rather than the ‘Soviet’
or ‘village’ interpretations of modesty as ‘not standing out’. Also, despite
the importance of ‘homemade’ beauty, beauty practices were nonethe-
less linked with money and consumption to a certain extent and so
might be seen as an everyday subversion of Soviet norms. However, even
whilst everyday beauty practices seem to have gone a long way towards
overcoming Soviet discourses on ‘modesty’ and ‘similarity’, my interviews
with women living in three different cities of contemporary Russia show
that some ‘Soviet’ constructions about beauty and appearance were not
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seriously challenged and were frequently reproduced in women’s repre-
sentations of ‘normative femininity’. Thus, ‘doing femininity’ in post-war
Soviet Russia required knowledge of multiple norms, codes and techniques
of beauty and cannot be classified according to any one set of norms and
values.
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2
How to Combine Motherhood and
Wage Labour: Hungarian Expert
Perspectives During the 1960s1

Ildikó Asztalos Morell

Following the 1956 revolt in Hungary, the Stalinist doctrine on women’s
emancipation was reframed in the context of a wider process of ‘consol-
idation’ of political, social and economic relations. Post-Stalinist rheto-
ric and practice questioned the suitability of women’s bodies, with their
reproductive functions, for ‘masculine’ work and argued that women’s role
in society should be based on ‘realistic’ assessments of gender difference.
Women were to be offered ‘suitable jobs’ which could accommodate
their family roles and maternal duties. Simultaneously, the family’s respon-
sibility for providing childcare during infancy was reappraised, reinforc-
ing demands on women’s time and energy.

This chapter will explore the ways in which labour market experts pro-
moted this alternative rhetoric and practice through debate on the devel-
opment of ‘suitable jobs’ for women. The arguments put forward here
are based on an analysis of eight articles published in Munkaügyi Szemle
(Labour Review) between 1960 and 1968.2 The journal was the publication
of the Research Group of the Ministry of Labour and as such was a key
forum for labour market experts to influence the development and
implementation of government policies. The views of this group impacted
on policy-making processes and thus contributed directly to gendered
constructions of the relationship between reproductive and productive
roles and to renegotiations of the terms of women’s mobilisation as a labour
reserve during the post-Stalinist period. As such they were part of the
hegemonic discourse of state socialism.

The analysis presented here focuses on these articles as expressions of
a power struggle for control of the redistribution of societal resources, be
they resources for industrialisation, labour mobilisation or for the expan-
sion of welfare institutions. In more abstract terms, these experts played
a key role in the struggle to produce ‘winning’ definitions of reality, and
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to determine the ways in which women’s desired and perceived societal
roles would be seen in the context of industrialisation and labour mobil-
isation. These experts played their part in the realisation of state devel-
opment policies and ideological goals by formulating feasible ways of
implementing them at the shopfloor level.

All articles dealing with the mobilisation of female labour published
during the period under review and in the selected journals were analysed
using qualitative methods of content analysis.3 Firstly, central themes were
identified in the articles and then categories of meaning were developed
to code key arguments for or against women’s mobilisation. These cate-
gories and themes were analysed in relation to the key groups of actors
identified within the texts. The articles were seen as the experts’ inter-
pretations of the views of managers and male workers on the one hand,
and of the aims of the political economic elites on the other, as expressed
in the official rhetoric of emancipation. Reflections on the views and
experiences of women workers themselves were largely absent.

Labour market experts as mediators of the gender contract

The labour market experts who authored these articles were tasked with
analysing conflicts at the shopfloor level and formulating policy recom-
mendations in line with the ideological goals of the state. As such they
occupied an intermediary position providing a link between state-led
ideology and policy-making on the one hand, and shopfloor experi-
ences on the other, the latter being characterised by conflict between
ideological goals, managerial concerns and resistance from male workers.4

Yet, these experts were neither fully co-opted into the political rhetoric
of the day, nor directly involved in the day-to-day practices of policy imple-
mentation. Able to legitimise their perspectives by referring to ‘scientific’
analyses, they claimed detachment from both the teleological elite and
the managerial technocracy.5 Nonetheless, the debates analysed here
developed at a time when power was shifting towards the technocratic
elite, and ideological rhetoric was open to question and revision. In this
context, labour market experts allied themselves with the technocracy in
discussions of economic reform.6

With regard to gender, the views of labour market experts both reflected
existing dominant understandings of productive and reproductive roles
and contributed to their re-evaluation. These experts made recommen-
dations on how to resolve the challenges brought about by an influx of
women, with their reproductive roles and duties, into a labour force organ-
ised on the assumption of the male worker, free from reproductive duties,
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as the norm.7 They responded to the concerns of male managers and
male workers who focused on the difficulties arising from attempts to
integrate women into the labour force. By contrast, the views of women,
either as workers or as experts, were notable for their absence from these
debates.8 Thus, the shifting balance of power during the 1960s, which
gave the technocratic elite increasing influence in policy-making, did
not result in greater representation for women. Women were poorly rep-
resented or absent from areas with real political influence (such as the
Central Committee)9 meaning not only a lack of just representation, but
also that women’s interests and issues were not properly expressed or recog-
nised.10 Women’s issues were defined from a male perspective, through
the eyes and based on the interests of men as workers, managers, experts
or party executives. This stands in stark contrast to women’s allegedly
privileged position under state socialism and the perception of women
and the socialist state as allies.

The mobilisation of women’s labour helped to liberate women from
economic dependence on men in the private sphere, yet exposed them
to inequalities in the public sphere, such as gendered labour segregation
and dependence on welfare institutions.11 Gender inequalities intersect
with other structural inequalities, and the reformulation of the gender
contract occurring in Hungary in the late 1950s and early 1960s mir-
rored changing configurations of economic and political power12 as the
command economy gave way to a modified plan economy. This meant
both that power was increasingly concentrated in the hands of the tech-
nocratic elites and that compromises had to be struck with the working
class and the peasantry.13 Thus, the expert articles analysed here reflect
both class and gender conflict which arose in response to the influx of
female labour into previously male-dominated areas of the labour mar-
ket, a process driven by the ideological goals of the cadre elite. In their
writings, labour market experts reflect upon, and construct resolutions
to this conflict, based on what Goven has termed the reframing and essen-
tialising of the gender contract in the context of a transition from pri-
vate to public patriarchy.14 These expert discourses formed part of the
ongoing struggle to define reality and to gain influence over policy-
making and implementation. Whilst they were ideologically critical, of
the Stalinist rhetoric of emancipation, for example, and its emphasis on
women’s mobilisation into the labour force, these experts were them-
selves engaged in the formulation of ideology, in this case through the
development of alternative rhetoric on women’s integration into the
public economy. The lack of women’s voices in this process is symptomatic
of the transition from private to public patriarchy which characterised
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this process of mobilising women for production. Unfortunately, as a
result of the gender bias in available sources, this chapter is not able to
redress this balance by giving voice to women’s experiences and opinions,
exploring women’s perception of these debates and their impacts on the
realities of women’s lives. This will remain an important agenda for
future research.

Labour conflict and the post-Stalinist gender regime

The post-1956 regime sought to consolidate power by balancing policies
aimed at achieving an agenda of socio-economic development based on
the ideologies of state socialism, with policies aimed at containing pop-
ular resistance to this agenda. The latter goal aimed primarily at minimising
social unrest which was often an expression of both socio-economic dis-
content and dissatisfaction with policies and practices relating to gender.15

Pittaway’s study of labour conflict, for example, documents male factory
workers’ resistance to women’s entry into male-dominated working
environments during the early 1950s. Despite generational and regional
conflicts of interest which divided male workers in other contexts,16

they united against the state-sponsored intrusion of women into these
occupations: ‘Gendered notions of hierarchy were not merely the exclu-
sive province of the skilled elite but were also to some extent shared by
all male workers.’17 In response, many managers either adapted their efforts
to integrate women into the workforce in order to accommodate male
opposition, or gave up such attempts altogether. In the period before 1956,
other managers and newly recruited women found support amongst party
propagandists in refusing to bow to such opposition. However, as Pittaway
has highlighted, managing gender-based unrest was integral to contain-
ing social and economic unrest. The solutions put forward by the post-
1956 regime indicated a shift in gendered perspectives in terms of ideology
relating to the spheres of both production and reproduction.

Women’s labour mobilisation was still perceived as necessary, but
began to be reframed in a gendered discourse of ‘suitability’. Whilst offi-
cially a discourse of equality still prevailed, a new ideal, or ‘secondary
discourse’, emerged emphasising the primacy of ‘naturalised sexual dif-
ferences’.18 In this context, women’s labour force participation was viewed
as inextricably bound up with and defined by their reproductive respon-
sibilities. This was simply considered a matter of ‘reality’.19 Therefore, it
was argued, women’s integration into paid labour must be enhanced in
ways that would not damage their ability to combine paid labour with
reproductive duties.20
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Simultaneously, increasing concern about declining birth rates was
voiced as part of the ‘demographic debate’.21 While the ban on abortions
secured high birth rates during the Stalinist period, these fell in the early
1960s to Hungary’s lowest ever levels.22 The problems caused by the con-
flicting demands placed on women as mothers and as workers were
blamed, stimulating urgent debate and calls for new solutions to be found.23

Anomalies and pressures related to women’s working lives were to be
tackled in the hope that women would be more willing to become moth-
ers and to have larger families as a result.

Efforts made during the 1950s to encourage women to enter male-
dominated areas, such as tractor driving, were criticised in the 1960s as
examples of dangerous excess.24 According to the new doctrine of the
1960s, women were only to be recruited to ‘male’ jobs after careful eval-
uation had established that these jobs were ‘suitable’. Protective legislation
was revised in 1966 so that women could be banned from jobs evaluated
as ‘unsuitable’. These laws were based on essentialist definitions of women’s
bodies, where reproductive functions and physical strength (or rather
physical weakness) were central. Beyond a core group of occupations from
which women were universally banned, however, the new laws dele-
gated decisions on evaluation to the workplace. In practice, the decen-
tralised decision-making process was used locally to prevent a threat to
‘male’ occupations from a possible influx of female labour.25 In agriculture,
for example, recruitment of women to many newly mechanised occupa-
tions effectively stopped.26

While protective legislation banning women from certain occupations
sanctioned a negative relationship between women’s reproductive roles
and wage labour as mutually exclusive, positive sanctioning of women’s
reproductive rights aimed to enable women to combine their roles in
reproduction and production. In the late 1950s and early 1960s the ben-
efits available to women in relation to their reproductive and caring
roles were extended: unpaid maternity leave was lengthened to 20 weeks;
women gained the right to take leave in order to care for sick children;
and the need for additional daycare facilities was recognised. The new
gender regime was epitomised by the introduction of the childcare sub-
sidy in 1967. This meant that mothers of children up to 3 years of age
could choose between paid full-time motherhood and wage labour. The
allowance was initially restricted to working mothers and provided approx-
imately 50 per cent of a woman’s previous wage.27 The childcare subsidy
implied a re-evaluation of women’s maternal roles and a shift away from
workplace nurseries and towards the family as primary childcare provider
during infancy. The plan (which was gradually realised) was that nurseries
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for young children should be moved from the factory to residential neigh-
bourhoods and places would not expand substantially, whilst kindergartens
for children over 3 years old would expand to provide accommodation for
all children.

The discourse on suitable jobs for women and the
regendering of the labour force

From rhetoric to practice: transforming the gender contract in 
the context of economic reform

Only one of the eight articles analysed focused specifically on the issue
of women’s equality in the labour force. Whilst this article argued that
young women should be taught the importance of ‘preparing them-
selves to become working members of society’,28 the other seven focused
primarily on assessing the feasibility of translating a rhetoric of equality
into practice, arguing: ‘Real equality can only be reached through full
participation, the fullness of which is naturally to be interpreted “realis-
tically”, in the societal division of labour.’29

During the early 1960s debates on economic reform produced a split
between discourses based on the assumption of a resource-limited com-
mand economy30 and those which took a more reform-minded approach.
Proponents of the former argued that the economy’s labour shortage
could only be resolved by expanding the labour force, which would 
in turn stimulate economic growth. Since, by the 1960s, male labour
reserves were close to exhaustion, women were the only available resource.
Thus, it was argued that, ‘the objective need of the national economy
necessarily demands increased rates of female economic activity.’31

However, there was a mismatch between this view of women as a key
labour reserve and the profile of labour shortages, which were concen-
trated in branches of heavy industry employing predominantly male
labour. In other words, the demand for labour was highest in tradition-
ally male occupations: typically low skill, heavy physical jobs, or skilled
technical jobs, where women were traditionally not employed.
Attempts to integrate newly mobilised women into these areas, there-
fore, implied a significant challenge to the prevailing gender segregation
of labour.

From within a perspective based fundamentally on preserving the
planned command economy, two alternative approaches emerged.
Proponents of the first argued that the shortage of male labour could be
eased by redefining the ‘gender’ of occupations. Women could not be
‘spontaneously’ integrated into previously male-dominated areas due to
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well-documented opposition from both managers and male workers.32

Instead systematic political and economic pressure would need to be
brought to bear and occupations would need to be ‘regendered’ by man-
aging women’s entry to specific areas of the economy:

If female labour reserves are used properly, for example by means of
regrouping workers within the existing labour force, even those occu-
pations which can only be performed by men, could be filled. The
question is, whether there are still sizeable labour areas to be found
(beyond those labour areas which are already highly feminised) where
women could be employed.33

Supporters of the second approach argued for gendered development
strategies. Thus it was suggested that strategies of economic development
should be adjusted to suit the features, and in particular the gender, of the
available labour force. Experts argued that the development of the indus-
trial structure itself could be modified in order to take account of the fact
that available reserves of new labour were predominantly female. Instead
of regendering existing occupations, this would imply, ‘the gradual
transformation of the industrial structure and the creation of such work-
places, which could employ primarily women.’34 Nonetheless, the pro-
posed development strategies continued to prioritise male employment.
In industrial regions, where there were clear shortages of male labour, new
investments should be made in ‘women’s’ branches of industry, yet in
agricultural areas, with male labour reserves, investments should prioritise
‘male’ branches:

In industrial counties the primary goal should be to increase female
labour, and to invest only in a very limited manner in branches
requiring additional male labour. If such investments are nonetheless
demanded in order better to exploit natural resources, transfers of
labour between suitable branches and regions ought to be planned in
advance . . . In contrast, in predominantly agricultural counties,
strategies for industrial development should aim to increase suitable
branches both for women and for men . . . due to the anticipated
release of excess male labour from agriculture.35

In contrast to these approaches, each of which assumed the basis of a
command economy, an alternative position emerged, emphasising the
need to increase efficiency and taking a critical view of the mobilisation
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of female labour per se. This emerging alternative discourse of ‘rational
labour-use’ questioned the feasibility of labour policy based on continu-
ous expansion of the labour force. The objections of these experts were
based, at least in part, on a critique of policies aiming to maximise
female employment: ‘Increasing women’s labour force participation per
se may not even be economically feasible.’36 Increased employment of
women was criticised in terms of socio-economic feasibility and ration-
ale. Experts questioned the ratio of cost, in terms of the need to expand
the service sector in order to replace women’s domestic labour, set
against the expected surplus value created by women in the labour force:

The economic costs of the further incorporation of women are sizeable
due to the expense of developing childcare institutions. Furthermore,
a part of the potential labour force to be mobilised will be consumed
by new staffing requirements (childcare personnel, catering person-
nel, etc.) created by employing women.37

Another critique of the command economy focused on strategies of
human resource management, which it was argued ought to balance
principles of economic planning and voluntarism: ‘The reproduction
and organisation of a labour force that fulfils society’s requirements should
evolve by means of wide-ranging complex operations which nonethe-
less should be the outcome of the conscious acts of individuals based on
free choice.’38 In the same vein, it was argued that local labour force
requirements and the principle of voluntarism, rather than a drive to
fulfil central quotas, should guide the process of women’s integration
into the labour force. This argument is in line with the rhetoric of the
1968 reforms, which sought to devolve decisions about increasing the
employment of female labour to the level of the enterprise:

This will offer a mechanism for regulating [women’s employment],
which can meet two key requirements: women’s protection must be
a first priority in areas where it is needed, however, there should be
no unjustified barriers to the expansion of women’s employment.
Instead, this mechanism should be flexible enough to adapt to local
conditions, technological developments, and shifts in working con-
ditions. In principle, the mechanism gives enterprises control over
such decisions. . . . While . . . Ministry of Labour guidelines offer
direction, this strengthens the influence of enterprise economic man-
agers and social organisations.39
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This change did not signal the end of protective legislation. Rather it
meant bringing this legislation in line with the principles of the antici-
pated economic reforms by devolving decision-making to enterprise
and shopfloor levels. This strengthened the position of management
and (male) workers in defining the terms of women’s inclusion.40

Thus, during the 1960s two discourses ran in parallel: one arguing for
the mobilisation of female labour reserves in various forms, the other
calling for alternative approaches including the rationalisation of labour
and the devolution of planning. Common to both was the unproblema-
tised association of caring roles with women. The question of whether
women’s mobilisation was feasible or not, was assumed to revolve around
the development of institutional alternatives to women’s childcare duties,
rather than any challenging of essentialist assumptions about gender
roles and responsibilities.

Assessing resistance to women’s integration into the labour force

The dual intentions of government regulations – to enhance women’s
employment in suitable areas, while prohibiting it in ‘dangerous’ ones –
met with dual obstacles at the enterprise level. Enterprises suffering acute
labour shortage were eager to recruit and ignored restrictions on women’s
employment in unsuitable jobs:

The implementation of legal provisions and protective regulations
justly limiting women’s physical burden can cause difficulties, espe-
cially in old and small workshops, which do not have the equipment
and simple machinery required to ease heavy physical labour and for
moving goods around . . . It has been impossible to enforce the
restriction on women lifting loads of over 20 kilograms, despite vari-
ous attempts.41

Other obstacles worked in the opposite direction, mitigating against an
increase in women’s employment. In the first instance, managers were
to identify suitable jobs where women could be employed: ‘The increas-
ing demand for male labour in the workshops was (and still is being)
solved by internal regroupings. Men working in jobs suitable for women
were replaced by women. The male labour released in this way has been
made available to new workshops.’42

At this stage, problems revolved around how to define which jobs
might be regendered in this way. At the next stage, however, where plans
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were to be implemented, underlying problems of a more pragmatic
nature, including opposition from male workers and managers, surfaced:

Inappropriate attitudes have to be overcome amongst both women
and working men, and above all amongst managers in charge of 
production . . . [Women’s behaviour] gives ground for opposition to
increasing women’s employment in the workshops. Therefore, man-
agers’ preference for getting rid of women who cause such problems
can be understood, although it is not approved of.43

To allay various concerns, labour experts argued for a ‘realistic’ position
on women’s mobilisation and integration into the labour force based on
shopfloor experience. The articles analysed here address this issue firstly
through discussion of women’s alleged characteristics, secondly from a
management perspective, and finally, from the perspective of male
workers. Each of these aspects of the debate is discussed in more 
detail below.

Problematising women as workers

One way of explaining resistance to the employment of women in male-
dominated areas was by referring to allegedly female qualities and char-
acteristics, which made women’s employment problematic. Szoboszlai
states that, ‘in many factories there is an aversion to employing women.
They are not happy to employ women. Instead the factories insist that it
is necessary to employ men.’44 He goes on to call for discussion of the
‘real’ reasons for this opposition, searching for the reasons in generalis-
ing characterisations of women’s potential in the workforce. The fea-
tures discussed by experts can be grouped into four categories:
biologically determined characteristics, both physiological and psycho-
logical; women’s lack of training and skills; characteristics relating to
women’s societal roles; and finally women’s alleged personality traits.

Biologically determined characteristics

The experts put forward paradoxical views concerning the alleged bio-
logical origins of gender differences in occupations. This is illustrated by
Jenovay’s article.45 He is critical of the ‘common’ view that ‘women can,
in general, only carry out light and less complex, low responsibility
jobs.’46 While male occupations requiring physical strength were
defined as unsuitable for women, experts warned against generalised
assumptions that all women were unsuited to physically demanding
occupations. Critical of generalisations which led to evaluations of
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women as a category with lower labour capacity, Jenovay defined differ-
ences in physical strength as relative:

Women’s average physical capacity is less, than men’s average.
Similarly, there are differences between features of the nervous-
system . . . [Yet, many of the jobs done by women] are not at all light
physically . . . Work conditions vary greatly . . . there are individual
differences between women.47

Jenovay argued against the generalised view of women as unsuited to
technological occupations. On the contrary, he argued that women’s
domestic duties develop skills which are crucial to technical occupations:

The idea that women lack ‘technological skills’ is also mistaken. At most
we can claim that women are underrepresented amongst those possess-
ing these types of skills. Technological, mechanical features dominate
the domestic tasks, which are traditionally carried out by women (clean-
ing, cooking, baking), just like in many areas of industrial labour.48

Thus, in their preoccupation with defining those male occupations
which might be regarded as suitable for women, the experts in fact chal-
lenge the gender coding of abilities required for male occupations.
Instead they state that some women might also possess these abilities,
citing as evidence the statistical distribution of these abilities within the
female population.

In contrast to such relativistic views concerning women’s ability to take
on men’s jobs, Jenovay also identified those occupations which might be
seen as particularly suitable for women: ‘There are occupations which
women are more suited to carry out, in particular, those occupations or
jobs which require more precision, patience and humanity.’49 Thus, both
essentialist and relativist views are found within the same article.

In these articles, ‘suitability’ was most commonly discussed in relation
to how women could take over previously ‘male’ occupations. Neither
the bond between men’s physiology and male occupations nor that
between women’s physiology and female occupations was questioned.
However, whilst the suitability of men’s bodies for female occupations
was not discussed, women were identified as possessing allegedly female
characteristics which made them especially suited for specifically femi-
nine occupations (see Figure 2.1).

One plausible explanation for this paradox is that the particular posi-
tion of experts was articulated as independent of both teleological and
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common-sense views. The expert view is grounded in rational argu-
ments and makes reference both to the economic rationality of women’s
mobilisation in previously male jobs and to ‘research’ on women’s abil-
ities. From the perspective of economic rationality, Jenovay pointed out
that women were the only workforce which could still be mobilised to
meet labour demand in traditionally male jobs. Jenovay criticised the
‘common views’ of male workers and managers who opposed the inte-
gration of women into male occupations. In contrast, the teleological
views of the 1950s pressed for the integration of women into all male
occupations. Jenovay formulated a critical position towards these views
as well, by relativising women’s physiological abilities and defining cer-
tain male occupations as more suitable for female labour than others.

In general, these articles sought to assess which male occupations women
could perform, and whether views concerning women’s alleged primary
features would exclude them from these areas. Three main strategies
emerged for tackling this dilemma: (a) simply recategorising as ‘female’,
those ‘male’ occupations deemed suitable for women; (b) adjusting work-
ing conditions to suit women’s features: a key issue here was the improved
use of technology to make jobs physically suitable for women: ‘Increased
employment of women could be achieved by the mechanisation of heavy
physical work, and creation of work-places suitable for women’;50 and
finally (c) developing production profiles which would suit women’s alleged
features. In each case the gendered segregation of occupations remained as
a central and unchallenged principle, despite some attempts by experts to
question generalisations which emphasise differences between men and
women and put them in ‘opposite categories’. As discussed above, these rel-
ativist tendencies were to enable the recruitment of women into a range of
occupations broader than ‘common views’ considered appropriate, yet nar-
rower than the party propaganda of the 1950s aimed at. In short, it rein-
forced the acceptability of views arguing for a range of occupations seen as
unsuited for women. The definition of the boarders between the two was at
issue, not the questioning of essentialist differences per se.
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Women’s lack of acquired skills

Although a wide range of occupations were officially defined as ‘suit-
able’ for women, many of these were slow to employ women. Experts
pointed to women’s lack of appropriate skills in explaining the low rates
of recruitment of women to technologically advanced sectors:

Even within the postal service there are areas which are already fem-
inised, and areas which could be suitable for women, yet they are
filled by men. In the latter areas (technician, book-keeper) the major
problem seems to be the lack of skills.51

The strategy recommended in this context was to improve women’s
skills and encourage women to enrol for courses of technical education.
However, as it transpired, there were structural issues, which might hin-
der this solution. Trade schools offering training for ‘male occupations’
had a very limited number of places, including dormitory space, for female
students. Experts suggested that there was considerable silent resistance
to the creation of extra places: ‘A certain aversion and opposition to the
employment of female labour is expressed by enterprises which allocate
a very minimal percentage of places in trade schools to be filled by girls.’52

Others chose to ‘blame the victim’ and criticised women for not tak-
ing up new opportunities to gain a technical education, guaranteed by
the introduction of minimum quotas in training programmes:

It is of course also true that women seeking employment, as well as
employers, adhere to false beliefs . . . For example, now, when we
have succeeded in securing a minimum number of places for girls in
occupations that can be seen as suitable (such as radio and television
technician), there are only enough girls to fill a portion of the allo-
cated places.53

It was argued that both enterprise managers and women needed to be
motivated to raise women’s skill levels in the desired areas:

Women’s disinterest in pursuing leading jobs requiring technological
know-how is primarily related to the fact that these positions require
regular further education and activities outside of normal work time . . .
women’s interest in technological subjects and the importance of
technology must be more intensively and consistently encouraged.54
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Women’s societal roles

At the enterprise level, arguments against the expansion of women’s
employment focused predominantly on frustrations caused by women’s
dual roles, which created organisational difficulties for management.
Women were blamed for production deficits: ‘Women’s frequent absences
due to family and health issues, their limited or lower endurance, causes
organisational difficulties, large losses and production deficits.’55 The
pressures experienced by managers to find suitable replacement because
of unplanned absences to care for sick children were cited as having caused
serious difficulties especially in smaller, rural work units.56

In another article female labour was described as unreliable. Women’s
special rights as workers and mothers were problematic for managers,
who were under pressure to fulfil state plans and to deliver production
figures indicating increased labour efficiency. Employers found women’s
special rights frustrating:

The increase in the length of maternity leave,57 the right to take three
years of unpaid leave, the ban on night shifts, the right to take breast-
feeding breaks . . . this is precisely where the problems start. The new
system of technological staff quotas, with its increased demand for
efficiency has been accompanied by a reduction in staff numbers . . .
Managers typically react to such measures by seeking to fill their quo-
tas, as far as possible, with male labour.58

A ‘realistic’ attitude towards women’s double burden was suggested as
the best way to resolve these issues of adaptation. In the articles analysed,
the problems caused by family responsibilities were discussed solely in
relation to women. Women were blamed for not using the state services
available to support working mothers and the solutions offered were fur-
ther improvement of childcare services (at national and enterprise level)
and the mechanisation of household labour. Men’s parenthood and
their contribution to domestic labour was not problematised in a simi-
lar manner. Thus, the experts supported increasingly essentialist under-
standings of gender.

Essentialising women’s personality traits

In some cases women’s frequent absences were seen not only as an
unfortunate by-product of their dual responsibilities, but as the result of
female personality traits. An article describing the situation in the Duna
Vasmü steelworks illustrates this point:
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Many women will use every penny to improve their material circum-
stances. They are not making use of the services that our state pro-
vided precisely in order to ease women’s double burden (laundries,
leasing of household equipment, buying semi-prepared and ready-
made food) . . . Most newly employed working women, instead of
easing the burden of housework, falsely aim to ease their workload at
the enterprise . . . This provokes objections to women’s employment.59

In the articles analysed, women workers were accused of demonstrat-
ing a poor work ethic. Women entering the workforce for the first time
were described as prioritising domestic labour and accused of trying to
recuperate during working hours by taking frequent sick-leave and look-
ing for undemanding, single-shift positions. It was claimed that women
avoided night work and split shifts, seeking instead jobs which could
easily be combined with their family duties. By the same token,
women’s low representation in decision-making positions was explained
by women’s lack of interest in taking on duties which extended beyond
normal working hours or required extra training. This again was linked
to women’s prioritisation of their reproductive duties. Thus, women’s
alleged neglect of labour tasks and career options were seen as choices
based on personal preferences, as much as they were consequences of
their double burden.

Coping with managerial opposition

In response to managerial concerns, experts argued for a ‘realistic’
approach to the mobilisation of women. Difficulties associated with bal-
ancing women’s reproductive and productive roles were at the root of
most managerial opposition to women’s employment:

As the proportion of female workers increases the number of days leave
for which replacement workers have to be employed also increases.
Female workers take a higher number of days off on sick-leave than
men, because women have to care for sick children. An increase in the
proportion of women is also bound to lead to an increase in maternity
leave, and unpaid leave.60

Such high rates of absenteeism were shown to contradict the specific
demands of certain sectors. For example, ‘the majority of jobs in the
postal service require reliability, precise service and professional know-
how. Thus frequent short-term replacements can cause difficulties in
delivering the same level of service.’61 Once again, such difficulties were
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exacerbated in workplaces with a small number of staff where, ‘it is 
especially difficult if you have a situation where mothers take unex-
pected leave for unpredictable periods of time. In such cases it can be
difficult to find even untrained replacements.’62

In developing alternative strategies to cope with these imbalances,
experts again called for a ‘realistic’ position to be taken with regards to
women’s features within the workforce. What was meant by ‘realistic’
was that women’s reproductive responsibilities must be taken into account:

We have to acknowledge that women take a substantially larger share
of care and domestic duties and that most of these tasks fall on
women. A realistic evaluation of this problem and the development
of a correct perspective would, to a large degree, facilitate the employ-
ment of female workers in larger numbers in the workshops and in
productive labour.63

As noted above, recommendations for changing the organisation of
reproduction focused on increased institutional provision and changing
women’s behaviour and attitudes.64 In this context, however, the focus
was on developing solutions by changing the organisation of produc-
tion. One such recommendation was to employ internal labour reserves
to cope with the problems caused by women’s unexpected absences due
to their family responsibilities. Gendered divisions of labour and/or
men’s lack of responsibility for reproductive duties were not questioned
in this context. Another recommendation argued for deflating the value
of female labour: ‘the leadership could decrease the planned value in
measuring per capita production rates.’65 These proposals implied a fur-
ther formalisation of women’s ‘special’ status in defining the conditions
of their employment on the basis of their reproductive responsibilities.
Such adjustments, it was argued, would remove the threat of ‘punishment’
for not fulfilling the plan from managers employing female labour.

Coping with opposition from male workers

The articles show that opposition from male workers hindered women’s
employment in previously male occupations. In contrast to the Stalinist
ideal, according to which women would compete with men on an equal
footing in all areas of employment, women’s integration into previously
male areas was now to proceed according to a carefully orchestrated and
hierarchical plan. As well as establishing which jobs were suitable for
female employment, managers had to cope with resistance to women’s
employment in previously male-dominated areas. The solution put 
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forward was for men who were released from areas deemed suitable for
women, to be moved ‘upwards’ in the internal labour hierarchy and placed
primarily in newly opened workshops which were technologically more
advanced: ‘We intend to employ the released male labour power in occu-
pations requiring further skills and training, where we can ensure increased
wages for them.’66

Another way of overcoming resistance was via a policy of prioritising
the employment of the wives of those workers who had taken part in
subsidised housing projects. Such housing projects were part of a strat-
egy to bind a skilled ‘core’ labour force to the enterprise and these work-
ers were seen as ‘stable’ and ‘reliable’. By employing the wives of ‘core’
workers it was hoped that reliable women workers would be recruited.
The employment of wives and other female family members was also
seen as part of a developmental strategy by which housing costs could
be kept down, since these women already lived in employee households,
in contrast to male workers from the countryside who had no local
housing. The employment of female family members also meant that
women were more easily accepted by male workers:

The increase in women’s employment was enhanced by permission
given to certain workshops and brigades to employ women, whose
husbands or other relatives were working in the same brigade or
workshop and where the woman’s social or other family issues were
known. This step helped to win over the support of workers in the
brigade . . . Managers’ opinions also became more positive, not least
as a result of their own workers’ responses.67

Labour experts problematised women as a special category within the
labour force. They objectified women, accepting the perspectives of
male workers and managers as ‘reality’ and offering solutions on this
basis rather than seeking to understand women’s perspectives and expe-
riences as subjects. In doing so they reaffirmed the naturalised gender order.

Conclusions

This chapter has examined the role of labour market experts in support-
ing the naturalisation of gender differences in the context of attempts to
mobilise and integrate women into the labour force. Labour experts
argued for a ‘realistic’ view of women as workers. This implied an unques-
tioning association of women with reproductive duties which natu-
ralised women’s caring roles and regarded characteristics associated with
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these roles as innately ‘female’. Their analyses and recommendations
supported the position of male managers and workers, who were critical
of women’s entry into previously male occupations, in the context of
workplaces organised around the norm of a male worker without caring
responsibilities. New, ‘realistic’ strategies for women’s integration into
the labour force were to proceed by reasserting the priority of male
labour and protecting the interests of male workers. This included ensur-
ing men’s primary access to better paid and more highly skilled jobs and
ongoing support for the gender segregation of labour which reinforced
gendered hierarchies. Thus, experts supported managerial strategies to
counteract the threat posed to masculine identities by an influx of
women into previously male occupations.

The post-Stalinist shift in economic policy, towards decentralisation
and efficiency, coincided with shifts in emancipatory rhetoric and
praxis towards naturalising and institutionalising women’s caring duties
and defining suitable working spheres on this basis. Since the normative
wage earner was based on a male worker free from reproductive duties,68

the influx of women into industrial labour upset the normal functioning of
enterprises. Thus, women came to be defined as a deviant category of
labour. The difficulties experienced in integrating female wage earners
into the labour force demonstrated the incompatibility of the existing
systems of production and reproduction. Women’s increased labour
force participation demanded that both systems be modified, through
the increase in childcare institutions, subsidised dining facilities and so
on, in the case of the organisation of reproduction, and through the
integration of reproductive rights into legislation guiding the organisa-
tion of production. However, reproductive rights were codified as mater-
nal rights, reinforcing the segregation of male and female roles and
responsibilities, both in the home and at work.

Hierarchical understandings of the relation between male and female
jobs were most apparent where alternative ways of pacifying male work-
ers’ opposition to women’s employment were discussed. Women were to
enter the labour force from the bottom. Meanwhile men from those
areas to which women could be recruited were to move upwards and be
retrained into technologically advanced areas. The lesser value and reli-
ability of female labour was primarily explained on the basis of their
family duties and lack of familiarity with wage-labour relations; how-
ever, allegedly innate secondary characteristics, such as a lower work
ethic and a tendency to avoid demanding jobs, were also mentioned.

The shift in gendered constructions of the organisation of labour, which
is reflected in the expert articles analysed here, represents an intersection
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of class- and gender-based power struggles. In these power struggles,
managers gained extended autonomy and control over decisions per-
taining to recruitment and the organisation of labour within their enter-
prises. Working-class men gained power through securing their positions
against newcomers and establishing their right to maintain higher posi-
tions in the gender- and class-based hierarchy of labour. Managers and
working men seemed to have reached a mutually acceptable compromise.
Labour experts lent their support to ‘realistic’ arguments, thus backing
managerial/working-class interests against ideologically motivated goals.
However, they maintained a degree of professional integrity, by alluding
to scientific studies, and warning against generalised essentialist assump-
tions about women’s capabilities. Nonetheless, they failed to problematise
the underlying gender contract, accepting instead a view of women’s
reproductive responsibilities as natural.

Appendix A – Expert articles analysed

J. Balázs, ‘A vállalati munkaerö-gazdálkodás vizsgálata és szervezése’, Munkaügyi
Szemle, 3 (1965): 86–91.

L. Berettyán, ‘Magyarország területi munkaerö-helyzete’, Munkaügyi Szemle, 3
(1965): 79–86.

L. Ercsényi, ‘Nök foglalkoztatása postai munkakörökben’, Munkaügyi Szemle, 11
(1966): 430–4.

J. Jenovay, ‘A nök foglalkoztatása bövitésének szüksége és lehetöségei’, Munkaügyi
Szemle, 10 (1966): 368–73.

K. Koszó, ‘Nök foglalkoztatása a kereskedelemben’, Munkaügyi Szemle, 9 (1970):
352–8.

O. Pirityi, ‘Timár János, Munkahelyzetünk jelene és távlatai’, Munkaügyi Szemle, 1
(1962): 38.

I. Remenyár, ‘A nök fokozott munkába állitása a Dunai Vasmüben’, Munkaügyi
Szemle, 5 (1964): 28–9.

A. Szoboszlai, ‘A nök foglalkoztatásáról’, Munkaügyi Szemle, 7 (1964): 27–8.

Notes
1. Special thanks go to Elisabeth Näsman and Gunilla Dahlkild Öhman at the

Department of Sociology at Uppsala University, to Helene Carlbäck at the
University of Southern Stockholm, and to Rebecca Kay for their comments
and advice on various versions of this chapter.

2. See Appendix A for a full list of articles analysed.
3. S. Kvale, Den kvalitativa forskningsintervjun (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1997).
4. Haney defines three levels in state-led processes: construction of ideology

(propaganda and policy-making), implementation (translating the terms of
policy into practice) and praxis. On this basis, labour market experts might
be seen as ‘translators’ providing an interface between specific practices and
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in Hungary (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), pp. 7–8.
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Munkaügyi Szemle, 10 (1966): 368–73, p. 368.
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economists. See for example: J. H. Sas, ‘A családi munkamegosztásról’, in 
E. Szabady (ed.), Tanulmányok a nök társadalmi helyzetéröl (Kossuth: MNOT,
1972); J. Turgonyi, ‘Ipari szakmunkásképzés és nöi egyenjoguság’, Társadalmi
Szemle, 1 (1975): 56–68; R. Kulcsár, ‘A nök társadalmi mobilitása’, in 
E. Szabady (ed.), Nök – Gazdaság – Társadalom (Kossuth: MNOT, 1976), pp.
70–87; A. Heller, ‘The Future of Relations Between the Sexes’, in A. Hegedüs
et al. (eds), The Humanisation of Socialism: Writings in the Budapest School
(London: Allison and Busby, 1976); A. Vajda, ‘A nök beilleszkedése a
foglalkozási struktúrába, 1949–1970’, Statisztikai Szemle, 6 (1976): 672–87; 
Zs. Ferge, ‘Társadalompolitika és a nök’, in E. Szabady (ed.), Tanulmányok a nök
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talános vonásai’, Közgazdasági Szemle, 7 (1974): 803–15.
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1997).
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M. Adamik, Az államszocializmus és a ‘nökérdés’, ‘A legnagyobb igéret – a leg-
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3
Reprivatising Women’s Lives: from
Khrushchev to Brezhnev
Natalia Vinokurova

Khrushchev’s rise to power heralded a period of fundamental political,
economic and social change. Political and social liberalisation, following
the long years of totalitarian oppression under Stalin, were accompanied
by economic growth and a rise in living standards. As a consequence, some
of the traditional human values, which had nearly been lost in the preced-
ing difficult decades, gradually began to re-emerge in the Soviet people’s
consciousness and in the practices of everyday life. A large-scale survey
conducted in the 1960s by Soviet sociologist B. Grushin studied the chan-
ging opinions and priorities of the urban population and found that,
‘undoubtedly, family values take first place.’1 The increasing preoccupation
with and prioritisation of the private sphere, which came to characterise the
Brezhnev era of the 1970s, would have been impossible without the foun-
dations laid a decade earlier. This chapter will explore the socio-economic
changes of the 1960s and 1970s which acted as precursors to and formed
the preconditions for the process of reprivatisation of everyday life.

The arguments presented here are based primarily on analysis of official
state statistics and reports. I also draw on qualitative research, conducted
over the past 25–30 years, into women’s experiences of life in Soviet and
post-Soviet Russian society. I conducted over 100 interviews during this
period with women and men in Moscow, Ivanovo, Taganrog and Sergiev
Posad. These interviews were conducted for a range of sociological studies
focusing on a variety of time periods and aspects of women’s experiences.
Interviews took the form of life-stories and oral histories and thus ques-
tions of everyday life and women’s experiences of combining motherhood
and waged labour were discussed in many of them.2 In addition, I draw
on the results of sociological surveys conducted by a number of Soviet
academics and on cultural representations of life in the USSR, during the
1960s and 1970s.
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The economic context: women enter the workforce 
en masse

The Khrushchev era has been characterised as a period of ‘economic renais-
sance’.3 The famous ‘Khrushchev programme’ differed from previous
programmes in its emphasis on economic modernisation. For the first time
economic planning prioritised not only heavy industry, iron and steel
production and mining but also the development of automated technol-
ogy, electronics and instrument engineering. Chemical engineering, the
expansion of electrical power networks and technological advances in
production became important areas of investment and growth. Scientific
achievements were also a priority, particularly in the field of defence:
several ‘science cities’ were established and spacecraft were launched
regularly. These technological advances also affected the production of
consumer goods: the USSR began to produce refrigerators and vacuum
cleaners. Economic development continued in this vein into the 1970s
as new technologies were imported from abroad.

Whilst it might be said that these developments came in the wake of
international trends towards modernisation, the Soviet experience differed
from that of western countries in that economic development was exten-
sive rather than intensive. Technical modernisation, combined with this
extensive economic development, demanded an expansion and restruc-
turing of the workforce. New, better educated and more qualified workers
were required and considerable investment in education, particularly tech-
nical colleges and institutes was ordered in response. Between 1965 and
1975 the number of students specialising in automated technology and
electronic engineering increased from 281 000 to 329 000; in instrument
engineering numbers increased from 501 500 to 574 000. The number of
university students trained for scientific research increased from 279 400
to 368 100.4

Science and education became extremely prestigious. Part-time students,
teachers and scientists played central roles in a number of popular films,
released in the 1960s. For example, the lead characters in the 1965 film
Spring on Zarechnaia Street (Vesna na Zarechnoi ulitse) are an evening-school
teacher and her worker-student. Another film, much loved by the intelli-
gentsia, was 9 Days in One Year (9 dnei odnogo goda), released in 1962, which
told the story of a group of nuclear physicists. The main character in the
play and film 104 Pages about Love (104 stranitsy pro liubov), released in
1964, was also a physicist; however in a 1990s remake of the film the physi-
cist became a journalist reporting on local conflicts: new times demand
new heroes.
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The desired expansion of the workforce was to be achieved by drawing
more women into the labour market. In 1960 the Central Committee
decreed that propaganda was required to encourage housewives into
productive activity.5 As the 1960s progressed two-thirds of new recruits
to the workforce were female. Eighteen million women entered the labour
market, 14 million of whom had previously been housewives. In the early
1960s younger women formed the majority of new recruits; however,
from 1965 onwards, women aged 40–49 predominated. In the 1970s the
influx of women slowed as the potential female reserve had been absorbed
and only school leavers and graduates remained to be recruited. By the
early 1970s women constituted 51 per cent of the labour force, and in
the RSFSR, 53 per cent, higher than in any other industrialised nation.6

These years also established new trends in women’s employment and
education. The feminisation of certain areas of white-collar work began:
nearly half of new female labour recruits flocked to become either engin-
eers or economists. Of course this could not have been achieved without
comparable increases in women’s education. The proportion of women of
working age with higher and/or secondary education more than doubled
over the period 1959–70.7 The proportion of female students increased
particularly dramatically in subjects relating to industry, construction
and in all the economic specialisms. By 1975, 38.3 per cent of technical
students in the USSR were women, compared to 0.8 per cent in the USA,
1.5 per cent in Great Britain, 3.1 per cent in West Germany and 4.7 per cent
in Denmark.8 Forty-eight per cent of design engineers and 59 per cent of
technicians were women, and the All-Union Society of Inventors and
Innovators had 1 300 000 female members.9 Higher education gave
women access to better jobs. By 1970, 32 per cent of employed women
were working in white-collar jobs: 44 per cent of engineers and techni-
cians, 38 per cent of lawyers, 43 per cent of university lecturers, 74 per
cent of secondary school teachers, 82 per cent of economists and 66 per
cent of scientific and academic researchers.10

Yet, even whilst women were contributing significantly to the economic
life of the country, and able to get good jobs, they still faced significant
barriers when it came to accessing positions in management. In 1959 only
13 per cent of middle and top managers were women. Fourteen years
later, in 1973, women still constituted only 9 per cent of directors of indus-
trial enterprises.11 Even in the most feminised industries the proportion of
female managers was low. For example, whilst women made up approxi-
mately 75 per cent of secondary school teachers, only 20 per cent of head-
masters were women in 1960–1, rising to 29 per cent in 1975–6.12 The
situation in healthcare was very similar: 70 per cent of doctors were
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women, yet 50 per cent of chief physicians and supervisory personnel
were men.13

Similar discrepancies can be seen in the earning power of men and
women. Soviet labour laws gave strong guarantees to the principle of
equal pay for equal work. However, average earnings were much higher
in predominantly male industries than they were in those sectors of the
economy where women made up the majority of the workforce.14 In
1975, for example, the average monthly wage in the construction industry,
where women constituted only 28 per cent of the labour force, was 176.8
rubles. By comparison, in public health, physical culture and social wel-
fare, where women made up 84 per cent of the workforce, the average
monthly wage was 102.3 rubles.15 Yet, even though their salaries tended
to be considerably lower than men’s, women’s wages were an important
contribution to family budgets.

Combining work and family: the impacts of reprivatisation

Over the course of the 1960s and 1970s, the view of work outside the
home as a compulsory element of women’s lives was finally formulated
in state rhetoric and legislation and embedded in popular understand-
ings of family life. The combination of work and family responsibilities,
often referred to as women’s ‘double burden’, became the status quo to be
inherited by future generations of women. Both men and women came
to regard women’s work outside the home as a crucial element of gender
equality and opinion polls conducted during the 1960s found that only
2 per cent of both men and women thought that women should leave
paid employment to be housewives.16 If these developments are viewed
through the prism of the classic alternative, work versus family, it might be
expected that the increasing importance of work in women’s lives would
have to be balanced by a certain reduction in attention to and prioritisa-
tion of family life. Indeed statistical evidence of falling birth rates and a rise
in the number of divorces in these years seem to bear this equation out, at
least in terms of family stability and fertility.17

However, the picture is rather different if we look in more detail at the
realities of working women’s daily lives. Soviet sociologist A. Zdravomyslov
identified four lifestyle ‘types’, based on the ways in which work, family
and other interests shaped an individual’s day-to-day activities, responsi-
bilities and concerns:

(1) professional activities and interests dominate all other concerns;
(2) family concerns dominate and daily life is organised around these;
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(3) personal development is of primary importance and these interests
are the most actively pursued;

(4) indistinct interests, unclear boundaries between work and non-work
activities.18

In the years before and immediately after the Second World War, a signifi-
cant number of women, who were not employed outside the home, could
be referred to as belonging to the second type. In the 1960s, however,
working women also began to shift their priorities and lifestyles away
from the first type and towards the second. This shift is rather paradoxical
since the ‘reprivatisation’ of women’s daily lives was occurring just as their
rates of employment and levels of education were on the rise. A study of
women’s attitudes to domestic activities in Moscow region, conducted by
the Institute of Sociology in the 1970s, found that: ‘A pronounced will-
ingness to engage in domestic labour is characteristic of women in paid
employment, whose domestic activities are focused in households made
up of a married couple with children or single parent families with children
(both divorcees and widows).’19 Such studies also found that women’s
attitudes to their household responsibilities depended greatly on the
extent to which these activities were viewed as creative and an expression
of the female self. In this respect developments in the wider socio-economic
context are crucial to understanding women’s everyday practices and
attitudes towards their dual roles.

Building family homes: Khrushchev’s housing campaign

In the Khrushchev era housing construction had become a key priority for
social policy. In the early 1950s the Soviet Union had only 240 500 000
square metres of housing; in the second half of the decade this was almost
doubled to 474 100 000 square metres and in the 1960s it reached 1 009 100
square metres.20 Between 1956 and 1965 100 600 000 people improved
their housing conditions.21 This leap was measured in terms of quality as
well as quantity. The ‘Khrushchev programme’ had declared that families
should receive separate flats and the transition from communal housing,
barracks and basements to life in individual flats impacted on the whole
way of life of millions of families.

Perhaps the most immediately obvious effect of getting a new one-
family flat was that it led to a decrease in the number of household mem-
bers as nuclear families separated from older generations and other adult
relatives. In 1970 over 75 per cent of households consisted of either a mar-
ried couple with or without children or a single parent with children.22

On the one hand, women in such households lost the potential help of
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other adult family members and had to shoulder more individual respon-
sibility for the organisation of family life. On the other hand, they were
also less subject to the opinions of older family members and neighbours
in communal flats and had more freedom to choose their own patterns
of behaviour and family relations.

Secondly, but no less importantly, the allocation of individual flats stimu-
lated increased activity relating to their decoration and interior design.
After long years spent living in overcrowded communal flats without
even the most basic conveniences and where several generations often
had to share a single room, women welcomed the opportunity to lavish
attention on equipping and decorating their new homes. Frilly lace cur-
tains and glass lampshades replaced the naked lamps and bare windows of
communal kitchens. Families purchased furniture and other household
goods. A novel written in 1968 describes a house-warming party. The
proud tenant of a new apartment shows it off to the guests:

In the children’s room . . . the beds are from Moscow. The table’s
shared for now. The wardrobe’s from the living room set, the rest of
which is in the lounge. There’s a picture by Shishkin ‘Morning in a
pine forest’. The carpet is called ‘deer’.
They went into the next room.
The bedroom furniture is Polish. There are two sprung beds, a full-
length mirror, a pouffe . . .23

It is clear that the owners are proud of their new furniture and have plans
for the further improvement of their flat. The sphere of homemaking, of
‘beauty’ in all senses of the word, was traditionally considered a female
realm, ‘[women’s] worth registered by their domestic material environ-
ment’.24 Thus the task of creating a ‘snug home’ became a way for women
to express themselves and prove their capabilities. The state encouraged
women’s domestic activities; numerous publications appeared at this time
devoted to housekeeping, interior decorating and so on.

One of my respondents from Taganrog spoke of how her father, a
communist, had presented her with a book entitled Housekeeping, to cele-
brate her graduation from secondary school. It was 1957, the beginning of
the Khrushchev era, and this was the first book on housekeeping anyone
in her family had owned. This book included a lot of advice on how to
decorate a room within a communal flat:

A beautiful tablecloth will brighten up your room. During the day it
is best to cover the table with a cloth that blends well with the colour
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of other furnishings or with the portiere. When you are having dinner
or tea use a white or coloured linen tablecloth . . . Fine lace curtains are
the best window coverings . . . Nothing decorates a room better than
cut flowers. They look just as good in a crystal vase or a simple earthen-
ware jug.25

A year later advice more geared to the needs of people living in individual
flats was offered in a new book entitled Useful Advice:

The kitchen can sometimes be used as a dining room, especially 
for breakfast and supper . . . Do not use heavy, dark curtains at the
windows . . .
Things you should keep in the bathroom:
a stool, or a lidded box for dirty linen instead,
a mirror, which should be hung over the wash basin,
a glass shelf for toiletries (soap, tooth brushes etc.),
a hanging tidy-bag made of polythene, with sections for your bath
cap, scissors, etc.,
a rubber mat or wooden slatted board.26

This book included specific sections dedicated to advice on how to use
technical appliances such as a vacuum cleaner or refrigerator. Thus, over
the course of a decade new practices, new styles of day-to-day living and
new attitudes to consumption had begun to develop.

Rising standards of living and the development of a 
consumer culture

The ‘decline in married women’s work’, which Tilly and Scott identified
as a result of raised living standards and the growth of a middle class in
nineteenth-century Europe,27 did not occur in twentieth-century Russia.
Nonetheless, the notable rise in living standards which took place in the
USSR during the 1960s and 1970s made a specific impact on women’s
lives. During the 1970s average incomes continued to rise as did produc-
tion of modern household appliances. If in 1960 there were 4 washing
machines per 100 households, in 1970 there were 52, and in 1980, 76;
ownership of refrigerators rose from 4 per 100 households in 1960, to 30
in 1970 and 89 in 1980; corresponding figures for television sets were 8, 52
and 91, and for radios 46, 72 and 92.28 Yet despite increased production,
consumer demand outstripped supply and shortages of these goods grew,
sharpening consumer desire further still. One of the many opinion sur-
veys conducted during the 1960s included a question about consumer
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preferences. The results showed that almost one in five respondents
wanted to buy furniture, refrigerators or washing machines.29 During the
Brezhnev era the problem of supplying the population with modern con-
sumer goods was resolved by increasing imports primarily from the coun-
tries of the ‘socialist bloc’. The emerging availability of imported goods
influenced the consumer behaviour of the Soviet people, stimulating
their interest in qualitative consumption. Consumer demand also grew
for domestically produced high status goods such as crystal ware, carpets
and jewellery.

A new culture of consumption linked to the shortage economy developed
during these years. It was characterised by conspicuous consumption and
consumption of symbolic goods. People made a fetish of imported goods
as being of the highest quality but also the most difficult to acquire due to
acute shortages. In the 1970s Soviet women dreamt of owning a pair of
imported boots, whilst young people were desperate for a pair of jeans.
The women whom I interviewed in the 1980s and 1990s often remem-
bered the purchase of a good pair of boots as an important event in their
everyday lives. Reminiscing about this era a female author entitled her
novel quite simply, To Buy Boots.30 Professor Konstantinov, Deputy Director
of the Central Institute for Mathematics and Economics at the Russian
Academy of Sciences described this as an ‘abnormal consumption syn-
drome’, ‘the pressing of goods on people’, and discussed the role of goods
as both ‘stimulant and tranquilliser for young people and women in the
late 1970s’.31

Finding and ‘acquiring’ goods played an increasingly central role in
daily life and preoccupied women first and foremost. In Russian families
men were still considered the main breadwinners whilst women were in
charge of managing household budgets and purchasing goods. The major-
ity of husbands delegated power over spending the household budget to
their wives. Novelist Barbara Bornycheva had experienced this phenom-
enon when working as an insurance broker in the 1960s. In one of her
essays she described the following scene as typical of what happened
when an insurer tried to get money for insurance from a man:

Men are not of much use to an insurance broker as they seldom have
any money . . . Married couples where the man has money and controls
the spending of it are very rare. Even those men, whose wives trust them
and give them a free rein in spending, avoid interfering in serious
money affairs. A man like this will say to me that he has no money but
later his wife will complain, ‘What do you mean you couldn’t pay!’ 
‘I don’t know . . .’ he tries to justify himself. ‘What!? You don’t know
where the money is kept then?’32
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In 1965, women spent twice as much time shopping and queuing as
men did. Thus, men spent 0.58 and 0.12 hours a day shopping and queu-
ing respectively, whilst women spent 1.14 and 0.24 hours on these activ-
ities.33 In my interviews with women, conducted in the mid-1990s, they
frequently reminisced about shopping in the late Soviet era as a primarily
female responsibility. For example, an unemployed computer programmer
said of her husband, an engineer: ‘Just think of it, he had the opportunity
to buy a vacuum cleaner at work . . . he turned it down!!! Then I had to
search half way around Moscow to get one. . . .’ Another woman, who
worked full-time in an academic research post, explained that she was
responsible for the shopping because, ‘[My husband] can’t stand queu-
ing . . . anyone would think I love it! But I stand in line . . .’ So women
became ‘procurers’, supplying themselves and their families with the com-
modities they needed and desired. Consumption increasingly displaced
work as the centre of their attention and interests. In Bornycheva’s essay,
mentioned above, she writes about a visit to a hospital where she over-
heard the conversations of female doctors and nurses during their dinner
break: ‘Where can I get a scarf or a cardigan?’, ‘What unusually fine stock-
ings that doctor from the physiotherapy department managed to get!’,
‘A doctor from the X-ray department has a pair of shoes for sale.’34

Men appear to have become accustomed to this state of affairs and to
have viewed it as ‘normal’. In interviews conducted with men and young
people in 1980, they frequently talked about women as consumption-
oriented and interested in conspicuous consumerism. A 26-year-old
graduate, living in Moscow, said of his mother, ‘She cared a lot about what
things look like. She never bought jeans without a label that they were
“made in” somewhere or other. She only dressed me in “made in” clothes.’
A divorced husband had the following to say about his ex-wife:

Basically she’s got the right idea. She’s reasonably home-oriented. She’s
very business-like, she really is the leader in the family. Everything we
have in the house was bought by her. She might come home in a taxi
and say, ‘I bought a washing machine’ . . . She just makes her mind up
and that’s that. She’s a master at that. The kitchen’s a different matter.
She has no time for that . . .

Thus, women’s contribution to family life, their decision-making power
and status in the family increased. Their caring roles were extended to
include those linked to the acquisition of consumer and household goods.
As the above quotes also illustrate, the gap between official ideology with
its disapproving attitude towards demonstrative consumption and philis-
tinism and the realities of people’s lived experiences was widening.
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Allotments and cars: economic independence and consumption

The early 1970s saw a large-scale distribution of plots of land to the urban
population in the form of dachas, co-operative gardens, allotments and
so on. This policy was a tacit recognition of the inability of the collective
and state farms to provide an adequate supply of food to the population.
As a result of the campaign millions of families became more independent
economically: a real blow to socialism of the Stalinist school. As far as
family life was concerned, this development led above all to a further
increase in time and energy spent on domestic tasks and concerns. Yet
again, there was a transfer of interests and attention away from formal
employment towards the concerns and problems of day-to-day life. It also
led to the development of a particular division of roles in family practices
linked to the dacha or allotment. Men were primarily responsible for build-
ing and repairing structures and ‘acquiring’ building materials; families
worked as a single unit to cultivate their allotments, growing vegetables,
berries, fruit and flowers. Supplies were stored for winter. Retired grand-
mothers spent the summer with their grandchildren in the country, work-
ing people turned into commuters every weekend. Heavy bags with food,
tools and seedlings were brought from the city. Preserves, vegetables and
fruits were brought back. Guests were invited to help in seasonal and
building work; open-air parties were arranged. The highly popular film
Moscow Doesn’t Believe in Tears, presents a typical picture of this way of life.
The dacha was also a topic which my respondents referred to frequently
in interviews, conducted in both 1980 and in the mid-1990s:

We have a dacha, very close to Moscow and this is also a very important
part of my life and the life of my family . . . Yes we have an allotment
and my father and I spend a lot of time there . . .

We had a few apple trees, raspberries, currants . . . I can’t imagine life
without making jam . . . at least a few jars . . .

The dacha boom gave women yet another set of family responsibilities
as the ‘suppliers’ of products from the allotment, one which was to last for
many decades. It also fixed women’s and men’s family responsibilities on
the basis of a model of complementary gender relations. Life had finally
discredited Inessa Armand’s dream of ‘public kitchens and dining halls to
replace the family pot’.35

A different policy, but one which had some similar consequences to the
distribution of plots of land, was the increasingly wide, in Soviet terms,
availability of cars made possible by the building of an automobile plant
using Italian technologies in the 1960s. As a result, the production of
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Soviet-built cars had risen to 1.2 million cars by 1975, compared with only
344 200 in 1970. By 1980, one in ten families owned a car.36 Once again,
families gained greater economic independence and people’s interests were
oriented further towards consumption and away from the concerns of
public production.

Men were generally responsible for everything connected to the owner-
ship of a family car. They became the family driver, were responsible for
repairing the car, for getting hold of spare parts, for building garages and
so on. These activities led to the development of informal networks of men
with cars. One of my respondents, interviewed in Moscow in the mid-
1990s, told me about her husband and his motorist friends. Their family
had a car and a garage in the garage cooperative not far from their house:

My husband never nursed the children as much as he ‘nursed’ that
car . . . He spent all his weekends at the garages . . . There was a ‘pack’
of them who got together there . . . One of them would be lying
under the car, another three hanging about, helping. It was lucky that
one of our neighbours worked at the factory . . . he helped out with spare
parts . . . Sometimes they made their own . . . You couldn’t get anything
at the time, and anyway we never had any money to spare . . . When we
sold the car after the accident he did not want to sell the garage . . . 
I wanted to sell, we could have got a fair bit for it, [but] they started
to meet up in the empty garage to play chess . . . they turned it into a
clubhouse.

Thus in many ways, wider car ownership also contributed to a comple-
mentary model of gender relations.

Work or family: resolving the contradictions

This section will explore the ways in which individual women, their fam-
ilies and the state sought to resolve the contradictory demands caused by
the increase in women’s employment, on the one hand, and the increasing
pressure to provide for their families’ day-to-day needs on the other, in the
context of a shortage economy where consumer goods and services were in
particularly short supply.

Social policy

Soviet social policy consistently aimed to support women to combine
the burdens of work and family. Nonetheless, there were differences
between the Khrushchev and Brezhnev periods in this respect. The main
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achievement of the Khruschev era in this area was the building of
kindergartens and nurseries and the allocation of subsidised childcare
places. In 1940, the Soviet Union had 46 000 pre-school educational
establishments; by 1965 this number had increased to 91 900, and 102 700
by 1970.37 A system of continuous pre-school education had been created
incorporating both nurseries and kindergartens. Impressive progress was
also made in the development of facilities and activities for schoolchildren
during the summer vacation. In summer 1964 and 1965 4 500 000 school-
children spent the summer vacation in 7900 pioneer camps. In 1966, there
were 628 such camps in Moscow district alone and 539 000 children spent
their vacations there. In addition, 5000 Moscow schoolchildren spent their
vacations in special children’s sanatoria, 6000 in sports camps, 9000 on
organised camping holidays and 110 000 pre-school children spent the
summer at kindergarten ‘dachas’.38

The Khrushchev era also saw the creation of women’s councils in the
workplace. Although the official aim of these councils was ‘to maximise
the effectiveness of women’s labour’,39 they were also concerned with
helping women to resolve domestic issues. First and foremost they helped
women to organise childcare, schooling and summer vacation activities
for their children.

The remainder of social policy measures introduced by the state in this
era, such as increasing benefit payments and allowances for working
mothers, did not have a direct impact on easing women’s double burden.
A survey conducted by Grushin during the early 1960s found that 62.6 per
cent of men and 63.5 per cent of women considered that increasing the
number of kindergartens and other childcare facilities was the most
important measure the state could take to achieve more equality between
the sexes. Only 2.3 per cent of men and 3.3 per cent of women in the same
survey said that increasing the benefits and allowances available to mothers
would make a significant difference in terms of gender equality.40

In the Brezhnev era issues relating to women’s emancipation and the
pressures of the double burden ‘were peripheral in comparison with other
state concerns’.41 Gender policies took on a patriarchal, slogan-based
nature: the Communist Party of the Soviet Union declared its support for
woman as ‘participants in the labour process, mothers, carers and house-
keepers’.42 Demographers began to support the idea of a ‘return to the
home’ for women. Labour experts suggested measures to improve women’s
working conditions, but none of their suggestions was particularly radical.43

They tended to focus on easing the demands of women’s labour participa-
tion through reduced working hours, longer lunch breaks and the intro-
duction of part-time work, on improving working environments by
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improving lighting and introducing fitness breaks, and on improving
workplace facilities to lighten women’s domestic burden, for example
through the provision of catering services, clothing repair services and the
production of semi-prepared foods. Finally, measures were suggested for
the improvement of healthcare services and so on. Some of these measures
began to be incorporated into women’s work contracts. In addition, local
trade unions were directed to care for women and their special needs,
particularly via the allocation of trips to children’s summer camps, provi-
sion of rest homes for workers’ holidays and the organisation of domestic
services. The government also introduced a number of measures to facili-
tate the combination of work and vocational studies,44 and to ban women
from jobs where working conditions were deemed hazardous to women’s
health. Of the measures introduced at this time, the one which had per-
haps the greatest immediate significance for women’s everyday life was
the establishment of after-school groups and the provision of a range of
domestic services in the workplace. A network of centres providing after-
school care and activities for children was set up, catering for approxi-
mately half a million schoolchildren in 1970.45 ‘The General Directions
of Economic Development of the USSR in 1976–1980’ emphasised once
again the need to expand the system of children’s educational establish-
ments, and the provision of domestic and personal services.46 Yet, despite
such proclamations and increases in provision, neither the system of pre-
school childcare facilities nor the provision of consumer services were
ever enough to satisfy demand in the Soviet era.

Informal factors

In the Brezhnev period informal factors came to play a very important
role in allowing women to successfully combine the burdens of work and
family. The informal economy and strong informal networks have long
been generally characteristic of Soviet and Russian society and play a
crucial and often dominant role when times are hard. This can be seen
as a mechanism of adaptation; indeed the Soviet sociologist Levada has
described the Soviet people as ‘homo adaptivus’.47

The Soviet work ethic

The first informal factor used by women to help them cope with their
increased burdens was the practice of dealing with domestic issues during
working hours. In the Brezhnev era, the system itself encouraged workers
to see their workplaces as a ‘source of personal reward’. Put simply, it
encouraged them to steal, to use factory equipment or working time to
pursue private interests.48 The demands of labour discipline had been
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relaxed everywhere, in line with changing standards of labour practice. In
my interview with Professor Konstantinov, mentioned above, he reflected
that, ‘it was an objective process with serious consequences: the relaxation
of labour regulations in the workplace was followed by a general let-up
in the norms of social life, morality, culture.’49 Similarly, opportunities for
the purchase of desirable goods depended not so much on earned income
as on other, informal factors. Wage-levelling reduced people’s motivation
to work hard, and women in particular were lacking in motivation, since
for the most part they did not expect to be promoted or to see their salaries
increase significantly due to gender discrimination in the workplace.
This was particularly marked in the fields of management and intellectual
or creative work. For example, amongst scientists, 75 per cent of men
aged 26–30 had been promoted, as opposed to only 25 per cent of women
in the same age group. In general, women lagged at least two to three years
behind men in their prospects for promotion.50 The result was a slump
in women’s interest in work and further training. A decrease in motivation
for work was also seen amongst men. However, they found an outlet in
increased activity in the shadow economy which was almost entirely
absent amongst women in the 1960s and 1970s. By the end of the 1980s
another Soviet sociologist, Rakovskaia, estimated that:

The country’s labour reserves included at least two generations of
women with low-level motivation. Their defining quality was indiffer-
ence to their work. The key factors in seeking employment for them
were proximity of the workplace to where they lived, convenient work-
ing hours and the opportunity for minimal input of labour.51

It became common practice for women to use part of their working day
for domestic tasks, for example, by taking a prolonged lunch break, in
order to do the shopping, to visit the hairdresser, to do the laundry and
so on. It was not uncommon for women to telephone home frequently
during the day to check on their children or to contact bureaucratic insti-
tutions and offices in order to resolve personal and family issues. Sometimes
women just used the workplace as a chance to catch their breath and
replenish their energy: ‘work is the only place where you can relax’,
became an infamous anecdote of the time. Bornycheva’s essay, mentioned
above, paints a stereotypical picture of the ways in which women employed
in the state bureaucracy might spend their working days:

They shuffle and reshuffle their papers. In a corner at the front sits
the boss, usually a man, facing his subordinates, like the conductor in
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front of his orchestra. As long as he’s there, it’s mainly silent and well-
behaved. All heads are bent over their work. But he has only to leave
the room and the talking and activity starts up. The employees (who
are mainly women) do their hair and check their makeup. They make
phone calls, have a chat. They call home to find out what everyone’s
doing, whether they’ve done everything they were asked to, they give
new instructions and orders. Just like anywhere they show each other
what they’ve bought.52

It was at this time that the stereotype of women in white-collar jobs who
really did nothing at work gained wide currency. Both men and children
readily believed it. A male respondent interviewed in 1980 had the follow-
ing to say about women’s employment issues:

If you take the average level, well a lot depends on what line of work
a woman goes into. Suppose she chooses medicine, or maths, or engin-
eering. A person in medicine is always working with people, it’s a lot
of responsibility. But someone who goes into engineering, well they
can spend all day doing nothing, if it’s a woman, she might spend all
day knitting let’s say.

Working hours were also used for discussing politics, books, magazines
and films. Intellectual women greatly valued the opportunities for social
life afforded by the workplace. A young woman spoke about her mother
in these terms:

Mum’s main preoccupation was always the family. It took all her energy.
She works too . . . It’s like something she does on the side . . . the main
thing for her there is the social interaction. It’s a chance to get away
from her domestic duties, to break the monotony.

Like any stereotype, such views were clearly exaggerated, and many women
worked very hard and efficiently. Nonetheless, these opinions were not
without some grounding. Soviet people’s growing prioritisation of every-
day concerns and private life and their loss of interest in work were particu-
larly evident at that time, especially amongst white-collar workers.

It is also significant that female labour was concentrated in those sectors
where working hours were shorter. Between 1965 and 1975 the proportion
of women in branches of industry, agriculture and transport with a work-
ing week of 40 hours or more, fell from 47.9 per cent to 44.5 per cent.
Simultaneously the proportion of women rose in sectors such as education,
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healthcare and culture, where the working week was shorter (33–39 hours)
and the regime lighter.

Sharing the burden? Men in the home

The second informal factor supporting women was the increasing involve-
ment of men in domestic activities. This was a slow but clear trend. There
was considerable popular support for the idea of increasing men’s involve-
ment in the home even during the Khrushchev era. Soviet surveys con-
ducted between 1960 and 1964 asked the question: ‘What measures are
needed, in your opinion, to end women’s inequality in the family?’ 54.3
per cent of men and 59 per cent of women answered that husbands and
children taking a share in the burden of household duties was the most
important factor. Certainly in absolute terms women spent much more
time on housework and family responsibilities than men. However, the
general reduction in time spent on domestic labour at the end of the 1960s
and beginning of the 1970s was also much greater for women, as shown by
time budget surveys conducted at the time, as discussed below.

In the 1960s the domestic activities which men were most commonly
responsible for included: gardening, household repairs, preparation of
fuel stocks, carrying water and building work. However, men also partici-
pated in their children’s upbringing and education, especially playing with
children. Time budget studies indicated that men spent as much time
with their children as women did. In interviews which I conducted with
divorced men in the late 1970s and 1980s they frequently spoke about
domestic arrangements and the division of childcare responsibilities in
their former marriages:

My wife was ill for some time after the birth of our child, so I did all the
laundry myself in that period. Afterwards we did everything together.
Well, after all, my wife was at work from 8.30 in the morning until 7 at
night. Our eldest son was at school. I collected our little girl from the
kindergarten . . . in the evenings I’d help the lad with his homework.

I took charge of our daughter’s upbringing. And I did it my way. We
tried to spend the evenings together although she went out with her
friends a lot too. She’s my clever girl . . .

During the 1970s men also began to take a share in typically female
work such as cleaning the apartment. The more technical appliances the
family had, the more readily men took part in this activity. Sociologists
also noted an increasing tendency for families to spend their leisure time
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together and that women’s leisure time was increasing more rapidly than
men’s.53

A time budget survey conducted in Riga at this time shows the most
optimistic picture of men’s increasing involvement in housework and
family duties. Riga, the capital of Latvia, was regarded in the Soviet Union
as a model city in the field of culture, leisure time facilities and structures
for the support of everyday life. In the period 1968–72, the time women in
Riga spent on housework fell by 3.3 hours, in comparison to only one hour
for men. The proportion of time spent on specific tasks, within the hours
which men and women allocated to domestic duties, was also shifting.
Women started to spend proportionally less time on cleaning, washing
and ironing. Men on the other hand were spending a higher proportion
of their ‘housework time’ on such tasks: 35 per cent on weekdays and 
48 per cent at weekends as opposed to 29 and 32 per cent respectively in
1968. One-third of the men involved in the study did some of the cooking
on weekends.54 In a different survey conducted amongst women engin-
eers, 39 per cent of respondents indicated that their husbands took an
equal share in family duties, and 47 per cent claimed that bringing up
the children was an equally shared responsibility.55 Thus, particularly in
middle-class, urban households, many men began to take a more active
role in the daily care of their children and in housework during the
1970s, as the proportion of their financial contribution to family budgets
decreased. This trend continued into the 1980s.

Informal networks and reciprocal support

The third informal factor helping women to deal with the challenges of
daily life came from their engagement in informal mutual support net-
works. These probably hark back to the traditions of communal life in the
Russian village where mutual assistance played a significant role in fam-
ilies’ survival. Soviet families accumulated this form of shared social capital
over many years on the basis of trust, co-operation, mutual aid, and net-
works of friends, relatives, neighbours, work colleagues and close acquaint-
ances. These informal networks played a particularly important role
during potentially difficult periods for families, such as the birth of a
child, and offered a flexible variety of support practices.

Relatives were the key source of support for women, helping to resolve
the tensions arising from their combination of motherhood and paid
work. Grandmothers in particular offered crucial support in this respect.
The most common choices of pre-school childcare arrangements were
kindergarten or grandmother. My qualitative studies revealed a wide
variety of ways in which grandmothers contributed to the care of their
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grandchildren including: both working and retired grandmothers; those
living in extended family arrangements with their children and grand-
children; and those living separately either in the same city or in another
city or village. Sometimes grandmothers took care of their grandchildren
for several months or even years at a time, sometimes for several days or for
a specific number of hours a week. In addition to providing childcare,
grandparents frequently offered material support to their children’s fam-
ilies, enabling women to take unpaid leave or to reduce their workload even
if this meant agreeing to a lower salary. Other relatives also helped in a
variety of ways.

Neighbours also played an important role in women’s support net-
works. Perhaps most commonly, elderly female neighbours often helped
with household tasks either in exchange for goods and services, or for a
small amount of money, or sometimes with no obvious form of payment
involved. A new form of neighbourly mutual assistance appeared in the
1970s, when it became quite common for several women to get together
and take it in turns to look after each other’s children. These arrangements
usually involved three to five families and provided a kind of informal
alternative to the kindergarten. Such home kindergartens were most often
organised by students, postgraduates and women working on a flexitime
basis; however, sometimes grandmothers and other relatives also partici-
pated, widening the range of women who could take part.

Finally, many women relied on informal networks of mutual support
at their workplaces56 and/or a variety of more rarely occurring networks of
mutual assistance57 to achieve the successful combination of work and
family life. Thus, a combination of official state policies and measures on
the one hand and informal factors supporting women on the other made
it possible to maintain high levels of female employment throughout the
late Soviet era.

Conclusion

Khrushchev’s socio-economic policy, with its emphasis on improving
the Soviet people’s standards of living had an important impact on the
further development of the country. His promise ‘to overtake America’
was concerned not only with industrial development but also with living
standards and environments. Society was becoming more stable and
affluent and having a well-equipped, family apartment, a dacha and a car
became symbolic of a ‘normal life’. Thus, Khrushchev laid the foundations
for further growth in consumption and consumer interests. In the Brezhnev
era this prioritisation of private interests and daily life, as well as the
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development of a consumer culture, became even more pronounced.
Although this chapter has not considered in detail the situation in the
1980s and 1990s, it would appear that the increasing dominance of pri-
vate, ‘everyday’ interests in the 1960s and 1970s led to the development of
a consumption-oriented society in the 1980s. Perestroika was as much the
result of a widespread desire to match western standards of living as it
was the result of a wish to change the political system.

Despite certain increases in men’s involvement in domestic life, women
bore the brunt of family responsibilities and the burdens of resolving the
day-to-day challenges of life in the Soviet Union. It would also appear
that they were more strongly inclined towards consumer behaviours than
men. As a result, they played a crucial role in the process of reprivatisation
of daily life. Simultaneously, however, Khrushchev’s reforms led to women’s
integration en masse into the Soviet labour market and to significant
increases in their levels of education and training. As a result, women’s
contribution to family budgets increased, as did their role in procuring
goods and services for the family and they gained influence in their fam-
ilies as a consequence.

Nonetheless, the question of gender equality and egalitarian relations
within Soviet families remains complex. On the one hand the expansion
of women’s roles both within and outside the home and men’s increasing
involvement in domestic activities would appear to be a big step towards
equality, and the end of the patriarchal system. Indeed, Soviet sociologists
have suggested that new understandings of proper gender relations became
current during the Khrushchev era:

In particular the idea of women’s equality was very popular at that
time: it was actively supported not only by female respondents but
also by men. It was especially popular amongst younger men. Among
younger women these ideas often came to resemble what would later
be formulated as various concepts of feminism.58

On the other hand some of the trends towards a sharing of domestic
duties and responsibilities were more suggestive of a complementary
than an egalitarian model of relations between the sexes, whereby men
were responsible above all for work at the dacha, mending the car and
carrying out repairs in the home. Discrimination in the workplace also
continued. Thus the demands on women both in the family and at work
increased considerably over the 1960s and 1970s and became hard, if
not impossible, to bear. State measures for easing women’s dual burdens
were insufficient and informal factors played a crucial role in allowing
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women to combine work and family responsibilities. The patriarchal
system might have suffered a serious blow but complete equality had
not appeared either.
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4
Wives or Workers? Women’s
Position in the Labour Force and in
Domestic Life in Sweden and
Russia During the 1960s1

Helene Carlbäck

Don’t forget to pick up the children in time! We exchange these
last words in the staircase . . . It is five after seven and of course,
I am running . . . I jump on the bus . . . I run and run and on
the stairs, I run into Yakov Petrovich. He does not say a word
about my being late.2

She had been thinking of divorce . . . However, she had no
profession to fall back on . . . She had thought that the most
important was a stable home, social status . . . It did not seem 
to be enough, though, with the house they had built. Or the
children. Or the social network . . .3

The citations above refer to a well-known predicament faced by women
in modern times as the public sphere became increasingly open to their
involvement in work outside the home. Russian writer Natalia Baranskaia’s
A Week Like Any Other, first published in the late 1960s, illustrates the con-
flicting situation for a woman rushing between family and work in a seem-
ingly endless rat race. In contrast, Gates of Paradise, by Swedish writer
Dagmar Edqvist, published some ten years earlier, depicts the frustrated
feelings of a housewife looking back at her life which seems suddenly
empty and pointless. During the twentieth century, radical changes in 
gender relations between men and women took place in both Sweden and
Soviet Russia. This chapter presents an analysis of public discourses on the
question of women and wage labour, as they were expressed in Swedish
and Soviet Russian media publications in the 1960s. It will also compare
gender practices regarding women’s wage labour and the provision of
public childcare in these countries based on existing statistical data.4
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In the analysis presented here, two key publications have been selected
for each country. For Sweden these are Morgonbris (Morning Breeze), the
monthly magazine of the Federation of Social Democratic Women,5 and
Hertha, also a monthly magazine and the mouthpiece of the Fredrika
Bremer Association,6 a politically independent women’s rights organisation.
Hertha’s readers were mainly educated, middle-class women, including
both housewives and professional women. Morgonbris’ readers were gen-
erally working-class women, including both housewives and women
employed in waged labour outside the home. Hertha reflected the dis-
courses of a comparatively educated and intellectually conscious group
of women, while Morgonbris, despite its editors’ aim of promoting polit-
ical consciousness among its readership, carefully mixed this message
with articles on homemakers’ day-to-day concerns.

The Soviet discourses discussed here are drawn from my analysis of
Literaturnaia gazeta7 and Rabotnitsa (Woman Worker)8 magazine. The
monthly Rabotnitsa had a print run of almost two million copies, while
the weekly Literaturnaia gazeta, edited by the Union of Soviet Writers, had
a print run of 800 000.9 As the name suggests, the readers of Rabotnitsa
were predominantly urban women, while Literaturnaia gazeta, which 
did not focus specifically on women’s issues, was read by both men and
women, mainly educated, urban intellectuals. According to the paper’s
editors, 75 per cent of its readers had a university education, while only
7 per cent belonged to the working class.10

Of course, the analysis of Swedish and Soviet Russian periodicals pre-
sented here cannot provide a complete picture of the ways in which
women’s issues were talked about and thought of in the two societies.
However, rather than seek to cover a whole range of opinions on the mat-
ter, the aim of this study is to detect changes over time in particular dis-
courses, reflecting the ideas of elite groups, who perhaps had more direct
influence over policy-making and ideological developments in both
countries.

Clearly, comparative analysis of the Soviet Russian and Swedish press
from this era is not unproblematic. Considering the heavy censorship of
the Soviet media and the blatant ways in which the Soviet state used the
media to propagate its own propaganda, the usefulness of such compar-
isons might well be questioned. Nonetheless, my preliminary analysis of
a sample of publications from the Khrushchev and early Brezhnev periods,
including for example Komsomol’skaia Pravda, Literaturnaia gazeta and
Rabotnitsa magazine, suggests that a considerable range of opinions were
published on questions concerning people’s everyday life. The Soviet
Russian press of this era made regular reference to opinion surveys and
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sociological studies on everyday matters, as well as publishing readers’
letters with increasing regularity. For example, between 1966 and 1968,
the number of readers’ letters to Literaturnaia gazeta more than doubled,
and the editors published a selection of readers’ views in the paper’s new
column: ‘Discussion Club’.11 The question of opinion surveys and the
renewed interest in daily life during this period in Soviet Russia will be
discussed in more detail below.

The question of whether Sweden and Soviet Russia are appropriate coun-
tries for a comparative study of public discourses on the topic of women
and their position in the labour force and domestic life must also be
addressed. Former state socialist gender regimes are now commonly per-
ceived from a Swedish perspective as systems promoting traditional gender
divisions of roles. Yet, the state socialist systems in fact demonstrated
the highest level of women’s participation in the labour force and devel-
oped wide-ranging childcare institutions. Moreover, in earlier periods
Soviet Russian norms for gender relations were viewed as role models for
radical feminists in Sweden and elsewhere.12 These shifting and at times
contradictory policies, practices and perceptions regarding gender
equality in the two countries frame the questions addressed here.

Promoting women’s wage labour? Swedish discourses

The Swedish liberal and socialist women’s movements of the 1930s had
taken a certain interest in Soviet policies regarding women and women’s
issues. During the 1940s and 1950s this interest waned for a variety of
reasons. The political and cultural environment of the Cold War made it
virtually impossible for either of the two opposing worlds to admit being
influenced by the other. Whilst the Soviet Union was characterised as a
‘totalitarian dictatorship’ practising ‘socialist oppression’ in western dis-
courses, from the Soviet perspective the west was guilty of ‘capitalist
exploitation’ and ‘imperialist warmongering’. Furthermore, western
European states and the US were by this point developing their own wel-
fare systems, robbing the Soviet socialist experiment of some of its sig-
nificance as an ideal or model for emulation.13 The prevalence of a
housewife ideal in Sweden at this time also prompted a decline in inter-
est in the Soviet system as a model for gender relations: the post-war
decade has been labelled the ‘genuine age of housewives’. Dominant dis-
courses of gender difference rested heavily on the notion of a specific
female talent for caring for others.14

In order for women in developed industrial economies to take part in
wage labour it was vital that someone shared the responsibility for childcare
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with them. Analysis of media debates regarding women’s responsibilities
and duties in Sweden during the 1950s shows that the married profes-
sional woman was expected to bear sole responsibility for the home and
family, with or without the assistance of a housekeeper. The underlying
assumption was that whether or not a married woman chose to work,
she was responsible for ensuring that the domestic chores and childcare
were performed satisfactorily. Although municipal childcare existed in
Sweden at this time, an analysis of the content of Morgonbris and Hertha
suggests that it was not discussed much in public. It was noted occasion-
ally that the development of childcare centres was important in order
for women to be able to go out to work, but the issue was far from pri-
oritised. On the other hand, a view of public childcare as ‘bad’ for chil-
dren was widely supported by western child psychologists at this time.15

A Swedish government report, ‘Childcare Centres and Preschools’, pub-
lished in the early 1950s, concludes that public childcare is something
of a necessary evil: ‘From the children’s perspective it is of the greatest
importance that mothers should have the opportunity to care for and raise
them at home, while they are still small and growing.’ However, the report
does admit that occasionally such centres might offer ‘protection and care’
to children from ‘homes with unsatisfactory housing and environments’
and even ‘constitute a link in neurosis-preventive childcare’.16

Ten to fifteen years later, public childcare enjoyed a much better rep-
utation in Sweden. In fact, public debate on this issue went through a
complete revolution in the 1960s. By this time, for example, experts on
children’s health and psychology had concluded that children whose
mothers worked outside of the home were often more able to adapt to
going to school.17 Morgonbris and Hertha depicted public childcare centres
as contributing positively to children’s psychological and social devel-
opment: ‘Childcare centres look after children’s best interest’,18 according
to one author, whilst according to another, the centres made children
‘healthy and active’.19

In addition, childcare practices had changed. A report presented by the
International Labour Organisation in 1963 emphasised that the socialist
states in Eastern Europe and the Scandinavian countries had focused on
the difficulties encountered by working mothers in the absence of a func-
tioning childcare system.20 In this respect a considerable change had
taken place in Sweden during the 1960s. In 1955, 10 000 children attended
public childcare centres. In 1960 the corresponding figure was 10 200
and in 1970, 33 000. Thus, the number had almost tripled over the course
of a decade.21 Yet, demand was still far greater than supply. According
to a government study conducted in 1966 nearly 210 000 women22 (with
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350 000 children under the age of six) would have liked to work outside
the home if only they could find satisfactory childcare.23 Furthermore,
although the provision of public childcare institutions grew even more
rapidly in the following decade, in 1975 only 17 per cent of all children
aged between one and six were enrolled at some form of publicly funded
childcare institution.24

Consistent with this statistical data, in the 1960s, both Morgonbris and
Hertha published a number of articles referring to the USSR and the social-
ist states of Eastern Europe, stressing the importance of wage labour and
the need for expanded public childcare to give women economic inde-
pendence. This renewed interest in the Soviet model probably tells us as
much about what was going on in Sweden, as it does about what hap-
pened in Soviet Russia at the time. Radical winds were blowing through
Swedish society and it became fashionable to refer to the experiences of
the socialist countries.25 In the first post-war decade, women in Sweden
constituted around 25 per cent of the total workforce: a low figure when
compared to other industrialised countries.26 However, in the mid-
1950s the proportion of women, especially married women, in the
labour market started to grow considerably. The post-war Swedish econ-
omy had entered a new stage of development with industrial production
expanding rapidly. Various committees, representing employers, as well
as trade unions and the state, maintained that the demand for expan-
sion of the workforce would become ever more urgent as this process
continued. The Swedish economy was experiencing the effects of increas-
ing labour shortages and housewives began to be described as a ‘hidden
labour reserve’. Statistical evidence can give us some idea of the speed with
which practices changed in terms of the growth in married women’s labour
force participation during this period. In 1950, 34 per cent of all women
worked outside the home.27 In 1960 the corresponding figure was 39 per
cent and in 1969, 47 per cent. These increases were primarily the result
of married women entering the labour market: in 1950, 16 per cent of
married women were employed outside the home, by 1960 this figure
was 26 per cent and by 1969, 48 per cent. Meanwhile the numbers of
unmarried women in paid employment actually fell from 68 per cent in
1950 to 66 per cent in 1960 and 44 per cent in 1969.28

However, the majority of Swedish married women were not prepared
to work full-time, and requests for part-time work were frequently 
published in the pages of Morgonbris and Hertha. An article published 
in 1962, for example, claimed that many more married housewives
would enter working life if only employers would look more favourably
on the development of part-time positions: ‘How often does one hear,
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“If only I could get a part-time job, I would be keen to go back to work”?’29

Nonetheless, aside from a number of specific jobs in the service sectors,
many employers, in both public and private sectors, were reluctant to
allow their employees to work part-time, as this was seen as disruptive of
the routines and organisational habits of the workplace. Trade union
representatives, such as the Women’s Committee of the Confederation
of Trade Unions, were also critical of part-time jobs but for rather different
reasons. Demanding part-time jobs was seen as tantamount to accepting
that women were a different category of worker, which would justify
employers in offering them lower salaries and less job security.30 Moreover,
part-time jobs tended to involve routine work with fewer opportunities
for promotion.31 However, since the majority of married women really
only wanted to work outside of the home for part of the day, the com-
mittee was forced to concede to the wishes of its members and push for
the development of part-time posts.32

Such debates aside, economic developments continued to demand a
change in the gender composition of the Swedish labour market. As a
result, the idea that women should devote themselves entirely to caring
for their children and husbands was increasingly challenged. Freedom
of choice about whether to work or to stay at home was questioned in
the late 1950s, for example by Alva Myrdal,33 who felt that staying at
home was not a serious option for adult citizens, regardless of gender.
She took up the issue in Women’s Two Roles – Home and Work, which she
wrote with Viola Klein in 1956.34 Myrdal had always supported the right,
as well as the duty, of both women and men to perform what she called
‘socially useful work’. In the 1930s, however, her writings had been strongly
influenced by the unemployment crisis, as well as by Sweden’s allegedly
dangerous demographic situation caused by falling rates of growth in the
population.35 As a result, her writing at that time had focused on how to
support women in their duty to be mothers and care for the home and
children, as socially useful work. In the late 1950s, however, she placed
much greater emphasis on women’s need for work outside the home and
the need for women in the workforce. Referring to international socio-
logical surveys, she claimed that about half of all married women who
wanted to work outside the home were motivated in this wish by their
dissatisfaction with domestic work or their interest in productive labour,
while the rest claimed economic motives.36 In Myrdal and Klein’s book the
tasks of the mother and the professional woman are described as at once
closely intertwined and partially separated: as roles which women play
at different stages in their lives. Women are seen as having an unques-
tioned duty to the home and family but only while their children are
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small. Once maternity leave is over, society should take over the respon-
sibility for childcare by offering day care centres and/or part-time house-
keeping and nannies. This would enable women to fulfil their roles as
both mother and professional woman without conflict.37

Myrdal and Klein were criticised for what was seen as an unfair attack
on housewives. A review published in Hertha was rather scathing:

They seem to be unable to hide their contempt for the work of house-
wives. They also seem to have forgotten that money might be saved
on public counselling for maladjusted children and psychologically
defective adults if some mothers were not too occupied with their
time-consuming work outside the home.38

However, these debates in magazines like Hertha and Morgonbris in the
1950s were mild by comparison to what was soon to come. In the early
1960s, public debate on women’s issues became considerably more lively
and heated. The discussion of women and work intensified and estab-
lished gender roles began to be challenged.

The 1960s have attracted considerable attention in recent years from
journalists and writers, as well as in academic circles, as a period of radical
socio-political change in Sweden and elsewhere.39 One person often men-
tioned as having contributed to a discursive breakthrough in the Swedish
gender regime is Eva Moberg.40 A journalist and writer, Moberg was
appointed editor-in-chief of Hertha in 1960, and a few months later pub-
lished an article in the anthology Young Liberals. Nine Contributions to an
Ideological Discussion. Moberg’s writing was powerful and combative even
in her suggestive, and provocative, title, ‘Women’s Parole’, the meaning
of which she explains in the article:

Woman has only been liberated on the unspoken condition that she
continues to consider the care and nurturing of children as her main
role. As long as she understands this as her natural role, somehow
inseparable from her status as a gendered creature, then certainly, soci-
ety will recognise her as a free individual.41

In Moberg’s view, women had been emancipated on this condition, with
the support of various regulations that gave them the right to education,
political participation and work, but the married woman was not free as
an individual unless she was ‘socially and economically fully dependant
on a man’. Furthermore, she clarified that true emancipation for women
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could only be achieved if society firmly rejected, rather than confirmed
and upheld, ‘marriage as a means of economic support’.42

In keeping with this view, Hertha published an article in 1961, which
opened with the following passage, ‘Russian women appear to have
come furthest in equality with men. They have – not just in theory – the
same opportunities for education, career, and work. They are able to com-
plete their studies even if marriage and children come their way.’ Finishing
her article with the question of whether Russian women were happy or
not, the author concluded that both women and men led hard lives in
the Soviet Union, but that in exchange women had their independence
and were not ‘a male appendage’. A Russian woman was ‘never a pretty
flower, only a plant for every-day use’.43

With her outright feminist position which included a strong gender
equality programme for the private sphere as well, Eva Moberg was
ahead of her time, not least in her position as editor-in-chief of Hertha.
After she left the magazine in December 1962, her successors distanced
themselves from her more radical writing, toning down previous attacks
on homemaking and positive references to the Soviet Russian model. In
its January 1963 issue, Hertha published another article on conditions
for women in the USSR. This time the author was a man, M. Slavek, and
the content showed signs of a return to Cold War rhetoric. According to
Slavek, women’s ‘alleged equality’ held great propaganda value for the
Soviet regime, and women’s high employment rates were, to a large extent,
due to the relative shortage of men in the post-war Soviet Union.44 Another
article in the same issue on the theme of communist countries, entitled
‘Communist and Western Ideology’, stressed the value of the reformist,
evolutionary path chosen by western societies.45

To summarise Swedish discourses on women at work and home, I will
turn to the Norwegian-Swedish sociologist Edmund Dahlström, who
conducted a contemporary analysis of Swedish debates in the 1960s.
Dahlström identified three main ‘ideologies on sex roles’ in Swedish
gender discourses in the early to mid-twentieth century: ‘romantic’,
‘classical liberal’ and ‘Marxist’ ideologies.46

‘Romantic’ gender discourses viewed women and men as essentially
different, yet complementary to one another. Genetic characteristics
meant that man was designed for professional roles and political tasks in
the public sphere. Woman, with her inborn predisposition for maternal
care, intuition and altruism was assigned to the private sphere of home
and family. However, since men and women were equally needed in
society, the latter should support women in their role as wives and
mothers, guaranteeing them equal access to education, and equal rights
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within marriage. ‘Classical liberal’ ideology called for men and women
to be guaranteed equal rights to education and professional work, as well
as access to political roles. Thus, women would have the same access to
the public sphere as men. However, when women married, the rules of
liberal gender equality ceased to apply, since they were expected to stay
in the private sphere and care for their children and family.47

In the Swedish case, both the romantic and the classical liberal dis-
courses formed the ideological basis for ground-breaking legal docu-
ments and other reformist texts in the first half of the twentieth century,
such as the bill of women’s suffrage (1919), new marriage legislation
(1920) or the ban on sacking women on the grounds of pregnancy or mar-
riage (1939). From the 1950s onwards, however, ‘classical liberal’ ideology
developed into ‘moderate liberal’ ideology (again Dahlström’s term).
According to this, married women should also have access to the labour
market and the state had a duty to support them in this endeavour. As
mentioned above, Alva Myrdal was one of the proponents of the idea
that women had not only a right, but also a duty to perform wage labour,
and society should assist her in this by providing childcare facilities.
According to Dahlström, public discourses in the 1950s were dominated
by the ‘moderate liberal’ gender ideology reflected in the work of various
government committees and official reports tasked with resolving issues
concerning women’s professional work, equal salaries, education for
women and the provision of childcare.

In the early 1960s, however, proponents of a ‘radical liberal’ ideology,
like Eva Moberg, in turn challenged the ‘moderate liberal’ ideology by
claiming that even if legal policies had eliminated the formal barriers to
women’s emancipation, cultural barriers still prevented them from tak-
ing full advantage of these achievements. As far as the labour market
was concerned, employers could only be expected to act within existing
cultural frameworks including various gender stereotypes. Especially in
a free market system, they were predetermined to discriminate against
women, since female employment signalled lower labour productivity due
to the caring roles also culturally assigned to women. To counter this it
was necessary for men and women to share responsibilities for home
and children.

Easing women’s dual burden? Soviet Russian discourses

We will now turn to Russian and Soviet discourses and debates on women
and wage labour from the same era.48 Here again I will use Dahlström’s
‘ideologies on sex roles’ which also included Marxist ideology, viewed as
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the key ideological approach of the socialist countries. Marxism shared
the demands of the ‘liberal’ ideologies that basic human rights and free-
doms should apply equally to men and women, including the right
to enter the labour market and the public sphere. Marxism, however,
extended these rights to married women also, regarding the family as an
oppressive institution, permeated by patriarchal practices which for
women amounted to domestic slavery and economic and social depend-
ency. Women’s access to the public sphere could only be guaranteed by
the state and society taking on collective responsibility for domestic
chores and childcare.49 From a contemporary perspective men’s absence
from the Marxist (as well as the classical liberal) analysis of the conflicting
demands of parenthood and wage labour is striking. Only the radical lib-
eral gender ideology which emerged in Sweden and western Europe in the
late 1960s and 1970s, and which would soon absorb strong elements of
Marxism, offered any serious scrutiny of men’s roles and behaviour in the
private sphere.

As far as gender practices were concerned, extensive industrialisation
and the collectivisation of agriculture in the 1930s meant that large num-
bers of women had already entered the Soviet Russian labour market.
The ideal of the full-time housewife and homemaker was not popu-
larised in the USSR as it was in Sweden. Even the so-called (socially use-
ful) housewives’ movement of the 1930s, an initiative of the Communist
Party leadership, only concerned a small elite, and never developed a
wider following.50 The economic situation following the turbulent 1930s
and the Second World War, compounded by the demographic realities
resulting from huge losses of predominantly male lives, meant that for
most Soviet women work outside the home was a necessity for survival.
In addition, the ideological position of the Soviet leadership clearly
advocated wage labour for women. By the end of the 1930s, women
constituted nearly 40 per cent of the Soviet labour market and this fig-
ure rose to 47 per cent by the end of the 1950s.51 Thus, the underlying
assumption of dominant public/official discourse was that every woman
was gainfully employed outside the home and that the state had a duty
to support these ‘working mothers’.52

In Rabotnitsa magazine, over the first half of the 1960s, a number of
themes emerge in relation to the question of women’s roles and duties.
Firstly, it was taken for granted that women had a firm place in the
labour market, and that their work was highly valued. The magazine reg-
ularly presented its readers with portraits of working women, occasion-
ally even with the message that in the long run a woman’s work was
more important to her than a husband.53 Consequently, housework was
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not something which a woman ought to devote much time to. One such
article celebrates the life of female miner Klavdiya Shevkonova, who
worked her whole life through, despite the fact that she could have
stayed at home during periods when her husband earned enough to sup-
port the family alone. In an interview with Rabotnitsa’s journalist the
local Comunist Party Secretary of Shevkonova’s Ural mining district
asks: ‘Should she have sat at home, with nothing to do but look at her-
self in the mirror, waiting for her husband to come home?’54 Housewives
were seldom featured, but on the rare occasions when they did appear in
the pages of Rabotnitsa, the moral of the story was that housewives could
only be seen as socially useful when performing public duties. In a story
on Leninski state farm, for example, housewives are depicted running
the childcare centre and helping with duties at sowing and harvest times.55

The message put across in these articles was that housework should not be
so time-consuming as to prevent women from working outside the home.

Secondly, with its strongly anti-patriarchal criticism of women’s posi-
tion in bourgeois and traditional societies, Marxism was depicted as the
most woman-friendly political ideology. Accordingly, the Communist
Party had a duty to protect women’s true interests.56 The Soviet state
claimed to strive to alleviate the burden placed on women by their bio-
logical constitution. This meant passing labour legislation to support
women’s employment, supplying families with the necessary childcare
facilities, building healthcare facilities for mothers and children as well
as a range of communal services, such as cheap laundries, canteens and
other facilities to ease women’s burdens in their everyday lives.57 Thirdly,
Rabotnitsa suggested that women would only receive the recognition
and happiness they desired in their private lives as a result of their pub-
lic sphere activities, namely paid labour. This point is well illustrated by
a story, published in Rabotnitsa in 1961, about a woman whose husband
only began to appreciate her after she had won awards from the state for
her excellent work record.58

However, Rabotnitsa did not only reproduce slogans, offer heroic por-
traits and optimistic statements about the superiority of Soviet ideology
and practice in relation to women’s issues. From time to time, the mag-
azine criticised the failures of certain enterprises, farms or districts to
implement the well-directed policies of the party-state. A frequent target
of such criticism were factory managers who failed, for example, to recog-
nise the needs of mothers with young infants for extra feeding breaks
and other time off to allow for childcare responsibilities. An article enti-
tled ‘Respect is All We Ask For!’, for example, quoted the female employ-
ees of a mining company who complained about the management’s
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disrespect for female workers and preference for hiring men, who were
regarded as more ‘reliable’ when it came to work attendance.59 Attitudes
of this kind also acted as an obstacle to women’s access to proper voca-
tional training, another pet topic for Rabotnitsa.60

Towards the end of the 1960s, however, Rabotnitsa’s position on the com-
bination of motherhood and wage labour shifted somewhat. Increasingly
the magazine published complaints about how difficult it was for women
to combine sole responsibility for the home and children with full-time
wage labour. One article, ‘Housework Hampers Woman’, told the far
from unusual story of women who did well at work, but were inevitably
prevented from advancing any further in their careers as soon as they
became mothers. As the author of this article put it, in every factory or
engineering department there was always at least one woman about whom
people would say: ‘She’s so good; we had really great expectations of her.
But then she got drowned in nappies and saucepans – the usual attack of
everyday life!’61

Thus, housework, which had previously been depicted as something
which almost took care of itself, became a topic for debate in the later
1960s. This shift reflected a renewed interest on the part of the govern-
ment in issues relating to the daily lives of the Soviet people. Khrushchev’s
policies of thaw and search for new ways to mobilise citizens to partici-
pate in the life of society, encouraged the use of opinion surveys as a way
of discovering the concerns and inclinations of the population. Although
these studies were generally subjected to a high degree of political control,
and certainly cannot be regarded as independent sociological research,
this was nonetheless a genuinely new departure. During the 1950s and
particularly the 1960s, social sciences, such as sociology and anthropol-
ogy, were given a new lease of life. Sociological surveys continued to
develop under subsequent regimes and one of the most popular trends
in Soviet sociology during the late 1960s were time budget surveys.62

These surveys showed that women spent considerably more time than
men on housework, whilst simultaneously working full-time in a pro-
fessional capacity.

In Literaturnaia gazeta, articles on daily life were regularly published
with titles such as ‘Personal Life’ and ‘The Individual and the Group’,
signalling a tendency towards the reprivatisation of daily life.63 These
headings also reflected new economic trends, in particular the introduc-
tion of the Kosygin reform of the mid-1960s, which attempted, rather
unsuccessfully, to introduce market elements to the Soviet economy.

Thus, whilst the Swedish discussion focused rather narrowly on the
expansion of childcare institutions in order to help women to enter the
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labour market, the Soviet Russian debate centred on both childcare and
improving the network of food shops and public laundries. These differ-
ences of course reflect real economic and social differences between life
in the two countries. In Russia, demands for easier access to consumer
goods and other kinds of commercial services, for example, were put for-
ward in the context of a neglected and malfunctioning system of retail
distribution, where the population suffered long and tiring queues for
the most basic of staple goods. With regard to the provision of childcare
services each country had its own historical experience. As discussed
above, in Sweden this issue went from being a neglected topic to one of
almost iconic status in the late 1960s. In Soviet Russia, the importance
of public childcare had been established much earlier. The Communist
Party Programme of 1961 declared that it was desirable for children to
attend childcare centres, as part of a campaign to encourage collectivism
amongst Soviet citizens. Such declarations echoed earlier Soviet debates
of the 1920s and 1930s in which children’s upbringing was described as
too important to leave to parents alone. This signalled a second major
expansion of childcare provision, following the initial campaigns of
Stalin’s industrialisation in 1927–32: over the period 1955–65 the num-
ber of childcare centres almost doubled. At that time, efforts had focused
primarily on pre-school children aged three years and over. This time,
however, infant childcare was the priority, in combination with public
after-school activities for older children.64

Did the Russian people regard public childcare as desirable? Up until
the late 1960s, this question does not seem to have been posed by the
Soviet media. This was logical, given that the state’s main concern was
to mobilise the ‘last reserves’ of labour, namely the remaining house-
wives. During the 1960s, almost 70 per cent of newcomers to the labour
market were women.65 However, American researcher Norton Dodge did
take an interest in this and his interviews with Soviet Russian families
during the mid-1960s led him to believe that people generally accepted
the idea of public childcare; his informants told him repeatedly that
children in nurseries developed more rapidly than children raised at
home. Still, provision was not sufficient to meet the population’s needs.
With the help of Soviet statistics, Dodge concluded that in 1962, 51 per
cent of children aged between three and six years old and living in the
cities of the Russian Soviet republic attended public childcare centres.
The corresponding figure for the countryside was 12–20 per cent. Dodge
estimated that in Moscow the figures were higher; 60 per cent of children
aged between three and six years attended childcare centres. However,
the numbers of four month to three-year-olds attending childcare centres
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were considerably lower,66 and the lack of spaces in childcare centres
was mentioned repeatedly in Rabotnitsa and Literaturnaia gazeta.

Rabotnitsa took a predominantly quantitative approach to the ques-
tion of public childcare in the 1960s. The magazine criticised the dis-
crepancy between demand and supply, but rarely considered the quality
of provision. In other words, the question of whether public childcare
was actually good or bad for a child was not often discussed. On the con-
trary, experts simply asserted that childcare centres had a positive influ-
ence on children. For example a professor of medicine quoted in the
article ‘Both the Family and the Nursery’ asserted that nurseries were
just as much a ‘blessing’ for children as they were for mothers. Qualified
nursery nurses – with skills that mothers could hardly aspire to match –
trained the children both psychologically and physically.67 In Literaturnaia
gazeta, however, a cautious critique of the quality of childcare centres
started at the very end of the 1960s, becoming more frequent and out-
spoken during the 1970s.68

Furthermore, new solutions were beginning to be proposed to the prob-
lem of women’s dual burden. In Literaturnaia gazeta’s new ‘Discussion
Club’ a lively debate began on this topic in 1967: ‘As long as women are
forced to work for money they will have a double burden, regardless of
any efforts to make men wash the nappies, scrub the floors and cook the
dinner’, claimed an article by the novelist Eduard Shim, entitled ‘Off to
Work, Girls!’ (A nu-ka, devushki!). The title referred to a well-known
poster from the Second World War, depicting a young woman energeti-
cally taking hold of a wheelbarrow, heavily laden with bricks. After the
incredible losses of working-age men, there had been nothing left for
women than to go out to work, claimed the author. Now, in 1967, how-
ever, more than twenty years after the end of the war, the author asked
himself whether it was really still necessary for women to push wheel-
barrows, to carry hods laden with mortar, and to lay pipes. His provocative
conclusion questioned the need for women to work at all: ‘The problem
of women’s heavy burden – considering that she has both home and
work on her mind – will probably only really be solved when women no
longer have to think about how to support themselves.’69 Thus, suddenly,
female wage labour was perceived by some as outdated. A developed
society could afford to pay for housework, or even make it possible for
men to support their wives and families.

Thus, the author suggested a rather radical solution in the Soviet Russian
context, namely that women should stay at home. An alternative, less
provocative solution, put forward by the same author was to shorten the
working day for women. This issue had been talked about for a long
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time in Sweden, as discussed above. In contrast to the Swedish debate,
however, the length of the working day for women had not been widely
debated in Soviet Russia.70 It would remain a taboo subject at official lev-
els until the mid-1980s, although in everyday life, various strategies
were employed to shorten women’s working days.71

Did Shim’s proposal signal new trends in Soviet Russian gender poli-
tics or should we regard it more as wishful thinking? When Literaturnaia
gazeta discussed the dual pressures of professional work and family life for
women, the underlying assumption was that every woman was employed
outside of the home. In the late 1960s, a number of voices in the Soviet
Russian discussions of this issue began to express rather nostalgic atti-
tudes, with men longing for a woman’s care at home. Letters to the editor
from male readers in 1967, for example, contained phrases like, ‘Women
are supposed to adorn the hearth of the home, like flowers adorn the
meadow’ or lamentations in the vein, ‘Earlier a woman would surprise
her husband with a tasty dish, nowadays she surprises him by not cook-
ing anything at all.’72

Views like these did not go undisputed, however. Readers’ letters began
to flood in and their writers’ views on whether women should ‘be granted’
the opportunity to stay at home instead of going out to work differed
mainly along gender lines. Female readers protested by stressing that
motherhood was not a profession: ‘For us women, work is the dearest
and most important thing we have’, ‘One might as well produce a ques-
tionnaire with the heading “Do you want to be a parasite or a full wor-
thy citizen?” and then distribute it to women.’73

Conclusions

This chapter has identified a range of public discourses from the 1960s
on the question of women and wage labour in Sweden and Soviet Russia.
I argue that in many ways the two countries’ approaches to the question
‘women – wives or workers?’ can be compared, despite the profound dif-
ferences between their socio-economic and political systems. In fact, a
blend of gender ideologies – liberal, romantic and Marxist – formed the
basis of policies and discourses in both countries, although, in Sweden,
liberal ideologies and in Soviet Russia, Marxist ideology dominated the
public discourses on gender. The romantic discourse, which attributed a
special caring aptitude to women, had an influence in both countries.
Thus, in both Sweden and Soviet Russia the main responsibility for caring
roles in the home and family fell to women, regardless of the level of their
involvement in wage labour, and in both countries, public discussions
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paid increasing attention to the problems caused by this dual burden
during the 1960s.

Of the two countries, Sweden experienced the strongest discursive shift,
when established norms concerning married women’s primary attatch-
ment to the private sphere were questioned in rather revolutionary ways.
In Soviet Russian debates, the most commonly recommended solution
was to increase the provision of public services. Women’s emancipation
had been officially declared many years previously and women’s right to
work in the public sphere was proclaimed as an important achievement
of the Soviet state. However, towards the end of the decade a more ques-
tioning approach was taken to the realities of women lives: torn between
work and home. The need to improve production of consumer goods
and to expand service networks was increasingly acknowledged.

Interestingly, just as voices in the Swedish public debate were increas-
ingly questioning obstacles to women’s participation in professional
work on an equal footing with men, the opposite tendency could be
observed in Soviet Russian debates. Thus, for example, Literaturnaia gazeta
published articles questioning the fact that women took part in wage
labour to the same extent as men. Nonetheless, the discourse of the work-
ing mother continued to overshadow any ‘wishful thinking’ about women
taking care of men for many years, and this latter discourse only came to
the fore from the 1980s onwards.
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5
Heroine Mothers and Demographic
Crises: the Legacy of the 
Late Soviet Era
Sue Bridger

The figure of the ‘Heroine Mother’, a woman who had borne ten or
more children, took her place in Soviet propaganda in the wake of the
catastrophic losses of the Second World War. In 1944, a draconian piece
of family legislation which made divorce virtually impossible simultan-
eously instituted a range of honours for the mothers of large families.1

By the 1970s, however, a quarter century after the death of Stalin, the
‘Heroine Mothers’ could be easily dismissed as an anachronism. As the
1944 law was superceded by the more humane family legislation of 
the 1960s, these ‘Heroines’ of an earlier pronatalist policy appeared to be
simply a leftover from the Stalinist past. Though the array of orders and
medals on offer to mothers of five or more children still remained, their
relevance to the majority of the population was increasingly doubtful.
Their presence, if it was felt at all, appeared to be largely confined to the
obligatory tables in the annual statistical yearbooks. Indeed, so rare were
the holders of these awards that most people outside the territories of the
Soviet Central Asian republics were unlikely ever to have met one: in the
entire history of honouring mothers in this way in the USSR, only 8000
women received an award, just over 400 attaining the pinnacle of
‘Heroine Mother’.2 It was something of a surprise, therefore, when, in
the late 1970s, the Heroine Mothers became the focus of sustained propa-
ganda as the Communist Party leadership once more became concerned
at demographic developments.

During the 1960s the impact of urbanisation over previous decades had
become very visible. For the first time, the majority of Soviet people were
living in cities and towns and this move away from the land was accom-
panied by a significant decline in the birth rate. In part this resulted
directly from the trauma of the Second World War: women in the most
fertile age groups in the 1960s belonged to the relatively small wartime
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generation. This factor was, however, exacerbated by a general move
towards smaller families in both urban and rural areas over the course of the
decade. The low birth rate and ageing population produced a steep decline
in natural growth rates in European areas of the USSR during the 1960s and
1970s. At the same time, the birth rate in the Central Asian republics,
although declining, remained at a relatively high level in an area with 
a much younger population. The implications of these developments
were, by the mid-1970s, causing considerable headaches for Soviet planners.

Over the course of the 1970s, demographic change produced an increas-
ing degree of unevenness across the country in terms of labour resources.
In the European countryside, out-migration and a declining birth rate
were together being seen as a substantial threat to agricultural produc-
tion. However, the influx of rural migrants to the cities would not in the
longer term be enough to offset the overall reduction in urban family
size. In terms of fertility rates, the urban population in European areas
was no longer maintaining itself at replacement level. The republics of
Central Asia, meanwhile, were experiencing substantial growth, primarily
in their relatively static rural populations. The result was an enormous
labour-surplus region whose population could not be adequately sup-
ported on the land and yet which still imported skilled labour from
European areas to staff its factories.

Although never openly acknowledged in a state dominated by the
concept of the ‘friendship of peoples’, there was undoubtedly consider-
able disquiet in the Slav-dominated leadership at the burgeoning of the
Asian population in the face of relative European decline. Where fears of
ethnic imbalance were voiced, obliquely rather than directly, the poten-
tial impact on defence, rather than on internal politics and stability, was
the key issue at stake. A piece which appeared in the academic journal
Voprosy filosofii in 1977 illustrated the point:

Such unfavourable demographic trends in our country as the drop in
the birth rate, the halt in the growth of average life expectancy, the
development of irrational migration patterns, the formation of dis-
proportionate age and sex structures in the population in some
regions and the systematic rise in the divorce rate all have their
impact on the Soviet armed forces. These demographic trends mani-
fest themselves in the size, geographic distribution and national
make-up of contingents of conscripts . . . Efforts must be made to sur-
mount and offset the consequences of the country’s unfavourable
demographic situation and to prevent them from affecting the 
combat capability and readiness of the Soviet armed forces.3
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In 1981, the Soviet government announced substantial improvements
in maternity leave provisions. Rather than being immediately applicable
to the whole country, these were to be phased in over several years on 
a broad geographical basis from the north to the south of the country.
This unprecedented approach at once illustrated both the government’s
concern to tailor family policy to regional development and the political
sensitivities which any such attempt was likely to encounter.

The revival of the Heroine Mother

It was against this background that the centrally based, Russian-
language press provided its readers with a return to the theme of the
Heroine Mother.4 Across Russia, where the cities were full of ‘only chil-
dren’, parents and newly-weds were invited to consider the benefits of
large and extremely large families. As some kind of a concession to reality,
much of the writing on the latterday Heroines was confined to the rural
press: though rural women were evidently expressing little desire to bear
ten children, at least they were more likely to have the space for them.
Throughout these features the overriding message was that the family, as
Russian parents had come to perceive it, was not a real family at all. ‘You
need at least three children to make a family,’ was a sentiment constantly
expressed, usually by women who had already given birth to five or more.

One of the most curious aspects of the ‘Heroine Mother’ campaign in
the late 1970s and early 1980s was its very clear plan of attack. The
national rural daily, Sel’skaia zhizn’ (Rural Life), for example, devoted the
bottom half of page four, once a month, to an article with a title such as
‘The Greatest Happiness’, which would feature a happy and contented
Heroine Mother. Somewhere in the piece the woman concerned would
invariably make a comment such as this from a Moldavian mother of
twelve: ‘My wish for you, dear women, is to have as many children as 
I have and for them to be as good as mine are. Children are a great bless-
ing. I should know, believe me.’5 The blessing, it was spelled out, was not
merely in the pleasure of seeing the children grow but in the effect of this
process on the woman herself. ‘Happy motherhood, love and respect’ from
both husband and children in families such as these was portrayed not just
as a source of fulfilment but, more improbably, as the key to physical
beauty in the woman concerned. The benefits, it was maintained, would be
experienced not just by the woman but by her husband too. Letters from
women readers, responding to these articles, contained glowing descrip-
tions of how the births of their many children had transformed good-for-
nothing men into supportive and loving providers. Couples in search of
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family harmony were advised first to establish the family and the har-
mony would surely follow. As one male reader summed it up: ‘I feel sorry
for couples who put off having children. They get to thirty and they still
don’t have any. That’s often the reason why marriages break up.’6

These features illustrating the contented lives of the Heroine Mothers
and their husbands, together with the letters from parents of more modest,
if still sizeable, families were invariably bolstered by the writings and pro-
nouncements of ‘experts’. A small army of doctors, teachers and psych-
ologists was drafted in to the campaign, all of them quite clear about
what was best for women and for couples:

A woman’s physiology and mentality are forever directing her
towards motherhood. Motherhood inspires her, completes her life
and her family happiness. Couples who think that family happiness
can be created without children and who take steps to avoid the birth
of a child are making a sad mistake;7

or what was best for children:

In large families there’s a lot less for us doctors to do. The children
grow up healthy. They are better developed both physically and psy-
chologically . . . And it’s all because in these families the older children
look out for the younger ones. The collective takes care of upbringing;8

or even what was best for society at large:

Children from large families are more hard-working, more independent,
more modest and have more respect for their elders.9

The notion of the family as a collective, as a microcosm of all that was
best in the wider Soviet society was patently a very seductive one for the
authors of these articles. It was certainly used many times as a counter-
point to the assumed ‘selfishness’ of the typical modern couple and their
self-obsessed ‘only child’.

This emphasis on private and public morality, and the promotion of
large families as a catalyst for the improvement of both, reached its apoth-
eosis in articles focusing on specific areas with high concentrations of
Heroine Mothers. One such place was the village of Borki in the Kharkov
region of Ukraine, featured early in the campaign to promote Heroine
Mothers as an example of excellent local social organisation. In this village,
both the local collective farm and the rural soviet were systematically
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providing fuel, building materials, free holidays and trips to children’s
camps, as well as free food, shoes and clothes for the school-age children
of the local ‘Heroines’. A 1977 article in Krest’ianka (Peasant Woman) mag-
azine featured the presentation to a local woman calf-rearer of a carpet
and a fridge, together with a promise of a new house, on the occasion of
her elevation to the ranks of the Heroine Mothers, the fifteenth woman
in the district to be so honoured. By 1980, in a population of just over
2000, Borki could boast no less than 152 large families and a staggering 28
Heroine Mothers. More remarkable still was the fact that some of these
women apparently held leading positions on the collective farm – the
chief zootechnician, for example – whilst some belonged to ‘dynasties’
of Heroine Mothers in which mother, daughter and daughter-in-law had
all produced over ten children. All of this, the articles were keen to point
out, produced a very particular local ‘moral climate’ in which family
breakdown was almost unknown.10

Whilst features such as these were relentlessly turned out in the rural
press they were by no means confined there. In the late 1970s and early
1980s, features on large families could be found in the unlikeliest places.
Even the front page of a national daily such as Izvestiia might highlight
a photograph of such a family for no other reason than its size and its
members’ love of hard work.11 Whilst the families featured in this way
more often than not lived in rural areas, their stories of collective endeav-
our and straightforward morality were undoubtedly intended to have far
wider application. In the final years of the Brezhnev era the press cam-
paign was complemented by feature films on general release which sought
to convey the same message. One such film, Twenty Years On (20 let spustia)
which toured Soviet cinemas in 1980, told the story of a class reunion
where the former classmates, now in their late thirties, described their
achievements to each other. The last to tell her tale, an unassuming woman
who begins by saying she has achieved very little, ends by simply inviting
in her family. The final shot of the film shows her proudly surrounded
by her ten children, the clear implication being that she has achieved
more than any of them. In press features aimed at an urban female read-
ership, the delivery of the message latterly became somewhat more sub-
tle, though scarcely less relentless. Through 1979 and 1980 in particular,
Rabotnitsa (Woman Worker) magazine, for example, filled page after
page with heavily illustrated features on children, with ‘mother and
child’ line-drawings and paintings, interviews with the mothers of the
famous and the mothers of exemplary workers, articles on young families
and advice on stronger marriages or features for husbands on how to be
a good family man.
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If the media swung headlong into the promotion of Heroine Mothers
as a means of resolving the country’s demographic dilemmas, a rather
more sober approach was simultaneously emanating from the academic
community. Throughout the 1970s a substantial number of works by
demographers and sociologists alike sought to establish correlations
between people’s notions of an ideal family, the number of children they
wanted themselves and the number they actually had. Much of this
material showed a very high correlation over time between intentions
and reality in all major groups in the population. Before the campaign
to boost the birth rate had even got into its stride, surveys were reveal-
ing that over 40 per cent of women in major cities would not consider
having even a third child whatever the circumstances.12 It was apparent,
therefore, that people often had a clear idea of what constituted the ‘right’
number of children for a family to have, but did not want such a family
for themselves. Given this state of affairs, expending newsprint on descrip-
tions of Heroine Mothers appeared to be a particularly futile activity.
Evidently, a rather different approach would be needed if attitudes such as
these were to be changed.

Strengthening the family: less heroism, more realism?

The fundamental premise behind the 1981 maternity provisions was the
need to promote the three-child family. As the birth of a third child was
regarded as decisive for the reproduction of the population, changes in
maternity benefits concentrated incentives on the first three children
born to a family, with a view to bringing birth rates in the European USSR
up to the crucial replacement level. At the same time, the decision not
to raise benefits for fourth and subsequent children marked a decisive shift
away from past pronatalist policy and sent a clear message to the fam-
ilies of the southern republics. Heroine Mothers might have been a suit-
able focus for the Russian-targeted press but they were not to be fêted in
quite the same way outside the areas of declining births. The beauty of
the promotion of the three-child family lay in its simplicity and its
apparent egalitarianism. Abandoning the emphasis on very large fam-
ilies, the Soviet government quickly found expert opinion to support its
new stance that a family of three was the optimum domestic ‘collective’.
It was a position which appeared, unlike the Heroine Mother propaganda,
to have at least some grounding in reality for urban Russian families. At
the same time, the promotion of the three-child family was intended to
discourage successive births in the rural south on the grounds of state
concern for child health.
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In addition to increasing benefits and leave to parents, the 1981 legis-
lation declared the state’s interest in ‘strengthening the family as one of
the highest moral values of socialist society’ and, to this end, in increas-
ing and improving popular literature on childcare, marriage and demo-
graphic issues.13 These provisions gave a boost to the production of 
a whole series of studies by sociologists and demographers which analysed
attitudes towards the family and offered strategies for increasing births
and enhancing family stability. The consensus emerging from much of
this work was that there was very little point in directing propaganda at
people who had already produced children: the key group in terms of
increasing population were more likely to be still at school. As some
writers were pointing out, the predominance of only children in urban
families meant that many young people had very limited experience of
being with small children or caring for them. Some were suggesting, there-
fore, that the process of changing attitudes needed to begin in child-
hood itself. It was proposed that links should be forged between schools
and nurseries as well as visits to families with babies and an opportunity
for schoolchildren to learn special games suitable for the very young. In
this way, it was hoped, a fondness for and understanding of small children
might be fostered in children who lacked this kind of contact in their
own families.14

Beyond childhood, it was found, changes in attitude could still be
effected given appropriate information and discussion on themes related
to childcare. A pilot study in Lipetsk ran a course for local college stu-
dents entitled, ‘The Family Under Socialism’, questioning the partici-
pants about their views on their future family. At the beginning of the
course 88 per cent of the girls and 74 per cent of the boys said that they
wanted to have only one child. After extensive meetings with psychologists,
sociologists and doctors, however, these percentages fell dramatically to
just over 1 per cent, with three-quarters of the students stating a prefer-
ence for two children. Even more impressively, over a fifth were now say-
ing that they wanted three or more.15 Whether the immediate impact of
a course such as this was likely to be translated into long-term action
remained, of course, a moot point. Many of the sociologists and demog-
raphers contributing to this debate proposed substantial changes in tax-
ation, the development of national counselling services for couples and
the provision of extensive sex education and advice, as fundamental issues
to be tackled if the state were serious about increasing the birth rate.16

The issue of counselling, in particular, was regarded as essential by
those who saw the divorce rate, as many sociologists did, as inextricably
linked to the question of declining births. It was at this point that those
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demographers and sociologists who were focusing above all on the issue
of population decline, found themselves wading through a moral mine-
field. One and the same author could frequently be found warning of
the need for great sensitivity on family matters and simultaneously sug-
gesting new, draconian measures. A characteristic piece, published in 1986,
for example, stressed that all elements of coercion must be avoided and then
went on to propose a change in the law to prohibit divorce within three or
five years of marriage in order to ‘make people think’ before getting mar-
ried.17 Yet, for some contributors to the discussion, counselling was
unlikely to be the answer when the roots of the problem went far deeper
in social attitudes. For the demographer, Viktor Perevedentsev, for example,
the causes of the low birth rate were inextricably linked to divorce, yet the
major cause of divorce, in his view, was inequality. As a result of inequality
in the home, women not only ended marriages but also became deter-
mined not to produce the children which would make their experience
of inequality worse still. Given this state of affairs, the issue of the birth
rate was unlikely to be resolved unless young people were provided with
teaching which would ‘inculcate a sense of mutual responsibility in 
couples both in their relationships before marriage and within the family’.18

During the first half of the 1980s, as proposals such as these were
beginning to appear in articles written by academics in the mainstream
press, journalists were engaged in a rather different way in promoting
changes in attitudes towards childbearing. In the wake of the 1981 legis-
lation, media discourse changed markedly, even in publications aimed
at a Russian rural readership. Gone was the clockwork regularity of fea-
tures on Heroine Mothers. In their place came a new emphasis on femi-
ninity and motherhood, on the special nurturant qualities only women
could convey and all women were expected to demonstrate. Both rural
and urban audiences were treated to a steady diet of features and inter-
views emphasising female self-sacrifice and fulfilment through domestic
duties, all of which reached an annual peak in the saccharine produced by
a succession of well-known and invariably male writers for International
Women’s Day:

All that is sacred is linked with the Mother who gives life to her sons
and sends them out with a blessing on their unknown, difficult and
therefore beautiful road. She herself, expecting nothing in return for
her boundless efforts and care, stands waiting at the doorstep of their
home, believing in the future of her sons and hoping that their road
will be long and safe, for the strength and faith of mothers lies in their
eternal hope.19
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If the Heroine Mothers had largely disappeared from the pages of Soviet
women’s magazines in the early 1980s, the copy which took their place
was still a very far cry from Perevedentsev’s notion of recognising inequality
as a primary factor in the birth rate’s decline.

Perestroika and pronatalism

The policy of glasnost instigated in the mid-1980s under Mikhail
Gorbachev did not simply give rise to a more radical agenda in domes-
tic policy. In its initial phase, one of its more curious results was the way
in which certain types of propaganda current in the Stalin era which had
been quietly allowed to die a death suddenly enjoyed a brief reflowering.
Just as the Stakhanovites saw a temporary renaissance in the journalism
of the mid-1980s, so the Heroine Mothers unexpectedly put in a further
appearance. Despite the post-1981 shift of emphasis towards the three-
child family, these enormous families and their purported benefits were
once more back on the journalistic agenda. Interestingly, this phenom-
enon was not confined to the rural press this time, but spilled over into
photo features in magazines such as Rabotnitsa where loving parents and
their numerous attractive children stared out of the windows of city
flats.20 More pointedly still, these examples were evidently intended as 
a counterpoint to the upsurge of moral panic over youth deviance and
the sudden massive media emphasis on sex, drugs and anti-social behav-
iour. In the wake of the new accommodation between state and religion
in the late 1980s, the church could now be relied upon to provide a
moral alternative to the threat of a newly individualistic culture. In rela-
tion to the eternal question of the birth rate, priests themselves offered
some of the few examples of large and exemplary urban families to be
found. Interviews with priests and their wives on the moral aspects of
upbringing and the role of religion in the family provided an interesting
perestroika-style dimension to the long-standing discussion of the innate
moral superiority of the large family.21

But, inevitably perhaps, it was in the rural press that the Heroine
Mother propaganda returned with full force once more. Krest’ianka mag-
azine, for example, kicked off the year 1987 with a lead article featuring 
a Kaluga region village where 72 mothers had received the Stalin-era dec-
orations for producing large families and no less than 22 were Heroine
Mothers. In these less stable times it was the moral benefits of such an
environment which were especially underlined. Whilst readers were
assured that ‘children in large families don’t get ill’, it was clearly rather
more important that they did not get into trouble either. The children in
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these families, it was categorically stated, were less naughty, more hard-
working, were not selfish or materialistic and, above all, did not become
delinquents. Moral pressure evidently had its part to play: in a curious aside
it was observed that, if any young men in this village looked like going
off the rails after returning from their army service, parents would resort
to the ‘tried and tested method’ of getting them married off. The mothers
of these large families were allowed to retire at 50, though this was evi-
dently a reward rather than a necessity as ‘a woman stays young when
she has growing children’. Just as in Borki almost a decade before, here was
a village, it was claimed, with such a particular moral climate that divorces
and family conflicts were unknown.22

Just to ensure the point was not lost, a similarly expansive piece
appeared in the magazine that same summer. A centre-spread photo fea-
ture, it focused on the ‘Museum of Motherhood’ in a Kurgan region village.
There was, the article was at pains to point out, nothing special about the
women featured in the museum: ‘they just have children, bring them up
and work for their future’. Just as before, the links were made between
exemplary personal morality and exemplary work for the good of the
state. Describing one woman, a mother of eleven, the magazine observed,
‘the house is always full of children but she always welcomes others . . .
and she is one of the best dairy women on the collective farm’.23

Krest’ianka rounded off the year with a piece which featured readers’
responses to the questions it had raised. In an era when readers’ letters
were beginning to be more radical than the pundits of perestroika, dis-
senting voices to the notion that large families were always a blessing
and a benefit were given short shrift. Mothers of large families, claimed
the author of this piece, know that there is ‘no happiness for a woman
outside the family’ and have a deep intuition that children need large
families. In the assumption that a large family equals a happy family,
the author opined, ‘we all have a feeling of envy when we see large fam-
ilies’. Against this background, the descriptions in readers’ letters of the
difficulties encountered by large families were roundly condemned as
pure materialism. At this stage, any genuine discussion of problems
could still be swept aside in a mass of propaganda. Readers were still
being assured that children in large families had no psychological prob-
lems and that the most beautiful wives were mothers of large families
because ‘it’s nature’s way’.24

However, if Krest’ianka’s journalists sometimes appeared to be living
in a time warp, the ‘expert’ view of the perestroika period was often con-
siderably more circumspect. Noting that public opinion in European
republics of the USSR was already regarding the three-child family as 
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a large family, some demographers and sociologists were advising that
such attitudes could not be ignored when taking measures to increase
the birth rate. It was not simply a question of promoting all and any
births, but rather of taking a sober look at the overall needs of Soviet
families. If women were unlikely to produce a third or often even 
a second child, it was important to recognise that this was frequently con-
nected to unhappy marriages and the increasing numbers of divorced
women in their thirties. Another significant factor was secondary infer-
tility created by a reliance on abortion as the major means of birth control.
At the same time, the trend towards rising numbers of births to women
under twenty was not necessarily something to be welcomed. This, in
the view of certain authors, was indicative of a looser sexual morality,
producing ill-considered, early marriages and unplanned, unwanted chil-
dren. What was needed, they believed, was better sex education and 
a much-improved provision of contraception: in the longer term, the
phenomenon of early marriage and early childbearing was unlikely to
produce the desired three-child family in significant numbers. Indeed, it
might well serve simply to reinforce the negative factors already observed.25

In the era of glasnost, the issue of public opinion and, especially, of the
questioning of the Stalinist legacy was becoming increasingly import-
ant. It was something which journalists were now actively seeking out
and requiring specialists to respond to, not simply to parrot the party
line, but to engage in informed debate. Amongst many ‘round table’ dis-
cussions in the media at this period, the weekly, Nedelia, invited a whole
roomful of academics, politicians and even the winner of a Lithuanian
‘best father’ competition to debate how best to support and foster the
modern family. The discussion hinged upon readers’ letters to the paper
expressing the need to ditch the entire post-1944 system of medals and
awards for motherhood. As one reader put it, ‘A neighbour of ours has
brought up two splendid sons, she’s a grandmother now, she’s gained 
a doctorate, she’s a chemist and she’s spent the last five years looking after
her father who’s paralysed. Isn’t she a heroic woman?’ Or, as another
observed, ‘we’re emancipated women, who says we’re supposed to have
ten children?’26

The question of the medals could be readily agreed by Nedelia’s spe-
cialists. After all, the motherhood medals rewarded the mere matter of
giving birth and had nothing to say about the issue of upbringing. As far
as this was concerned, the experts thought, both parents should be equally
rewarded by, for example, a ‘Heroine Family’ or ‘Model Family’ award in
a move to ‘liquidate the injustice’ of the system as it stood. For some,
however, the very words, ‘heroine’ and ‘heroism’, had far too much of 
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a ring of the discredited past about them: giving birth was one thing,
being a ‘heroine’ was something very different. The problem with this
line of thought, however, was twofold: it was not at all clear how reward-
ing excellent upbringing was going to encourage anyone to have more
children, and the notion of judging ‘quality’ within the family immedi-
ately implied more rather than less paternalism on the part of the state.
For some of the politicians present, this clearly presented no problem:

I’d like to remind everyone that the family is a cell of society. The
kind of family we have determines what kind of society we have.
‘Strong family – strong nation’ – this is something we seem to have
forgotten. And now we can see the results . . . We shouldn’t be
rewarding people for having lots of children, but for having strong,
healthy families!

Exactly who was going to be responsible for deciding awards such as this
was equally self-evident to those proposing such measures. The local ‘work-
ers’ collective’ was an obvious choice, or, better still, the local adminis-
tration could collect references from the workplace, from schools and
from the local social organisations. It was left to the demographers pre-
sent, themselves insisting on the promotion of the four- or five-child
family, to warn that meddling in people’s families was fraught with dan-
ger, however well-meaning the local ‘workers’ collective’ might be.27

Everyday heroism: the other side of the medal

Whilst a good deal of the journalism and, at the very least, some of the
expert commentary on the issue of large families and demographic
developments changed very little through the perestroika period, the
advent of glasnost did bring one very significant difference. Whatever
views the ‘experts’ might expound in the pages of the press, these could
now be far more readily challenged, embellished or modified by readers’
voices. However much politicians might wish simply to propagandise,
they could no longer avoid a discussion of uncomfortable realities. When
those who had produced all the children the state required of them and
more began to speak, the result offered a very different picture of soci-
ety’s care and concern for large families.

At first glance, the complaints by parents, usually mothers, of large fam-
ilies might appear nothing if not ungrateful. Throughout the perestroika
period there were substantial improvements announced in benefits 
to large families and considerable publicity given to schemes already in
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place. From 1987, low-income families with three or more children 
had a right to free places at summer camps and on holidays to health
resorts. Where families such as these were headed by a single parent they
would also get free school, sports and pioneer uniforms and free break-
fasts. From 1988 children under the age of two from low-income and
large families would receive free food. In addition, local initiatives to
assist large families were now authorised by government decree: some of
these were developed in the wake of the 1981 family legislation, others
were begun or further encouraged by a Council of Ministers’ resolution
of 1986 and by a Supreme Soviet resolution of 1990. In Moscow, for 
example, district councils were placed under an obligation to register fam-
ilies with three or more children under sixteen and to ensure that they
received priority access to local shops and services and also priority tele-
phone installation. In addition, women who gave birth to twins were to
get priority housing within one year. Finally, the overall level of state
benefits to families was increased in line with the minimum wage and
the basis of entitlement was developed significantly by the new family
legislation introduced in 1990. Additional benefits to large families were
to be encouraged but would depend on local authority budgets.28

Many of the provisions of the 1990 legislation were undoubtedly
intended to respond to the letters which had been appearing in the press
since the mid-1980s. The most striking of these were not so much com-
plaints as simply detailed descriptions of daily life in a large family and
their attempts to make ends meet. One such letter, which its author, 
a teacher and mother of five, described as ‘some thoughts on large fam-
ilies’ was printed in full across half a broadsheet page of Literaturnaia
gazeta in 1986. In it, she explained how the change in maternity leave
entitlement brought about by the 1981 legislation had actually worsened
the situation for large families. Nurseries, particularly it would appear
workplace nurseries, had begun to operate on the premise that places
were now no longer needed for children under eighteen months, the
new length of maternity leave. Without a nursery place, it was impossi-
ble to go back to work, but the leave was only paid (at a mere 50 rubles
a month) for the first year. As a result, women were being effectively
forced to take the new full leave entitlement but without any form of
pay or benefit for the final six months. The result, for a large family,
could be catastrophic.

In the example provided by this family, the husband, a highly experi-
enced engineer, had given up his job in order to earn more as a manual
worker, a wage, however, which still barely covered the food bill. His
wife, meanwhile, described her tortuous and ultimately fruitless attempts
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at gaining permission to work from home, her hours spent knitting and
her anxieties over selling her work. In 1986, warding off poverty in this
way was still enough to merit a criminal conviction and the label ‘specu-
lator’ at her place of work, as she could testify from personal experience.
Priority access to goods and services, meanwhile, was by no means guar-
anteed, often falling victim to local bureaucracy or unexplained prohi-
bitions. On the ground, far away from the pages of the pre-glasnost press,
a very different picture of life for large families had been emerging. As
this woman observed:

It’s impossible to avoid reading and hearing about how much help
large families get. You know, when I had fewer children, I genuinely
believed it. But after I had my third, then the fourth and fifth, I lost
all my illusions . . . If these problems were solved you wouldn’t need
propaganda to get women to have even two children.29

Whilst there were many readers’ letters in this era describing problems
with bureaucracy, especially over housing, complaints about a simple
lack of money also began to appear. Sometimes, negativity towards large
families was being expressed by adults who had themselves grown up
with numerous brothers and sisters and remembered the constant
humiliations of ‘going without’ rather than the joys of the happy chil-
dren’s collective. Though these might be dismissed as the unavoidable
reality of the harsh post-war years (although usually describing a far
more recent past), the descriptions of how relative deprivation might
feel in the contemporary USSR were more difficult to gloss over:

We are permanently short of money in our family. The children
would love to eat salami or chocolate when it’s in the shops, but look
at the prices . . . My sons aren’t demanding, they wear whatever we
buy them, but I’m a mother and I know that a boy of 18 wants to look
better. But fashionable trousers cost 100 rubles.30

It is, after all, one thing to experience poverty when everyone else is in
the same boat in a land entirely lacking in advertisements. By the late
1980s, however, a lack of money might be experienced very differently
when consumerism had recently winged in from the west with its fash-
ion magazines and its smart new shops. Even if these things were absent
from the provinces, television ensured that, even in the depths of the
countryside, young people were perfectly well aware how their more
prosperous peers were living.
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Beyond the propaganda, sociological research was beginning to reveal
the realities of life for large families in the USSR’s final decade. Presenting
a survey of families with four or more children, the eminent, Leningrad-
based sociologist, Sergei Golod, concluded that there were substantial
problems, both economic and social, for these families in the Soviet
Union’s second city. Whilst the press preferred to publish letters from par-
ents of large families who happened to be teachers or doctors, Golod’s
survey found that the majority of women in Leningrad with large fam-
ilies were manual workers. Almost a quarter of them had not completed
their secondary education. Around half were working as caretakers and
cleaners on extremely low pay in order to obtain some kind of flexibil-
ity in employment. The dynamics of these families were likely to be
rather less favourable than the picture habitually presented in the press:

However much we talk about ‘the atmosphere of the large family’,
about mutual support and discipline, families like this are the exception
rather than the rule. As we know from medical and legal research,
having too many children in one family is not such a good thing as
it may appear at first sight. Large urban families produce more 
juvenile crime and a great deal of truancy and poor schooling.31

As issues such as these began to be acknowledged for the first time in the
Soviet media, they formed part of a picture of increasingly negative pub-
lic attitudes towards the very concept of the large family.

In conclusion: women and market forces

For the journalists of the glasnost era, there was no need to step far from
their Moscow offices to witness for themselves the relative poverty of
larger-than-average families. By the late 1980s, parents of a mere three
children in the country’s capital were already describing substantial eco-
nomic difficulties. In part this was due to low wages but also to the prob-
lems women were beginning to experience in finding nursery provision
or, if their children were often ill, in holding down a job. Descriptions of
cost-conscious managements refusing to employ women as soon as they
found out that they had three or more children began to find their way
into print. As the principles of ‘cost-accounting’ and ‘self-financing’
became more widespread, these innovations of perestroika created add-
itional problems for large families: free facilities were becoming increas-
ingly dilapidated and unattractive, whilst the introduction of charges,
even if not particularly high, produced expenses which could soon mount
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up for families on a limited budget. Meanwhile, opportunities which
parents of only children took for granted, such as music lessons and
sports, were frequently beyond the reach of larger families.

In line with much of the ‘career versus home’ journalism of the 
perestroika era, the answer to the question of inadequate income was rarely
viewed in terms of legal rights or better provision of state or workplace
nurseries. Instead, women with large families were often encouraged to
see their salvation in home-based employment. Yet, in this sphere too, the
reaction of managements to the demands of perestroika’s new economic
regime often seemed to be viewed as inevitable and unavoidable. For
women who took up the new opportunities to work from home, the bat-
tle for decent terms and conditions appeared to be lost before the 
fighting had even begun:

The ideal work for a mother of a large family is homeworking. There
are knitting machines in lots of homes. Women knit (they are usually
prepared to forget about their training – it doesn’t matter if you’re 
a caretaker or a counter clerk in a workshop, just as long as you can
get out of this financial situation somehow). But there are lots of
complaints about how homeworking is organised, how badly it’s paid
and how they are forever threatening to ‘take the machine back’.32

If cost-accounting principles were already causing problems for women
employed or seeking employment in state enterprises, it appeared naïve
in the extreme to assume that these same issues could somehow be more
readily combated for a far more fragmented and vulnerable female 
workforce. Instead, the question of exploitation in homeworking, which,
as the few existing studies showed, undoubtedly existed, was simply
swept aside by the ‘work bad – home good’ orthodoxy of the perestroika
years.33

Nevertheless, on the question of homeworking, as in so many other
difficulties large families encountered, there seemed to be a popular
notion that everything would be fine if only the favourite Aunt Sally of
perestroika, the local bureaucrat, could be sorted out. In practice, any sort-
ing out which had to be done, successfully or not, seemed to be something
that fell largely to mothers on behalf of their children. It was something
which women themselves recognised:

The children are forever seeing me snapping at people, getting into
rows. It’s what they think a Mum is like. But if I didn’t do it I wouldn’t
get anywhere. How can you square these calls to have more children
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with this atmosphere of hostility and censure we live in? . . . ‘What
did you want to have so many for?’ That’s the sort of slap in the face
you get all the time!34

In the features and letters of the perestroika period, it often seemed to be
public attitudes such as these, far more than the financial difficulties,
which provided the major cause for complaint.

Yet, as perestroika proved unequal to the task of reforming the USSR
and the state itself moved towards collapse, it would, inevitably, be the
question of money which would loom largest for women such as this in
the future. With the advent of far more radical economic change and
the devaluation of existing safety nets, families with several children
were likely to figure disproportionately among the poor. From the desir-
able, medium-sized family, a household with three children began to be
considered large as the impact of transition made itself felt. In the years
which have followed, this shift in public perspective has changed little,
if at all. Visiting acquaintances in a Russian provincial town at the end
of the country’s first decade of independence, three children emerged
from the living room to take a look at us as we were shown in: ‘Meet our
local Heroine Mother!’ the hostess’ friend declared, and, as the subse-
quent conversation made clear, she was not entirely joking.
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6
‘In our society it’s as if the man
is just some kind of stud’: Men’s
Experiences of Fatherhood and
Fathers’ Rights in Contemporary
Russia
Rebecca Kay

The Russian Family Law, passed in December 1995, uses deliberately gender-
neutral language to describe the rights and duties of spouses and parents.
Article 62 states explicitly that parents enjoy equal rights and bear equal
responsibilities in so far as the care, upbringing and education of their
children are concerned.1 By contrast, Soviet family legislation and social
provision were constructed overwhelmingly around the mother–child
relationship and focused on enabling women to combine work and
motherhood. Parental leave, access to state-funded childcare and benefit
payments were aimed at supporting women as working mothers, and
fathers were relegated to what has been described as an ‘assistant role’
within the family.2 It was not until 1990 that fathers were first mentioned,
alongside grandparents and other relatives and guardians, in draft legis-
lation allowing them to take leave to look after a child until the age of
three and to claim allowances and payments which had been previously
allocated to mothers only. By the time this bill was finally passed into law
in April 1992, the Soviet Union had ceased to exist and new economic
priorities held sway. Feminist observers, concerned about rising levels of
female unemployment, which were widely believed to be linked to
women’s maternal rights and responsibilities, pointed out that changing
the letter of the law only overcame one of the barriers to a fairer division
of labour and the sharing of rights and duties between the sexes:

Stereotypes concerning social roles which have eaten away at our soci-
ety, stand in the way of this law being put into practice. To this day
there has been no evidence of any massive rush of fathers eager imme-
diately to take up this happy opportunity to raise their own children.
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The image of a man who temporarily leaves his job to wash nappies
instead is still more likely to generate ridicule than respect.3

As this author was pointing out, and as seventy years of Soviet-style ‘eman-
cipation’ had already amply demonstrated, the translation of equal rights
on paper into the realities of men’s and women’s lives, opportunities and
experience has to do with a lot more than simply changing the law.

In many societies, the allocation of roles and responsibilities within
families, communities, or at an institutional level continue to be shaped
by attitudes towards and understandings of gender. In her study of young,
white, working-class men in two British cities for example, Linda McDowell
notes that ‘gender [is] a social, cultural and economic force’ which impacts
directly on the identities and life choices of her subjects.4 Martin Mac an
Ghaill and Chris Haywood note that gender roles and relations are ‘one of
the most contested areas of human behaviour’ and are undergoing signifi-
cant change in late modernity. However, they also point out that, ‘what-
ever the empirical evidence about the changing social realities of women’s
and men’s lives, the question of gender is currently centre stage in terms of
how we make sense of the world’, and that gender transformations are
troubling and often perceived as threatening.5

In a society where roles, responsibilities and aptitudes are commonly
regarded as divided into rather strict male and female categories, indi-
viduals may find it difficult to cross that divide even where it runs counter
to personal preferences or individual circumstances. Russian feminist
observers have long pointed out that, ‘the cult of motherhood has always
played an important role in our society.’6 More recently, Russian sociologists
have observed that, ‘the exclusion of fatherhood from social discourse
in Russia is an absolutely obvious fact.’7 This chapter seeks to explore the
implications of these very different attitudes towards and expectations
of male and female parenthood and in particular to examine their impact
on the realities of men’s experiences of fatherhood and their ability to
exercise the equal rights and bear the equal responsibilities which the law
ascribes to them as parents. Whilst the arguments and evidence presented
here relate to specific local case studies within the contemporary Russian
context, many of the issues raised resonate with the findings of a much
broader range of studies from both within and beyond the post-socialist
region.8

Studying men’s experiences in contemporary Russia

The arguments of this chapter are based on the findings of a Leverhulme
Trust-funded research project ‘Understanding Men, Masculinity and
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Identity in Post-Soviet Russia’, which I conducted in 2002–3 in two
provincial areas of Russia: a small town and two surrounding villages in
Kaluga region, south-west of Moscow, and the city of Barnaul, capital of
the Altai region in western Siberia and home to the Altai Regional Crisis
Centre for Men.9 In-depth ethnographic interviews were the primary
method of data collection and were conducted with approximately forty
men across the two case-study areas. In Kaluga region, where I spent up
to a month at a time conducting fieldwork in a very small community,
contact with respondents inevitably became more informal. My inter-
view data were enriched by ethnographic observations gathered during
time spent socialising and interacting with men and their families. The
range of voices contributing to the study became much wider as a result.
In Barnaul, the observation was of a different nature, focusing on the func-
tioning of the Altai Regional Crisis Centre for Men and interactions
between Centre staff and clients.

The men who took part in this study were aged between 18 and 75
and, in both case-study areas came from a mixture of rural and urban back-
grounds. Their education ranged from basic secondary to postgraduate
and they were, or had been, employed in various manual and white-
collar, urban and rural jobs in both the state and private sectors. In per-
sonal terms, too, the range of respondents’ experience was very wide,
including men who were unmarried, married, divorced and widowed,
with or without children. Amongst the twenty-nine fathers interviewed,
eight were raising their children alone.10 The stories and experiences of
these single fathers, whilst in many ways exceptional, are nonetheless
instructive in highlighting obstacles to involved parenting which may
be experienced in less explicit ways by many men. It is for this reason
that these single fathers’ stories are given particular attention in the argu-
ment which follows.

This chapter also draws on data collected during earlier research, in par-
ticular, ethnographic interviews which I conducted with Russian women in
1995–6. This earlier research had examined women’s views on gender 
in order to better understand their interpretations of women’s position
in post-Soviet Russian society.11 On reanalysing these interviews I discov-
ered a wealth of fascinating data regarding women’s attitudes to men
and their expectations of men as husbands and fathers. An important
aspect of all the research which I have conducted since the early 1990s,
has been an analysis of wider media and public discourses relating to
gender in contemporary Russia. Whilst the findings of this ongoing dis-
course analysis are not directly referred to in this chapter, they form the
background and context to many of the arguments presented here.12
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As discussed below, the ways in which fatherhood and ‘male’ roles and
responsibilities are understood by both women and men, as well as
wider, socially constructed understandings and expectations of ‘male’
and ‘female’ behaviour and capabilities are reflected in practices at the
family, community and institutional levels. It is therefore necessary to
view men’s stories and comments regarding their experiences as parents
within a much broader context of understandings of gender in contem-
porary Russia.

Gender in Russian society: from Soviet ‘emancipation’ 
to post-Soviet essentialism

Over the seventy years of the Soviet Union’s existence successive leaders
maintained an ideological commitment to women’s emancipation,
which was to be achieved first and foremost through their full and equal
participation in paid labour outside the home. This gender egalitarian-
ism was proclaimed as a crucial aspect of the socialist project. By 1988,
over 85 per cent of working-age women were either in full-time employ-
ment or studying and 51 per cent of the Soviet labour force was female.
The Soviet Union could thus rightfully claim that the proportion of women
participating in public labour was higher than that in any other indus-
trialised nation.13 Yet, other important aspects of gender equality had been
neglected in this process. In particular, gendered divisions of responsibil-
ities and rights in the private sphere and an equal sharing between par-
ents of the burdens and rewards of childcare and domestic duties were
never adequately addressed. Early suggestions that the domestic sphere
would be ‘socialised’ and that state provision would come to replace
women’s unpaid duties in the home and family proved to be both eco-
nomically impractical and culturally unacceptable. In later years, concerns
about demographic imbalances and population decline in combination
with shifting economic priorities led to various ideological reassess-
ments of the ‘woman question’ and an increasingly overt pronatalism in
Soviet rhetoric, policy and practice.14

Motherhood was idealised and celebrated as central to women’s lives
and identities and increasing emphasis was placed on the crucial signifi-
cance of women’s role in the family. Soviet family legislation and social
provision prioritised the mother–child relationship above all else and
endless academic books, newspaper articles and policy debates focused
on how best to enable women to combine their dual roles of worker and
mother.15 Men, by contrast, continued to be deemed to have only one role:
that of worker and builder of communism. Their roles and responsibilities
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within the family were given minimal attention by comparison and were
commonly reduced to the function of breadwinner, a spin-off from their
duties to the state as workers. As one Soviet journalist observed in the
late 1980s, whilst women received medals for producing large families,
the notion that men might be similarly rewarded, or that fathers had a
comparably significant role to play, seemed as comic as ‘four hefty blokes
in tutus doing the Dance of the Little Swans’.16

In the 1990s, the public commitment to gender equality previously
espoused by the Soviet state was swept away as part of the discredited
and ‘damaging’ ideology of the past. Simultaneously, underlying assump-
tions about the innate differences between men and women, which had
in fact been encouraged and reinforced by the pronatalist campaigns of
the late Soviet era, were loudly proclaimed in Russian media and public
discourses.17 Culturally accepted norms in gendered divisions of labour
and responsibility, particularly in the family, were put forward to
explain and justify these essentialist attitudes. Meanwhile, this renewed
essentialism was widely invoked both to keep existing divisions in place
and to legitimise new inequalities in the public sphere of paid employ-
ment and political representation.18 Circular arguments emerged along
the lines: women do most of the housework and childcare because
motherhood is central to feminine identities and women’s lives, there-
fore only women are really capable of looking after children and homes
properly. These early post-Soviet discourses neatly illustrate Connell’s
argument that the success of preconceived ideas about biological deter-
minism lies in their ability ‘to reflect what is familiar back as science and
justify what many readers wish to believe’.19

Numerous studies have discussed the potential of post-Soviet attitudes
towards and understandings of gender to undermine women’s rights, to
encourage discrimination and expose women to the threat of marginal-
isation, sexual exploitation and violence, particularly in the public sphere.20

Far less attention has been paid to the potentially negative repercussions
for men of post-Soviet attitudes towards and expectations of gender.
Rather, men have tended to be viewed either as the ‘winners’ in a situ-
ation where infringements of women’s rights are assumed to result in
increased power and direct benefits for men,21 or as pathetic ‘losers’ who
have squandered their advantages and opportunities through their own
apathy, irresponsibility and despair.22 More recently, however, a few
studies have emerged examining the detail of men’s experiences of post-
Soviet transformation. This work has highlighted the nuanced inter-
actions between post-Soviet definitions of masculinity and expectations
of male behaviour on the one hand and the realities of the post-Soviet
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labour market and organisation of family roles and responsibilities on
the other.23

Gender, essentialism and parenting: assumptions about
and expectations of motherhood and fatherhood

The partial reassessment of egalitarian policies and ideology relating to
gender which began in the late Soviet period included fears about the
impacts on men of women’s emancipation. Considerable concern was
expressed at men’s ‘emasculation’ and its implications for their attitudes
towards home and family life. In this context, absence, disinterest and
unreliability, rather than engagement, responsibility and care came to epit-
omise popular images of fatherhood. The solutions most commonly pro-
posed were either to enhance men’s roles as breadwinner and ‘head of
the family’ or for women to take a leading role in providing moral guid-
ance to men and encouraging their engagement in the family through a
mixture of flattery, cajoling and manipulation.24 Yet in an economic
and political climate where both men and women were expected to
work full-time and women’s wages, while often lower than men’s, made
a highly significant contribution to family budgets, the role of primary
breadwinner was likely to be rather symbolic. Since women also tended
to control household spending and wield considerable authority in deci-
sions relating to the care and upbringing of children and the organisation
of home life, men’s position as ‘head of the family’ was also ambiguous.25

The interviews which I conducted with women in the mid-1990s sug-
gested that a lasting and tangible impression of men’s potential contri-
bution to family life had been produced by the emphasis on women’s
role as moral guardians and a negative view of men as infantile. One
newly married young woman explained with considerable resentment:

Women are seen as creatures who have a duty to take a certain moral
stance. Always! It is quite simply their duty to bear this in mind. A
man of course is also expected to in general. But he is like a naughty
child. He can, well, a man is just a little child.

Although she claimed personally to be struggling against such rigid
interpretations of male and female duties and morality, this young woman
felt strongly that such attitudes were a highly influential element of her
socio-cultural environment.

An older woman explained the break-up of her marriage on similar
grounds complaining that, ‘When I was asked how many children I had,
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I always said two – my husband and my baby daughter . . . [O]ur men are
infantile.’ Clearly this woman was drawing on her own negative experi-
ences in coming to this conclusion, yet as is the case with much stereo-
typing, she shifted seamlessly from the personal and individual to the
general, concluding that all men were the same as her ex-husband. Thus,
instead of being viewed as adult partners and potentially reliable and
caring parents, in the words of various female respondents, men were
explicitly grouped with children as the objects of women’s care and atten-
tion. As well as provoking resentment amongst women, where they are
internalised by men such attitudes may be used to excuse irresponsible
and self-centred behaviour leading rapidly to a vicious circle of low expec-
tations and unsatisfactory behaviour.26

Comments such as those of the two women quoted above were at least
in part a response to well-documented problems resulting from men’s
heavy drinking, non-payment of maintenance and failure to help around
the home. Yet, they also reflected the overriding emphasis on the primacy
of women in the private sphere and particularly on the importance of
motherhood, which from the 1970s onwards was backed up by increasing
support for biologically deterministic attitudes to gender. Just as caring,
nurturing behaviour, an automatic love for children and an innate respon-
sibility for and understanding of their needs were described as inher-
ently female; a view of men as naturally disinterested in the very young
and almost physically incapable of caring for them was the corollary.
Thus, according to Russian sociologist, Ol’ga Zdravomyslova, upbringing
of children was characterised in the USSR, by a ‘female leitmotiv’ and the
father’s role as it related to caring for and educating children was viewed
as, ‘problematic . . . even in two-parent families’.27

As the unbridled essentialism of the post-Soviet era took hold, this
problematisation of men’s position as fathers came increasingly to look
like marginalisation and even exclusion of men from certain aspects of
family life. Whatever the realities of shortcomings in some men’s behav-
iour, the comments of the women whom I interviewed in the mid-1990s
suggested that a fundamental incapacity to be adequate parents had come
to be viewed as a virtually universal male characteristic and one that it
was pointless to try and change. Many of these women were firmly con-
vinced that whilst good parenting came naturally to women, it was not
something to which men could even aspire. As one woman put it, ‘You
can educate a man as much as you like, he still won’t be able to bring up
a child the way a woman can.’ Other women made frequent and categor-
ical statements about men’s inherent lack of patience to deal with chil-
dren and were particularly scathing about their abilities when it came to
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looking after babies. As a result, they took it as given that children should
be with their mothers, especially during their earliest years and that fathers
could at best play a secondary role.

Again such assumptions contribute to a kind of circular logic: because
women are assumed to be ‘naturally’ skilled in parenting they are given
primary responsibility for the care of young children and spend much
time developing and honing parenting skills. In contrast, men, assumed
to be awkward and incapable, are kept at one remove from the responsi-
bilities of childcare and as a result are less likely to know what to do if
and when they are left in charge of a young child. Such essentialist atti-
tudes are not, however, necessarily restricted to gendered divisions in
parenting activities, allocation of responsibilities and development of
parenting skills. They may also relate to something much more funda-
mental in any parent–child relationship: the ability to care. As one
mother of two put it, ‘A mother’s heart aches more for her child.’

‘I couldn’t live without my kids’: men’s views on fatherhood

Interviews and interactions with men which took place in the context of
my more recent study of men’s experiences of post-Soviet change were
rather at odds with this portrayal of fathers as remote and disinterested
parents. Based on the experience of my earlier research with Russian
women, analysis of the Russian press and of existing studies of gender in
post-Soviet Russia, I had envisaged at the outset that issues relating to
employment, economic change and possibly military service would 
be of most direct relevance to men’s experience and that these would be
the areas which they would be most keen to discuss. When designing
fieldwork I had made a conscious decision that interviews should be
highly unstructured, not least because of the cross-cultural and gender
sensitivities involved as a British woman interviewing Russian men. Thus,
I made no attempt to ask identical or predetermined sets of questions, nor
to prompt men to respond to predefined statements about masculinity or
male roles. Each respondent was free to select his own starting point and
the themes which he was most interested in talking about. It was particu-
larly striking then that in interview after interview, as well as in many
more informal conversations and social interactions, the issue which
men raised spontaneously and discussed with the clearest degree of
emotional and personal engagement was that of their roles in the pri-
vate sphere of home and family and their experiences of and attitudes
towards fatherhood in particular. Moreover, it was not only men with
young children living at home who were keen to talk about fatherhood.
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Young men who were not as yet in a settled relationship raised the ques-
tion of fatherhood as an important issue in their futures. Older men
whose children had long since left home talked at length about their
experiences as both fathers and grandfathers. Men without children
talked about their regrets at having never experienced fatherhood, and
those whose marriages had broken down and who no longer lived with
their children frequently described this as a deeply traumatic and irrec-
oncilable loss.

This is not to say that men directly challenged the idea that a child’s
primary and most significant bond is with their mother, nor that each of
the male respondents who talked with enthusiasm about their experi-
ences as fathers were eagerly seeking a reversal of gender roles in their
own families. Men too have been affected both by the official promotion
of what might well be termed a cult of motherhood in the late Soviet
and post-Soviet eras and by much longer-standing traditions which
have given motherhood a particularly elevated status in Russian culture
for many centuries.28 Many of the men involved in this study viewed a
mother’s role in the care and upbringing of children as crucial and in
many respects irreplaceable. The specific roles they described themselves
as fathers playing in relation to their children were also fairly stereotypical:
providing materially for the costs of raising a child, passing on practical
skills and knowledge, exercising discipline and providing moral guidance.
Yet, none of this equated for them to a disregard for or dismissal of the more
intimate responsibilities and joys of fatherhood. On the contrary, in vir-
tually every interview with those men who had children and/or grand-
children, whether they were still living with them or not, men spoke at
length about the ways in which becoming a father had changed their lives
and of how important it was for them to be closely involved in their chil-
dren’s lives, upbringing and development. Moreover, in discussing these
issues they made clear that the underlying reason for this involvement
were the very strong emotional bonds they had with their children. As one
father of two adolescent sons explained this, ‘They’re my children, it’s my
blood, if they are doing something I can’t not pay attention to them.’29

The significance of these relationships frequently emerged through
body language, the way a man’s face would light up as he talked about
his children or grandchildren or proudly showed off their photographs;
as one older rural man put it, ‘Who can say I haven’t achieved anything
when I have grandchildren like these?’ Observations of men’s inter-
actions with their children and grandchildren also indicated that these
relationships were important not only to the men in question but to the
children as well. During a visit to one man’s house he sat on the floor
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while we chatted to allow his eighteen-month-old daughter to pull her-
self upright against his knees and take wobbly steps in the protective cir-
cle he made with his legs and upper body. On another occasion a man’s
adult son and grandchildren were just leaving as I arrived. His teenage
grandson was already in the car but leapt out again when his grand-
father came out of the house and ran down the garden to give him a
hug. The old man was clearly delighted, calling after him, ‘Come back
soon, son’, as the boy returned to the car.

It was particularly noticeable, given the strength of popular assump-
tions that men are incapable of dealing with very young children, how
often men chose to speak of the feelings they had had for their children
when they were babies: the excitement and trepidation of bringing home
a newborn from hospital and the joys of having a toddler about the house.
One man who spent several hours showing me cine-films of his daughter’s
early years, reminisced about collecting her from the maternity hospital:

Of course they gave her to me, because my wife was exhausted from
the birth and hadn’t been on her feet for several days. It was very snowy
and icy and the streets were so slippery. I was terrified in case I dropped
her or slipped. It hadn’t felt like that with my son. But for some reason
it was always like that with my little daughter.

Yet, however strongly a man may feel about his children, his opportun-
ities for consolidating the relationship he has with them and indeed the
long-term sustainability of close contact between father and child are
circumscribed by broader social, cultural and institutional practices.

Obstacles to involved parenting for men

(Re-)Negotiating family roles

Within the family, fathers’ involvement and day-to-day interactions
with their children have to be negotiated in relation to men’s other roles
and responsibilities and are affected by dominant understandings of
gender which influence the expectations and activities both of men and
of their female partners. As the fathers involved in this study pointed out,
the widespread expectation that men’s main duty to the family is to 
provide for its material needs may physically separate men from their
children for prolonged periods of time. As one man put it:

Well of course today it’s possible that fathers are excluding themselves
from the family. Because with us, what is it that’s expected of a man?
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Wages! You are supposed to support your family. So some men hardly
ever see their families, because they don’t have any time . . . People work
as much as they can, even in several jobs simultaneously if they can.

Whilst this man alluded to the problems of men’s long working hours
and possible multiple forms of employment, other men in this study talked
about how a lack of suitable work and decent rates of pay in the local
economy had forced them to take jobs in distant towns or cities. As a result,
some had ended up living away from home for days or weeks at a time and
this too could not but impact on their relationships with their children.
As another father explained:

I also think that fathers have been a bit pushed out into second place . . .
Men are seen as like the breadwinner, and I don’t know why, but that’s
all. He just earns money and that’s all. He provides, and as usual it’s
Mum who tidies up, does the washing and the cooking and does every-
thing else. And sits with the kids and everything. That really is the
way it is.

If men are consistently unable to take part in the daily interactions with
their children which women engage in as a matter of course, they may
also miss out on important emotional and developmental issues and
quickly find that they are, at best, one step removed from the heart of
family life.

However, even in situations where men are not working and may in
fact have more time to spend at home than their wives, the power of
normative assumptions about mothers’ and fathers’ roles may still pre-
vent men from taking on primary or even equal responsibility for the
care of their children. In their study of husbands’ and wives’ responses
to male unemployment, Sarah Ashwin and Tatiana Lytkina provide an
eloquent analysis of the discomfort which may arise for both men and
women when gender roles are reversed. That study found that, ‘many
women, although they frequently lament and suffer as a result of men’s
disengagement from the household, inadvertently contribute to its
cause’ both because they find it hard to accept ‘men taking responsibil-
ity for the home as adequate compensation for their abdication of the
role of main breadwinner’, and because ‘the ability of the woman to ful-
fil her duties is also thrown into doubt’ by such a role reversal.30 As
Ashwin and Lytkina also point out, it is not only in Russia nor only in
response to male unemployment that such issues may arise. Studies in
other countries have also shown that role reversal may be seen by women,
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‘to compromise domestic standards and more important, represent a threat
to female power’.31 Such resistance to change demonstrates yet again
the power of gender as a social construct which is internalised and acted
out by both men and women in the context of wider social discourses,
expectations and interactions. In other words, deviation from accepted
social and cultural ‘norms’ of behaviour roles is uncomfortable. As far as
gender is concerned, this discomfort is likely to be greater the more rigid
and deterministic dominant discourses and culturally acceptable atti-
tudes to gender are in a particular local context.

Challenging societal expectations

Beyond the direct negotiations of gender roles and responsibilities
which take place within the family, men are confronted by wider soci-
etal expectations and the responses of friends, acquaintances and even
complete strangers to their behaviour as fathers. Precisely because their
circumstances were exceptional, the single fathers involved in this study
provided clear examples of the difficulties encountered by those who 
do not conform to social expectations regarding gender and parenting.
Widely held social attitudes cast doubts on men’s capacity to be good
parents and these clearly impact directly on the social environment in
which single fathers raise their children. The result may be at best awk-
wardness and a sense of not ‘fitting in’ for these men and their families.
At worst, there may be a direct questioning of a father’s parenting abilities
and, by extension, of his right to maintain residential care of his children.
As one father explained, ‘People ask things like: “Why isn’t he with his
mum?” I say: “Well, why should he be with his mum?” ’ The defensive-
ness of this response was not hard to understand when measured against
other fathers’ stories of negative reactions, expressions of disbelief and
in one case the suggestion that his children would be better off in a chil-
dren’s home.

Yet, perhaps the clearest illustration of the power of normative social
expectations is their ability to influence men’s and women’s views of
and confidence in themselves and their own behaviour. Each of the single
fathers interviewed in the course of this study had made an active deci-
sion to retain sole residential care of his children, often in the face of
considerable opposition. Nonetheless, many of them had clearly also
internalised a view that there is something fundamentally female about
childcare and in particular about close and affectionate relationships
with children. As a result even whilst they strenuously resisted any sug-
gestion that they might not be able to care adequately for their children –
‘there’s no difference whether their mother does it or I do it’ – their
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descriptions of themselves and their behaviour betrayed a certain uncer-
tainty, ambiguity and discomfort about the gender of their role:

I can be very affectionate, I can be like mum. I can do everything. I can
stroke their heads. I can hug them, like a normal mum . . . When a dad
is on his own, they call him makulichka. It’s like a dad who is being a
mum . . . Of course it is hard to live like this. For a man it is hard. For me
to take a mother’s place in everything, it is very hard of course for fathers.

For many decades, feminist studies of women’s incursions into previously
male-dominated arenas, in the worlds of business and management for
example, have documented the discomfort, doubts in their own abilities
and conflicting identities and roles which women often experience as
they transgress existing gender boundaries.32 The evidence here suggests
that similar transgressions may be no less troubling for men.

Dealing with official institutions

As offensive and distressing as informal questioning of a father’s ability
to look after his children may be, the implications of widespread assump-
tions that a father’s care is both inferior to that of a mother and some-
how ‘unnatural’ are potentially far more damaging where they influence
the operation of official institutions. As indicated at the start of this chap-
ter, Russian family law and regulations governing social provision in
relation to the care of children have been carefully formulated to main-
tain a gender-neutral position. In principle a father’s rights are guaranteed.
Nonetheless, representatives of the judiciary and other professionals
with responsibility for implementing the law and allocating resources
are liable to be influenced by the cultural environment of which they are
a part. In a popular handbook on coping with divorce, a leading Moscow
lawyer offering advice to parents seeking residential care of their chil-
dren makes explicit reference to the mismatch between the objectivity
of egalitarian legislation and the subjective realities of court practice:

In Russia at present when cases concerning a child’s upbringing are
considered they are more often than not decided in favour of the
mother. She has to be absolutely incapable of bringing up a child
(because of alcohol, antisocial behaviour or destitution) in order for a
decision on upbringing and residence to be made in favour of the
father. This is despite the fact that he has equal rights in law with the
mother and the court is obliged to consider all the circumstances of
the case objectively, taking into account the interests of the child.33
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The stories of those single fathers whom I interviewed in 2002, who had
gone through official channels in order to gain or retain sole residential
care of their children, illustrated this point further still. In each case, the
mother of the children had been imprisoned for drug offences and in
one case at least was still in prison at the time of the court proceedings.
Nonetheless, men found that they were expected not only to prove that
their former wives were unfit to care for the children, but also to demon-
strate that they were able to do so themselves. As one man explained:

There was a long custody battle, but I won in the end. The court decided
on the basis of all sorts of tests, psychological tests and so on, I don’t
even remember them all. They spent a very long time carrying out
checks on me, both at work and at home . . . but in the end the court
decided that the child should live with me, her father.

The fact that it is difficult to envisage a similar level of checks and psy-
chological testing being carried out on a woman, with no prior record of
ill-treatment or neglect, seeking residential care of her own children,
demonstrates the suspicion with which men’s competence as parents is
regarded.

It is not only in the court room however, that fathers may find that the
rights which are officially accorded to them by the law are harder to access
in practice. Men’s access to social provisions in the form of benefits and ser-
vices relating to childcare is also affected by institutionalised practices and
the attitudes and opinions of administrative and professional staff. In this
area also there is frequently a challenging mismatch between ideals and
realities. The difficulty which those responsible for the design and imple-
mentation of programmes of social provision have in viewing men’s caring
roles in the family as comparable to those performed by women may form
part of a mutually reinforcing process of exclusion. Yet, it is also true that
in reality, fathers are far less likely than mothers to interact with social ser-
vice providers, educational establishments and children’s health services
on a regular basis. One of the single fathers in this study gave a particularly
frank response when asked whether he had played an equally active role in
his children’s upbringing and care before the death of his wife:

When we were all together as a family, as a father I had to work hard
to provide and as for bringing them up – I very rarely got to the meet-
ings at school, their mother did all of that, like most mothers . . . I very
rarely went, but now . . . well, they’re not all at the same school and
there might be an hour’s difference between the meetings so I’m run-
ning from one to the other!
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Conversations with other men confirmed that in a two-parent family
men were much less likely than their female partners to deal directly
with teachers, doctors or other professionals concerned with the upbring-
ing and early development of their children. As a result, those men who
find themselves in the position of sole carer and are therefore bound to
interact with official institutions on a regular basis are liable to find that
they are at best treated as exceptional and at worse as a nuisance.34

The experiences of the single fathers involved in this study had been
mixed in this respect. Schools in particular, perhaps as a result of their
long-term interaction with the children and deeper understanding of
the wider family circumstances, had been very supportive in several
cases. Describing his difficult court case over residential care of his two
young children, one father said:

At school they seem to understand me. They even helped me. The
school has really helped me a lot. We had to go through several court
cases . . . If it hadn’t been for the school I wouldn’t have done it. With
our society I wouldn’t have gone through this process, because a
mother is a mother. It means taking away a mother’s custody rights
and divorce, but there was no one to support us in court . . . It was very
hard to do it. But the school helped a lot. If it hadn’t been for the
school it would have been simply impossible.

Yet, even in this man’s account of the support he had received, his sense
of isolation and the lack of support from other quarters was clear. Indeed
this was an issue which he described explicitly as a potential curb on a
father exercising his rights – without the support of the school, a battle
over residential care would have been unthinkable.

Repeatedly, single fathers expressed surprise at support or help that had
been forthcoming and made clear that this was not the norm. Another
father, for example, described the difficulties he had encountered in
attempting to claim benefits and take leave from work as a single parent
of two very young children. His divorce had taken place in 1990 prior to
the introduction of new family laws extending parental leave and bene-
fit rights to fathers. Officials at that stage had been prepared to bend the
rules in order to help him. Yet he described problems in claiming bene-
fits as ongoing, despite more recent changes in the law:

There’s no law for single fathers like there is for single mothers. They
get benefits, but there’s nothing for men on their own. They tell you,
‘Sorry mate, we haven’t got the right to pay you that.’ But when I got
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divorced, the Children’s Committee [Komissiia po delam nesover-
shennoletnykh] gave me special leave as a single father – like for single
mothers . . . When my wife left my daughter was eighteen months old
and my son was five months so they gave me one month’s leave. And
I got fifty rubles, it was virtually illegal, because they didn’t have the
right to give it to me – they said, ‘we don’t have the right to give you
this but we’re doing it.’

Here as elsewhere the personal perspective and attitude of the staff in
question could all too easily become a decisive factor. Where a man’s
predicament aroused sympathy or admiration he might be helped, in other
circumstances he might well not be. Where this is the case, normative
expectations regarding gender play an important role and if these com-
bine with practical difficulties involved in dealing with a parent of the
‘wrong’ sex fathers may find themselves confronted with exceptionally
intransigent behaviour. For example, the same man cited above had
encountered a far less accommodating response when his son fell ser-
iously ill and he took him to the local hospital:

He had a high temperature and I took him to one of our hospitals.
They said it wasn’t allowed for me to stay and tried to send me off to
another hospital . . . they just said, . . . ‘Fathers aren’t allowed to stay
here, it’s all mums looking after the children, where are we going to put
you?’ . . . We ended up having a huge row and they wanted to throw
me out of the hospital . . . I said, ‘No, I’m not going anywhere, I’ll stay
in the corridor, this child is ill’ . . . So I’d had this row with the hospital
and I couldn’t go into the ward and then literally three days later there
was another man with two children whose wife was at work. They let
him stay with his two children but they wouldn’t let me stay with one.

As the final twist in this tale demonstrates, the treatment men receive
may be rather inconsistent. Various factors, including the attitudes of
staff on duty, the ways in which men respond to initial challenges to
their rights as fathers, and the extent to which their family circumstances
conform to wider social norms may all play a part in determining how
they are dealt with. Nonetheless, the fact that in circumstances where any
parent would be anxious for their child’s well-being, medical treatment
might be withheld on the grounds of the parent’s gender is bound to give
cause for concern. In cases where both parents are available couples are
unlikely to risk rocking the boat, and so the status quo is further reinforced.
This self-enforcing norm has potentially negative repercussions not only
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for men’s rights as fathers. It also reinforces a view of women as primarily
responsible for and concerned with the family. The result is that women
continue to be overburdened with caring duties, damaging their position
in the labour market and perpetuating a view of caring for dependants
as a ‘naturally’ female duty.35

Conclusion

The findings of the study upon which this chapter is based show that
Russian men are far from indifferent parents. Nonetheless, this research
also suggests that men’s care ‘about’ their children does not necessarily
readily translate into an equal sharing of the responsibility to care ‘for’
children. Where roles are reversed or altered and fathers do take on some
of the tasks more usually associated with mothers, both women and men
may struggle to redefine fixed notions of gender and appropriate mascu-
line and feminine behaviours and identities. The experiences of single
fathers offer a particularly clear example of the implications of this strug-
gle, since the realities of their family arrangements require them to ful-
fil virtually all parenting roles themselves. As a result they are constantly
confronting and challenging normative expectations regarding gender
and parenting. The single fathers in this study clearly found it difficult
to explain their roles as sole carer for their children, and the extremely
involved and caring parenting which this required, as masculine. They
described themselves as substitute mothers at least as often as they talked
about what they did as fathers. Thus, although their experiences and real-
ities on the one hand automatically challenge preconceived ideas of bio-
logically determined gender divisions in men’s and women’s capacity to
be good parents, on the other hand, they continue to conceptualise what
they do and their relationships with their children along stereotypical
lines as mothering, rather than as a new model for fathering.

At first glance it is surprising that these men’s own experiences did not
override stereotypes of masculinity and femininity, which are not flexible
enough to incorporate the realities of their lives. Yet, my earlier research
conducted with women in the mid-1990s, found very similar processes
at play. Women whose family lives and careers had not followed the tra-
jectories prescribed by rigid understandings of gender, frequently explained
their deviation from this path on the basis of their ‘masculine’ characters
or rather ‘man-like mindsets’.36 This unwillingness to challenge gender
norms is less surprising when we consider that gender is more than simply
a set of opinions or ideas. Rather it is made up of ‘complex dynamics of
power and identity . . . that situate men [and women] in relationships of
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power and inequality’37 and is enacted, in any society, in the practices,
relationships and interactions of individuals, families, communities and
institutions. As Connell has pointed out, gender is an extremely power-
ful social construct and the assumptions of the dominant gender order
may well take precedence over pragmatic considerations and practical
evidence to the contrary.38

Thus, in Russia as elsewhere, men’s experiences of fatherhood, their
behaviour as fathers, and the relationships they develop with their chil-
dren, are framed by a range of intersecting factors, of which legal defin-
itions of fathers’ rights are only one. Broader societal attitudes towards
parenting combined with culturally embedded expectations and under-
standings of gender have produced a status quo in divisions of roles and
responsibilities between mothers and fathers from which individuals
and families find it difficult, though by no means impossible, to deviate.
Widespread assumptions about the sanctity and irreplaceable nature of
the mother–child relationship and the commonly asserted view that a
man’s primary duty to the family is that of material provision leaves only
restricted scope for men to involve themselves in the day-to-day business
of active parenting. The result is a social reality where women continue
to be much more likely to take primary responsibility for the care of young
children and to interact on a regular basis with those social, legal and
educational institutions which support families with children. It is, there-
fore, perhaps unsurprising that such institutions continue to function on
the assumption that the key recipients of their services and attention are
women and children, even where such assumptions run counter to the
more egalitarian provisions laid down by law. The danger is that this
social reality and the practices which it engenders, interact with rigid
understandings of gender in ways which are mutually reinforcing, self-
perpetuating and potentially restrictive for both women and men in
terms of their opportunities and choices regarding the balance of family
responsibilities and activities outside of the home.
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7
The Right to be Different? Sexual
Citizenship and its Politics 
in Post-Soviet Russia
Francesca Stella

Equal rights for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people
have increasingly been flagged up as the ‘main story’ in current western
debates about sexual citizenzhip.1 Gay marriage in particular has emerged
as the central civil rights cause for western and international LGBT 
lobbying groups and organisations.2 Strategies based on claims to rights
and visibility for gay people have assumed an international dimension,
and their increasing deployment on a global scale has been seen as 
evidence of ‘queer globalisation’.3 This chapter interrogates notions of
sexual citizenship politics from a non-western perspective by looking at
debates over sexual citizenship rights and visibility in the Russian
Federation.

After briefly sketching out debates on sexual citizenship in academic
literature, the first part of the chapter outlines the peculiarities of the
political, social and cultural context in which discussions on homosexual-
ity are located in contemporary Russia. While significant changes in the
legislation and discursive practices concerning homosexuality have taken
place in the past two decades, mechanisms of marginalisation and exclu-
sion of ‘other’ sexualities are still in place, particularly in the public arena.
The chapter goes on to explore the micro level of lesbian community
organisations and individual perceptions of gay rights among non-
heterosexual women, drawing on empirical data collected for my PhD
research on lesbian identities and spaces in contemporary urban Russia.
Various strategies adopted by gay and lesbian organisations and grass-
roots groups for challenging inequalities and marginalisation, as well as
women’s perceptions of the meaning of partnership rights for same-sex
couples, will be explored in the following sections, focusing on how rights
claims, visibility and recognition are seen to be conducive to social
change. The chapter highlights themes emerging from empirical work
conducted within two specific communities, and is not intended to offer
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a comprehensive survey of views on sexual politics within Russian lesbian
activism and the wider community. Rather, in analysing the meanings
attached to sexual citizenship, it emphasises contingency and cultural
difference rather than universality and sameness, which often feature in
discourses on the globalisation of gay rights.

Empirical data, arising from semi-structured interviews and participant
observation, were collected during two periods of fieldwork in Moscow
and Ul’ianovsk in 2004–5. Semi-structured in-depth interviews were
conducted with 62 lesbian and bisexual women aged 18 to 56. In Moscow,
which has a lively community and commercial scene, most of my inter-
viewees were women gravitating around community initiatives and
events, although some of them were also connected with other settings
and social networks, such as internet communities and commercial 
venues. Ul’ianovsk, a city of 700 000 located in the Middle Volga Region,
is significantly less affluent and economically developed than the capital
Moscow; the entertainment industry is not well developed, and there is
no commercial gay scene nor any formalised community spaces. Most of
my interviewees were connected to a queer4 tusovka,5 meeting informally
at local cafés, around the central Ulitsa Goncharova and at monthly gay
and lesbian parties organised in a local club.

My interviews focused on issues around queer identity by exploring indi-
vidual experiences of self-discovery and coming out; access to and use of
community spaces and informal networks; and identity management
across heterosexualised spaces. Although not specifically covered in the
interview schedule, the topic of gay rights surfaced in many interviews,
usually when respondents were discussing the local lesbian community.
Interviewees usually focused on partnership rights, a topic that featured
prominently in media debates at the time, with reference both to Russia
and to other European countries. Community initiatives and spaces were
explored both through participant observation and through key informant
interviews with local activists involved in community and commercial
projects.6 These addressed themes such as the reasons for starting or getting
involved in an initiative, the type of activities organised and their target
audience, resources available and sources of financial support.

Unworthy citizens? Debates on sexual citizenship 
in academic literature and in the Russian context

Setting the scene: local and global debates on sexual citizenship

The notion of citizenship has been traditionally understood as a system
of rights conferred on and duties required of all members of a national
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community. However, sociological perspectives have challenged the
notion of universal citizenship, noting that systemic forms of inequality
and domination have in actual fact marginalised some social groups, while
concealing and maintaining the privilege of others. Thus, citizenship
can be defined as ‘both a set of practices (cultural, symbolic and economic)
and a bundle of rights and duties (civil, political and social) that define an
individual’s membership in a polity’.7

A growing body of literature on sexual citizenship explores the 
connection between sexuality, gender and citizenship, recognising that
‘claims to citizenship status, at least in the west, are closely associated
with the institutionalisation of heterosexual as well as male privilege.’ 8

The debate on sexual citizenship has gathered momentum against the
backdrop of legal developments which have brought the issue of gay
rights under the spotlight in many European countries. While the topic
has gained unprecedented coverage and visibility in the media, western
LGBT activism has witnessed a shift in emphasis from identity and com-
munity-building to political campaigns concerned with equal rights and
visibility, an approach Richardson dubs ‘a politics of sexual citizenship’.9

Some research, however, has explored the limitations of cultural 
pluralism and rights discourses in producing meaningful social changes
in western societies.10 It has been argued, for example, that in claiming
the right to marriage as its central civil rights cause, the gay and lesbian
movement may end up embracing an ideal of respectability, thus claiming
a more inclusive ideal of citizenship for the ‘good homosexual’, but further
marginalising the ‘bad’, disreputable homosexual, who does not fit in
with dominant conventions of coupledom and relationships.11 This
approach may reinforce, rather than challenge, the heterosexual institu-
tion of marriage. Moreover, by claiming to represent the interests of an
undifferentiated LGBT community, and failing to recognise inequalities
based on gender, ethnicity and class, gay activism often speaks on behalf
of a respectable white, middle-class, male constituency.12

Other authors have questioned whether strategies based on rights
claims and visibility can be effective in countries where different under-
standings of citizenship and sexuality are culturally rooted. These scholars
call for sexual citizenship politics to be contextualised in a particular
political and cultural setting, rather than understood as a global strategy
that will infallibly result in the modernisation of ‘traditional’ societies.13

They note how, both in popular and scholarly literature on the develop-
ment of a global LGBT movement, there is a tendency to utilise 
essentialist notions of gay identity and politics that can be exported
across geographical boundaries without much questioning. For example,
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a booklet produced by the International Gay and Lesbian Association
reads:

The increased visibility of lesbians, gay men and bisexuals, supported by
a strong movement, has proved to be a successful formula for con-
fronting and fighting homophobic tendencies in all types of societies.
Well-organised groups in many countries have succeeded in at least
partially improving our human rights.14

In this context, political campaigns based on rights and visibility are
applauded and encouraged, and assumed to produce progressive change;
such discourse, however, fails to acknowledge how gay visibility can incite
violence and produce ruptures in the social fabric, as well as advancing
the cause of human rights.

In many former communist countries, the introduction of affirmative
legislation protecting LGBT people against discrimination, under the
aegis of the EU and the Council of Europe, has been seen as a process
bringing these countries closer to the standard of progress and democracy
embodied by ‘the west’. As Binnie points out, however, little consideration
has been given to whether changing the letter of the law has been effective
in challenging negative attitudes towards homosexuality.15 In order to
situate my analysis within the Russian discursive landscape, the next
section will briefly outline the wider context in which discussions on
homosexuality are located in contemporary Russia, as well as old and
new mechanisms of marginalisation that affect non-heterosexual citizens.

‘An especially personal matter of each citizen’: Soviet 
and post-Soviet boundaries to sexual citizenship

In Soviet Russia, and up to the early 1990s, the stigma attached to homo-
sexuality was reflected not just in the law and in medical practice, but also
in the almost complete silence surrounding sexuality and sexual diversity.
Male homosexuality was a criminal offence punishable with up to five
years of jail, while lesbianism was considered a personality disorder requir-
ing psychiatric treatment and hospitalisation.16 At the same time, the
official discourse located sexual intimacy within the boundaries of monog-
amous heterosexual relationships, and anything deviating from this was
unaccounted for and officially non-existent.17 This silence affected ‘deviant’
sexualities above all: the subject was taboo in the Soviet media, only
occasionally surfacing in specialised medical literature. However, official
censorship concerned sexuality more generally: while, like in most indus-
trialised countries, sexual practices and mores began to change in the
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1960s and 1970s, a public and open debate on sexuality – ‘whether edu-
cational, entertaining, pornographic or philosophical’ – was not allowed
to emerge in the public sphere until the mid-1980s.18 This took place in
a society where the party-state remained firmly in control of the public
sphere and the media, and the private and intimate sphere was only
weakly protected against encroachments from the authorities, since indi-
vidual rights and freedoms were subordinated to those of the collective.19

The silence surrounding sexuality, and homosexuality in particular, con-
solidated in Russian culture the notion of sexuality as strictly belonging
to the private sphere, and of the latter as a space to be protected from
state intrusion and public scrutiny.

From the mid-1980s onwards, with the relaxation of censorship brought
about by glasnost, an open public debate about sex and sexuality began
to emerge, reaching the general public through the popular media.
Homosexuality, too, gradually gained public visibility: commercial venues
targeting a gay audience began to open in the bigger Russian cities, and
the first gay and lesbian associations were created.20 In the 1990s, anti-
sodomy legislation was repealed as part of a broad-ranging reform of the
Soviet Penal Code (1993), and homosexuality was struck off the Ministry
of Health’s classification of mental illnesses (1999). While some areas of
the Russian legal system still discriminate against LGBT citizens, the legal
and medical provisions that represented major obstacles to the develop-
ment of a consistent legal defence of LGBT rights have been removed.21

These changes offered new opportunities for gay and lesbian people,
first and foremost in terms of public representation, spaces of consumption
and association. However, mechanisms of social control and exclusion
of ‘other’ sexualities still operate in contemporary Russia. Public debate
has reinforced the notion that homosexuality is, and should remain, a
fundamentally private concern, and that it is a topic unfit for discussion
in the political arena because of its dubious morality and potentially cor-
rupting influence. The Russian nation is implicitly imagined as a hetero-
sexual community, while citizenship status for its ‘sexual minorities’ is
conditional and precarious.

In post-Soviet Russia, the articulation of a public discourse around sexu-
ality largely overlapped with the commodification and commercialisation
of sex and erotica, which was a completely new phenomenon for Russian
society.22 The growing presence of ‘in your face’ sex, sexuality and erot-
ica in the Russian media, and of queer-themed cultural products within
it, seem to have produced in recent years a backlash against the new visi-
bility of gay culture, which is often associated with the hypersexualised
and trendy images presented in popular culture. Arguments against the
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media spreading ‘debauchery’ in contemporary Russian society have been
appropriated by nationalist politicians, who have often been very vocal
in advocating an end to the ‘propaganda of homosexuality’. The allegedly
growing popularity of homosexuality is deplored as an example of the
pernicious influence of western culture, against which genuinely Russian
moral customs should be defended, and homophobic arguments are often
justified by the need to boost Russia’s declining birth rate, as the country’s
‘gene pool’ is seen as the foundation of its greatness and power.23

In April 2002, four nationalist MPs submitted to the Russian Duma a
proposal to return to the Soviet law criminalising homosexual behaviour
between consenting male adults.24 The proponents of the amendments
insisted that they were not so much concerned with homosexual conduct
behind closed doors, but rather with taking a strong stance against the
danger posed by the growing visibility of gay culture in Russian society.25

This was not an isolated episode: shortly afterwards, another deputy
proposed that lesbianism be outlawed as well, arguing that the growing
popularity of female homosexuality, popularised by the pop group Tatu,
was having a negative impact on the country’s birth rate.26 In September
2003, yet another nationalist politician submitted a draft law against the
‘propaganda of homosexuality’: the proposal, similar to the infamous
British clause 28, would restrict public discussion and media coverage of
homosexuality.27

These initiatives were largely considered publicity stunts in the Russian
political community and were not met with any substantial support.
According to some observers, they reaffirmed the principle that, whatever
individual views on homosexuality may be, the state should not be allowed
to interfere with the intimate life of its citizens.28 However, the institu-
tions repeatedly failed to recognise the relevance of sexuality as an issue
of social justice and equality. In May 2004, the Russian Duma ignored
the draft law on the recriminalisation of male homosexuality: it was ulti-
mately rejected because over three-quarters of MPs did not take part in
the vote. An earlier proposal to make incitement of hatred on the basis of
sexual orientation a legal offence, advanced as a response to the homo-
phobic initiatives outlined above, was turned down by a Duma committee
on the grounds that ‘sexual orientation is an especially personal matter of
each citizen.’29 Overall, public debate on homosexuality seems to reinforce
the notion that sexual diversity is, and should remain, a fundamentally
private concern, and that it is a topic unfit for discussion in the political
arena. By doing so, official discourses in actual fact exclude LGBT individ-
uals from citizenship, and leave them vulnerable to forms of arbitrary
discrimination, violence and institutional prejudice.
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Far from being confined to the level of symbolic representation, mech-
anisms of exclusion have very real consequences for queer citizens, particu-
larly when their activities become visible or public. This is especially
evident in the restrictions imposed on LGBT activism. While, since the
mid-1990s, several community organisations have reported problems in
obtaining official registration from the local authorities,30 it is perhaps
the 2006 Moscow gay pride march that most emblematically embodied
the tensions and social ruptures over the issue of sexual diversity in
Russian society.

The Moscow City Council categorically banned the event, intended as
a peaceful manifestation in support of gay rights, claiming to act in the
name of the majority of the city’s population, and arguing that the march
could incite violence against the demonstrators themselves. In the atmos-
phere of moral panic created by the media, Mayor Luzhkov repeatedly
stated that he personally regarded homosexuality as an unnatural phe-
nomenon potentially dangerous for society, claiming that ‘if any one has
any deviations from normal principles in organizing one’s sexual life, those
deviations should not be exhibited for all to see.’31 When an unpublicised
alternative to the planned march went ahead, demonstrators were attacked
and beaten by members of ultranationalist groups, with the backing of
Christian Orthodox groups and the blessing of their religious leaders; the
huge police forces deployed proceeded to arrest both the violent mob and
the protesters, who were considered guilty of taking part in an ‘unautho-
rised’ demonstration.32

While Russian legislation remains formally neutral on its citizens’
intimate lives and sexual choices, political debates on the new visibility
of homosexuality suggest that full citizenship status for LGBT individuals
is largely dependent on social and institutional attitudes. In public dis-
courses, the citizenry is implicitly imagined as heterosexual, and sexual
minority citizenship is largely confined to the private or semi-private
spaces of leisure and consumption. Homosexuality can be tolerated when
it is confined to the private space; however, by becoming visible, it does
not gain recognition but is forced back into the private sphere.

Spaces of citizenship and spaces of belonging

While highlighting the limitations and conditional status of citizenship
for Russian gay people, recent debates about the visibility of gay rights
in Russian society also raise questions as to the ways in which meaningful
social change can be achieved. There is often an expectation that Russian
LGBT politics should follow the lead of western activism, with its emphasis
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on rights and visibility, in the same way as the country was supposed to
follow western models in developing into a democratic capitalist state in
the aftermath of the fall of communism.33

While non-existent in the Soviet period, owing both to the stigma asso-
ciated with homosexuality and to the strict control of the party-state
over the public sphere, since the early 1990s Russian LGBT organisations
and grassroots groups have begun to emerge in the major Russian cities.
These associations and initiatives are far less institutionalised than their
western counterparts, with no support from the state and limited financial
and human resources. Until recently, sexual citizenship politics had been
a marginal aspect of Russian LGBT activism, which had tended to focus
on the organisation of leisure activities and on community-building.34

However, both the Moscow gay pride march and recent attempts to push
for legal recognition of same-sex couples have brought issues of visibility
and rights claims into the spotlight.

Controversies about these high-profile events, which were widely
debated at the time when fieldwork was conducted,35 highlight how the
opportunity of claiming equality and symbolic presence in the public and
political spheres is a highly controversial issue not just in Russian society,
but within the LGBT community as well. The gay pride march, organised
by a newly established group of (mainly) gay activists,36 was supported by
a variety of west European politicians, human rights activists and LGBT
organisations, and received ample coverage in the western mainstream and
gay media alike. What media coverage failed to emphasise, however, was
that many among the most established Russian and Moscow LGBT organ-
isations and informal groups did not support the march: while some more
or less ignored it, others overtly opposed it and signed a joint letter disso-
ciating themselves from the event.37 In the letter, the march was described
as an irresponsible provocation that might incite violence from religious
and extremist groups and result in a general backlash against gay people,
in a country that is not ‘ready for this kind of event’.38 Several Moscow
community groups joined forces to organise an alternative initiative, the
festival of gay and lesbian culture Raduga bez granits (Rainbow without
boundaries).39 The gay pride march itself attracted few participants, a signif-
icant number of whom were foreign politicians and delegates,40 giving the
impression that the west, rather than the local community, was the main
sponsor and preferred interlocutor. The mixed reactions in the gay press and
the heated discussions on gay and lesbian internet websites also indicates
that the community was highly divided on whether to support the event.41

A campaign in support of gay marriage also raised heated debate in the
community. In January 2005 the human rights activist (and heterosexual
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family man) Eduard Murzin and the gay businessman and activist 
Ed Mishin, leader of the Moscow LGBT organisation Ia�Ia [I�I], tried 
to register their marriage at a Moscow registry office. Even though they
anticipated a refusal, their aim was to escalate the case to the Russian
Supreme Court and, if need be, to the European Court of Human Rights,
on the grounds that the Family Code, in defining marriage as a union
between a man and a woman, violates the principles of equality estab-
lished in the Russian Constitution.42 This attempt to raise the issue of
partnership rights in the political arena, however, seems to be a personal
initiative rather than representing the outcome of a wider debate within
the Russian LGBT community. Both the mixed responses from the local
gay and lesbian press43 and the unsuccessful attempt to find a genuine gay
or lesbian couple willing to register their union44 seem to indicate that the
action failed to engage with the broader community. These debates high-
light how political strategies based on visibility, recognition and claims to
formal rights may not appeal equally to all sections of the Russian LGBT
community. They also raise the issue of whether campaigns claiming rights
and raising public visibility can, or should, be made in the name of a whole
community. In order to look beyond conventional notions of a homo-
geneous community, unanimously backing political struggles for formal
equality, the nature and aims of Moscow lesbian groups’ initiatives are
explored. An analysis of the strategies used to challenge inequalities and
carve out communal spaces will hopefully add to a more nuanced picture
of Russian sexual citizenship politics.

The pursuits of lesbian grassroots groups are still largely restricted to
the semi-public and informal sphere of leisure and community spaces.
Activists usually emphasised the importance of providing spaces where
women can meet and get some support. At the same time, many women
involved in these projects downplayed the ‘political’ side of their initia-
tives, and in one instance claimed not to engage in politics at all. Strategies
based on claims to rights and public visibility were considered with a cer-
tain caution. Such approaches, it was felt, would be perceived as con-
frontational in the Russian context and could potentially antagonise
rather than engage the wider society, ultimately worsening social attitudes
towards sexual diversity.

Activist Lena Botsman (pseudo.), for example, has been organising a
small-scale ‘pride’, a boat trip on the Moscow river attended by a small
group of women carrying rainbow flags, on an annual basis since 2003.
Although in principle she supports gay pride marches, she questioned
the organisation of the Moscow march, claiming that the difference
between a gay pride march and her ‘Rainbow over Moscow’ event is that
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the latter takes place in the heart of Moscow but far from the public
spotlight, and no political claims are associated with it.45 This example
illustrates how claims to symbolic presence in public spaces are made
without necessarily claiming public visibility.

Other informants, although in principle open to the idea of sexual 
citizenship politics, seemed reluctant to get directly involved in them.
Ol’ga Suvorova, leader of the Moscow organisation Pinkstar, stated in an
interview:

I am not a politician. And I am not ashamed of this. To me, what is
really important is to make a positive change in lesbians’ everyday
lives and inner worlds. We need to show and demonstrate to society
that we are ordinary, normal people, that we are not sick and dangerous.
That we too have families, raise children, work for the good of our
families and of society, we practice sports and arts . . . That we do not
claim some special rights, just the same as everyone else’s. As to politics,
that is evil, the way I see it. And evil and aggression generate only more
evil and aggression.46

The low priority given to political activity by Russian activists can be
related to the limitations imposed on discussions of homosexuality in
the political arena, and the fears of possible repercussions, explored in the
previous section. Moreover, the reluctance on the part of civic organisa-
tions to turn to the state as their main interlocutor is a pervasive feature
of post-Soviet political life, where the state is perceived as distant and
not necessarily as a guarantor of individual freedoms and rights.47 Indeed,
during a discussion group for lesbian women held at the Moscow organi-
sation Ia�Ia, when an American guest asked about the importance of
gay rights to Russian women, a participant retorted that ‘there are no
rights in Russia’, a comment that was met with murmurs of approval from
the audience. Another woman illustrated the point by explaining that, if
your partner was dying in hospital, you would have to bribe the doctors
to get to see her, but the same would hold true for a heterosexual partner,
given the widespread practice among medical personnel of demanding
gifts and bribes from patients and their families.48

While women involved in community projects often distanced them-
selves from sexual citizenship politics, and were mostly engaged in the
organisation of leisure activities and support networks, claims not to be
involved in political activism are sometimes a matter of semantics, and
should not be taken too literally. Several projects, while careful not to
victimise non-heterosexual women, promoted the idea of getting together
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on the grounds of a common sexuality and shared experiences of margin-
alisation. Moreover, many initiatives promoted cultural activities, a fact
that was commonly explained by the need to challenge and dispel pre-
vailing stereotypes about ‘other’ sexualities by providing more authentic
representation of lesbian lives, produced by lesbians themselves. These
initiatives aimed both to give women the possibility of making informed
choices about their intimate lives, and to educate the wider society and
make it more tolerant. All these ideas resonate with familiar notions of
identity politics.

While communal spaces may not provide spaces of citizenship, given
their semi-private character, they certainly aim at providing spaces of
belonging. Indeed, in-depth interviews with non-heterosexual women
from Moscow and Ul’ianovsk often highlighted the importance of such
spaces. While sometimes critical of scene and community spaces, women
often talked about the important role of lesbian networks, particularly in
their coming-out years. ‘Lesbian’ space was perceived as providing a sup-
portive environment, allowing women not just to explore their sexuality,
but also to exchange experiences, form connections and friendships and
ultimately make positive choices about their intimate lives. Interviewees
often underlined that such spaces were perceived as impacting on individ-
uals’ lives in much more tangible ways than political issues:

As our beloved Dostoevskii said, ‘It’s a good thing when people have
a place to go’, and I also need a place to go, I want people to have a
choice, this is the most important thing. If all this didn’t exist, if the
issue of choice became my problem, back then, in the 1980s . . . I would
have taken part [in LGBT activism], I would have been interested in
fighting. But now, when this exists, and all that’s needed is some
organisational work, well, this just isn’t for me.49

Some of the literature on sexual citizenship emphasises the importance
of going public as a political act, and identifies the semi-public sphere as
a site of passive consumerism, confining citizenship to the ghetto of the
gay scene rather than challenging the marginalisation of ‘other’ sexual-
ities.50 Yet findings from this research show that these spaces need not
be identified with the commercial scene, and that they may be in some
ways sites of resistance, challenging the heterosexualised landscape.

The fact that issues of sexual citizenship politics are divisive highlights
the diversity of the Moscow lesbian community. While claims to rights
are often portrayed as representing a whole community, the views and
opinions of its constituents often go unexplored. For this reason, in the
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next section I will explore women’s perceptions of gay rights, and the
meanings they attach to them, focusing in particular on partnership rights,
the theme that surfaced most often in interviews. Women’s experiences of
marginalisation also illustrate how social inclusion is perceived not just
as a matter of being granted formal rights, but is primarily identified with
social and cultural practices.

‘They would still say: what kind of marriage is that?’
Perceptions of citizenship and partnership rights 
in Moscow and Ul’ianovsk

Legal status for same-sex couples emerged from women’s narratives not so
much as a matter of equality, social justice or access to services and bene-
fits, but as something which was consistently associated with citizenship
status. Partnership rights for gay people were seen as a sign of recogni-
tion from the state; in a country like Sweden, ‘the state doesn’t deny 
the existence, does not close its eyes to the existence of these people.’51

Official recognition means one’s non-heterosexual identity is validated
in the public sphere, a recognition associated with visibility and social
acceptance from the wider society. Partnership rights were seen as evidence
that same-sex relationships are considered not just acceptable, but unre-
markable and ‘normal’. A society that gives formal recognition to same-sex
couples is, in the words of a young woman from Moscow,

some place like the Netherlands, where this is allowed, where people
are tolerant about it, where, if you hold hands with your girlfriend on
the streets, they won’t point at you and say, look at those lesbians, they
won’t call you names and insult you.52

When the topic of partnership rights emerged, during interviews or in
general conversation, it usually elicited a more or less explicit comparison
with an idealised west, where such rights were firmly located. Whatever
their views on the importance of achieving legal status for same-sex 
couples, there was little expectation among interviewees that partner-
ship rights would be introduced any time soon in Russia, and the matter
was debated as an abstract issue.

The fact that comparisons with the west surfaced so often in inter-
views may have been prompted by interviewees’ awareness of my own
west European background; nevertheless, such comparisons show how a
certain discourse on sexual citizenship evoked among interviewees strong
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associations with an imagined ‘west’. Not just gay rights, but rights dis-
courses in general, were often linked to a ‘culture of rights’ alien to Russia,
and associated with a more stable and affluent society, where entitlements
and access to rights are neatly regulated by the law and the state is able to
provide support and services to its citizens. By contrast, in Russia people
have to ‘make do’ and fend for themselves, with little support from formal
institutions. Although interviewees tended to paint an idealised rosy
picture of gay life in the west, they were not uncritical of this imagined
‘other’: in some instances western sexual citizenship rights were identi-
fied with an excessive permissiveness which may turn into ‘moral dissi-
pation’;53 with an incomprehensible fragmentation of society along the
lines of minority group interests; or with a laughable and unintelligible
political correctness taken to absurd extremes.

Empirical data indicate that the language of sexual citizenship rights
and legal change, although not unfamiliar, may sound ‘other’ or alien to
Russian women. Global discourses of LGBT emancipation have tradi-
tionally emphasised the importance of the law as a discursive site where
social change can be initiated.54 However, there is a need to acknowledge
the cultural diversity of models of citizenship participation, and the fact
that the liberal framework of legally defined rights and freedoms may be
rather specific to some of them.

Western models of sexual citizenship predicated upon rights claims did
not appeal to all interviewees in the same way: some dismissed the issue of
legal status as irrelevant and far from their daily lives, others were willing
to talk at length about the meanings they attach to such rights. However,
there is evidence that such models are, at least to some extent, a cultural
reference point, and that they do in some ways influence Russian women’s
expectations of their places within the citizenry.

As already noted, several women referred to ‘the west’ as a safe haven
for queers, where legal recognition of same-sex couples is a sign of their
‘normalisation’. Moreover, two interviewees talked at length about the
practical steps they had taken, or were going to take, in order to move to
another European country.55 For both, the legal recognition of same-sex
couples was a determining factor in their desire to emigrate.

The right to marry [for same-sex couples] doesn’t exist. And no lawyer,
good or bad, can help, if there is no law. Adoption is difficult, inherit-
ance is difficult. We need the state to support us. Why do we want to
leave? We want a child and a normal family life. We have to leave. Here
we can’t do anything, and we don’t want to hide in our flat, we would
like to live as a normal family.56
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It was women in a stable, monogamous long-term relationship, who were
living with their female partner, or planning to move in with a long-term
girlfriend, who most engaged with the issue of partnership rights. Among
these women the symbolism of family was very powerful. Both in inter-
views and in general conversation they referred to their union as ‘our
family’, or ‘our same-sex marriage’, and one young couple also reported
celebrating their commitment to each other with a symbolic rite. When
asked to fill in a form with their demographic details, including their
marital status, several women queried the concept, and eventually entered
zhenata (married) as their answer, referring to their lesbian relationship
rather than to their official marital status.57

In these women’s narratives, family rights emerged as important both
in themselves and as a sign of recognition from the state. Several women
noted how, during their life together, they had come across a number 
of practical issues that had proved far from straightforward to solve
because their union was not legally recognised. Such issues ranged from
buying a flat together, to inheritance, to getting a loan from a bank;
although some of these matters could eventually be resolved, this could
be done only by resorting to expedients, and sometimes by bypassing
the law:

We bought a flat together, we can live quietly here, and society doesn’t
meddle in our life. But, as it happens, we have to protect our rights
somehow ‘on the side’ [cherez levoe ukho]. I mean, when heterosexuals
get married, the state rises to protect this basic unit of society [iacheika],
while, to defend ourselves, we have to think over issues of testament,
property, guardianship of children.58

The lack of legal protection for same-sex families was also perceived as
limiting their potential, particularly with regards to having children
together. Several couples expressed the wish to have children, and had
looked into giving birth or adopting. However, the lack of legal status for
same-sex families was felt to offer insufficient guarantees to couples who
want to have children. Combined with other factors, such as financial
constraints and the fear that their children may be ostracised by peers,
lack of formal rights was perceived as a barrier to starting a family.

Importantly, while family rights may be an end in themselves they
were also associated with recognition from the wider society. A recurrent
image used to describe same-sex families is that of the basic unit of 
society (iacheika), potentially able to make a contribution to the wider
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community. However, being denied status and visibility, same-sex couples
are marginalised and excluded from the life of mainstream society:

We would like things to be easy. We’d like social status. And not just
concerning children. For example, they give you credit more easily in
a bank if you’re a family. Of course it is important. As it turns out, we
are erased from social life.

As a couple, we are not morally protected. As a family unit [iacheika]
we don’t exist. But we’re here.59

Cohabiting couples identified family life as the area in which they felt
most excluded from mainstream society, since, by making lesbian families
invisible, the state effectively erased them from its citizenry.

While long-term couples valued partnership rights, among other inter-
viewees these did not appeal to everyone in the same way, although most
women acknowledged the importance of legal recognition for same-sex
couples as a matter of principle. Perhaps unsurprisingly, younger women
did not see the issue as particularly relevant to their lives, as they were not
necessarily looking to settle down with a partner for the long term. For
some younger respondents relationship issues were an open-ended
question, and some women saw their sexuality as a ‘work in progress’. For
many, the legal status of same-sex couples was not a burning issue: official
recognition was seen as a mere formality, ‘a stamp on your passport’,60

which was not essential in a committed relationship. For others, same-sex
relations represented an alternative lifestyle, which allowed more freedom
and equality and was at odds with traditional models of coupledom.

However, not only cohabiting couples perceived lack of social status
and moral marginalisation of same-sex relations as a problem. Several
interviewees highlighted how dominant heteronormative practices and
prevailing societal prejudice limited women’s choices to start a family with
a female partner. While bigger cities, such as Moscow and St Petersburg,
were seen to offer a better degree of anonymity and more opportunities,
women from Ul’ianovsk stressed the fact that it was relatively uncommon
for same-sex couples to live together. Moving in with a girlfriend was par-
ticularly difficult for those who did not have an independent living space,
and it could potentially attract unwanted attention and scrutiny from
the wider community. Indeed, in many women’s narratives, the home
emerged as an unsafe space, particularly when women were materially
dependent on their families of origin, a situation common not just 
for young women, but for older ones as well, owing to both low living
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standards in the country and to gender inequalities in income levels.
Material support from parents, often crucial for a young couple to establish
themselves, could be denied as a sign of disapproval of a certain ‘lifestyle’.

Downplaying the importance of abstract rights, many women pointed
out that sexual identities are negotiated on a daily basis in private spaces
and interpersonal relationships, an area beyond the reach of state inter-
vention. Several women emphasised the point that legal status alone
would not make a difference, a reminder of the fact that a more inclusive
model of sexual citizenship is not just a matter of legal status, but is inter-
twined in a complex way with cultural practices and social conventions:61

I just want to say that this will not necessarily solve all our problems.
Even if they make this legal three thousand times, and everything will
be wonderful, all the same you’ll find people, who will remain the same,
who will say: well, you got married, but what kind of a marriage is that?62

Conclusions

While significant changes have taken place in legislation and public atti-
tudes on homosexuality in the past two decades, mechanisms of exclusion
and marginalisation of ‘other’ sexualities are still in place in contemporary
Russian society. By reinforcing the notion that (homo)sexuality is a pri-
vate matter, and dismissing it as an issue of social justice and equality,
official discourses leave LGBT citizens vulnerable to discrimination, vio-
lence and abuse. Moreover, such discourses sanction tight control over
public and political manifestations of ‘other’ sexualities, often implying
that their public visibility should not be legitimised by state institutions,
as it may have a polluting and corrupting effect on the wider society. Thus,
by representing the Russian polity as a heterosexual community, official
discourses in actual fact exclude non-heterosexual individuals from citi-
zenship, and this exclusion, far from being confined to the symbolic level
of representation, translates into everyday practice.

Although campaigns concerned with equal rights and visibility for the
LGBT community get wide coverage in both Russian and western media,
there is disagreement in the community itself about how to challenge
exclusion and promote social change. International LGBT politics celebrate
visibility and political claims to equality as a strategy to raise awareness of
gay issues in mainstream society. However, some forms of public visibility
may be seen as inciting violence and producing ruptures in the social
fabric, which ultimately worsen, rather than improve, the social standing
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of non-heterosexual citizens. In western culture ‘law, and more generally,
political institutions as the wielders of law, are viewed as the site from
which social and cultural transformations of the most fundamental sort
will emerge.’63 However, this principle may not translate into Russian
culture, where a different model of citizenship participation exists, and
where the state is not necessarily perceived as a guarantor of individual
freedoms and rights. Indeed, while legal status for same-sex couples was
firmly located in ‘the west’, interviewees were somewhat sceptical that
in the current climate the Russian state would provide recognition and
legal protection for its non-heterosexual citizens. Rather than engaging
with hostile, or at best unsympathetic, public institutions, several lesbian
groups preferred to act from the bottom up, carving out communal spaces
and trying to change social attitudes through other means.

Precarious entitlement to public space and lack of formal rights were
perceived as a consequence of the marginalisation of LGBT individuals,
families and communities. While legal status for same-sex couples was
associated with entitlements, visibility and recognition, its lack was seen
as the result of deeply rooted social norms and mechanisms of exclusion.
Since sexual identities are negotiated on a daily basis in private spaces
and interpersonal relationships, legal status would be devoid of any mean-
ing, if not accompanied by radical changes in social attitudes towards
sexual diversity.
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8
Russian Women’s Perceptions of
Human Rights and Rights-based
Approaches in Everyday Life
Vikki Turbine

The protracted political, economic and social transformations in former
communist states have shown that while formal political rights and
freedoms have expanded, this has not necessarily led to the realisation of
other fundamental rights.1 Living conditions for many Russian citizens
have worsened since the collapse of the Soviet regime, and criticisms of
Russia’s human rights record continue to be highlighted by international
non-governmental organisations.2 Although these social and economic
changes have affected many people living in Russia, regardless of gender, it
has been argued that liberalisation and marketisation created ‘two mutu-
ally repelling poles – a male dominated pole of wealth, integrated into the
hypermodern flow of finance and commodities, and a female dominated
(working class) underworld, retreating into subsistence and kin networks.’3

Thus, the transformation process has arguably had a more negative impact
on the lives of women. Women’s lack of political representation, discrim-
ination in the labour market as well as chauvinistic attitudes displayed
towards women have been identified as the main areas of discrimination
against women.4 In addition, increased rates of domestic violence and the
trafficking of women and girls into the sex industry have recently attracted
attention as some of the major threats to Russian women’s human rights.5

A great many women’s organisations have emerged over the post-Soviet
period to confront these challenges, some located at grassroots level, whilst
others have found success nationally and at transnational levels.6 However,
few women’s organisations campaign on an overtly feminist platform,
since the language of ‘women’s rights’ has been discredited as a result of its
appropriation by the Soviet regime, and/or its association with western
feminism. Some have suggested, therefore, that the ‘gender neutral’ appeal
of human rights may be more successful for advancing the concerns of
women.7 The relative success of the parliamentary party ‘Women of Russia’
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in the 1993 elections when campaigning on a human rights platform
contrasts with their defeat in the 1995 elections where a more feminist
stance was taken.8 The success of the Committee for Soldiers’ Mothers
(CSM) is another example of where campaigning on a human rights
platform has been successfully employed by a women’s organisation.9

Russian women’s organisations that attract foreign funding and collabo-
ration in campaigning tend to reflect international women’s human rights
priority issues.10 This has been seen in the crisis centre movement in
Russia.11 It is without question that the issue of violence against women
deserves attention; however, it is suggested that many Russian women do
not regard this as a priority issue in everyday life, instead having more
immediate concerns with lack of childcare, employment and welfare.12

Despite this, social and economic concerns tend not to attract foreign
funding or government support at the national level.13 This has resulted in
a lack of formal articulation of women’s everyday priority issues within
a human rights discourse, demonstrating a gap between international and
local priorities.

Through analysis of data generated in forty-nine in-depth interviews
with women living in the provincial Russian city of Ul’ianovsk,14 this
chapter examines Russian women’s perceptions of human rights in 
their everyday lives. This study is important because human rights are 
a socially constructed concept and meanings remain contingent on time
and place, something which is particularly pertinent to contemporary
Russia, given the redefinitions of state–society relations in the post-
Soviet period.15 As human rights discourses become increasingly influ-
ential in global politics, gaining insights into local understandings of
human rights is crucial if human rights are to fulfil their social justice
aims globally.16 This chapter discusses respondents’ perceptions of
human rights as a concept and in relation to concrete situations. It then
explores the factors informing these perceptions and how this impacts
on agency. In conclusion, I suggest that respondents were seeking infor-
mation about rights, but that the potential for rights-based approaches
to become the norm remains contingent on wider socio-economic and
cultural factors.

Perceptions of human rights in Russia: indicators from
public opinion polls and press discourses

A large body of research into Russian public opinion on human rights
exists, including data collected by the Russian public opinion monitoring
body VTsIOM.17 In 2004, a VTsIOM poll asked ‘Which human rights are
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most important?’ The ‘right to minimum subsistence’ generated the highest
response with 38 per cent of those polled identifying positively with this
right.18 Public opinion poll data have also indicated that a significant
number of Russians would be willing to give up civil liberties in return
for wages and pensions being paid on time.19 It could be inferred from
these results that the association of human rights with civil and political
freedoms is perceived negatively by a population that continues to 
prioritise social and economic guarantees and entitlements.

The association of human rights with civil and political freedoms is
rooted in elite attempts to redefine state–society relations in the post-
Soviet period. In this context, the attainment of civil and political free-
doms has been repeatedly held up as the key to achieving human rights.20

As a result, in the post-Soviet period, rights have become ‘horizons of
possibility rather than self-standing entitlements under ostensible state
guarantee’.21 By contrast, the Soviet regime framed social and economic
entitlements as human rights in order to justify a lack of civil and political
freedoms.22 Negative public opinions towards human rights as civil and
political rights do not, however, necessarily equate to an out and out
rejection of the value of civil and political rights. Rather, civil and polit-
ical rights are not considered as useful in the resolution of the kinds of
difficulties arising from declining living standards.

While opinion poll data suggest an association of human rights with
civil and political rights, and thus the dismissal of the relevance of human
rights among the public, in reality, perceptions and understanding of
human rights are less clear cut. Analysis of selected Russian press sources23

revealed that the topic of human rights featured regularly on the public
agenda during the period of study, and attempts were being made to
develop awareness of rights and rights-based approaches24 through press
discourses.25 More significantly, the local press appeared to be attempting
to make human rights appear more relevant to everyday experience by
framing social and economic issues,26 such as problems with communal
services,27 healthcare and education as human rights issues. Rights-based
approaches were also advocated as a means of resolving these problems.28

Given the level of discussion of human rights, it was assumed that the
respondents taking part in this study would have some familiarity with
the topic of human rights.

Respondents’ perceptions of human rights

To gauge levels of familiarity with the topic of human rights, respond-
ents were asked the question ‘What do you associate with the term human
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rights?’ Responses to this question reflected the ‘duality’ inherent in the
phrase ‘human rights’. Human rights can be understood both as a package
of claimable rights, and as an ideal moral standard.29 Where respondents
associated human rights with a tangible set of rights that could poten-
tially be claimed, lists of rights given were predominantly focused on social
and economic rights. For example, a retired university librarian in her
sixties said:

In the broadest sense of the word, human rights are the rights to rest
and employment, some kind of social support . . . if you want to
know which rights we actually enjoy at the moment then we have
the right to medical care and education, although a trend towards
paying for these services is developing.

Where the term human rights was associated with an ideal moral stan-
dard that all human societies should aspire to live by, respondents gen-
erally emphasised freedoms. A researcher in her twenties described
human rights: ‘Human rights are legally observed norms, the rights that
grant people some freedoms, but also limit these so that we can all live
as part of society.’

These two interpretations of the concept of human rights reflect the
coexistence of Soviet constructions of human rights that emphasised social
and economic entitlements, with newer post-Soviet constructions that
emphasise civil and political freedoms. However, regardless of their under-
standings of the concept of human rights many respondents conditioned
their responses, by arguing that human rights were not relevant in their
everyday lives because they experienced ‘different kinds of problems’.
This indicated additional understandings of ‘human rights’, where the
process of exercising human rights provisions was limited to particular
crisis situations.

‘I’m not particularly worried about human rights at 
the moment’: human rights, ‘crisis situations’ and ‘civil 
liberties claims’

Most respondents felt that human rights were not a particularly pressing
concern in their everyday lives because human rights were perceived to
be more relevant to those experiencing some form of ‘crisis’. This
implied that when relating human rights to lived experiences, human
rights were mainly perceived to be relevant as a form of protection in
instances of crisis. A 25-year-old sales manager argued that ordinary people
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generally did not experience ‘crisis’ situations in everyday life and therefore
human rights were not considered relevant:30

‘Human rights’ is an extremely important concept, but I don’t feel
that in my case these rights are being violated . . . I’m not experiencing
some kind of crisis where I could say my rights are not being observed,
or someone is violating them. If you were homeless for instance, then
of course you would have a sense of this. But if you are just a normal
person, then your human rights will hardly ever be violated.

The aforementioned attempts by the local press to frame local social and
economic concerns within a human rights discourse did not appear to
impact on respondents’ perceptions. However, this is a relatively recent
development and it may be that the link between human rights and
everyday problems is yet to be internalised by respondents, or demon-
strated by visible improvements.

Another recurring theme in response to questions about the significance
of human rights in everyday life was an association of human rights
with the political sphere; an arena that respondents felt was remote from
their lives.31 A single mother in her late thirties who had previously
worked as a survey researcher retold her experiences of conducting surveys
on the topic of human rights in Ul’ianovsk. She felt that most citizens
were not concerned with human rights issues because of their association
with high profile cases involving the state or wealthy individuals:

I don’t think the general population is really concerned with these
issues; I would go as far to say that they’re not even interested in the
subject. Take Khordorkovsky’s arrest,32 for instance . . . when I
worked as a survey researcher, I had a whole section of questions
about Khordorkovsky and human rights . . . like ‘are you following
the Khordorkovsky court case?’ I never met a single person who was.
It’s just not interesting to anyone – those millionaires have their
court cases, but ordinary citizens have their own concerns.

The link between human rights and wealthy individuals pursuing civil
liberties claims through the legal process had also linked the process of
claiming rights with the legal system, an issue that will be returned to
later in this chapter. It appeared that it was not only these specific con-
notations of the phrase human rights that led respondents to dismiss
the significance of human rights in their everyday lives. Existing cultural
norms and ascribed gender roles also appeared to have an influence.
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Women’s human rights: are cultural norms more 
relevant than human rights provisions?

When respondents were asked to identify which human rights they felt
were most important for women,33 Soviet understandings of human
rights were prioritised in relation to everyday life. The human rights
identified as most important for women included, reproductive rights
(access to abortion and contraception), the right to maternity and child
support, women’s rights to property in marriage or civil partnerships,
and the right to self-realisation. However, the right to employment was
identified as the most important human right for women. The aim of this
chapter is not to give detailed discussion of the employment issues facing
women in Russia,34 but rather to use the example of respondents’ under-
standings of employment as a human right to illustrate the cultural factors
influencing women’s perceptions of human rights.

It was unsurprising that the right to work was identified as the most
important human right for women, as over the post-Soviet period
women were among the first to lose their positions as a result of changes to
the state system. Although some women have been able to take advantage
of the opportunities for entrepreneurship presented in the post-Soviet
period and have been successful in creating new careers, most of the
women in this study continued to be concentrated in low paid employ-
ment, or were unemployed. Respondents felt that their rights were violated
in employment because of continuing cultural expectations that women
act as primary carers, but also on grounds of age.35

Despite identifying employment as a human rights issue affecting
women, the provisions of human rights were not perceived to be rele-
vant because they were not enforced,36 and did not override pre-existing
gender norms. An American Bar Association report found that ‘the 
concept of discrimination against women is not well understood in
Russia . . . women generally maintain that their rights are realised
equally to those of men. Yet, they also agree that discrimination against
women exists in a number of spheres.’37 The respondents taking part in
this study echoed these findings in acknowledging violations of their
rights, whilst simultaneously accepting them as ‘inevitable’ effects of
prevailing cultural norms. A 23-year-old woman, working in advertising,
felt that attempting to defend her rights was ultimately pointless because
cultural norms were more powerful than formal provisions that guaranteed
women’s rights on paper: ‘You don’t want to spoil relations [by 
complaining], and I don’t know if I would use anti-discrimination legis-
lation. If I’m being honest, there are instances where it’s better just to
keep your mouth shut.’
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It could also be that the right to work was identified as the most
important human right for women as a consequence of Soviet construc-
tions of women’s roles as workers and mothers. The continued importance
of the Soviet social contract and understandings of human rights are now
discussed in order to show how local understandings of human rights
both diverge from, and overlap with understandings of citizenship rights.

Human rights are not relevant, but rights are violated: the
breakdown of the Soviet social contract and local
understandings of rights

Although respondents tended to dismiss the relevance of human rights
in their lives, a rights violations discourse was prevalent throughout inter-
views. It appeared that understandings of rights violations were informed
by the withdrawal of Soviet-style citizenship rights, rather than by post-
Soviet understandings of the concept of human rights as outlined above.
However, attempts to make clear-cut distinctions between understandings
of ‘human rights’ and ‘rights’ can be difficult. Whilst human rights and
citizenship rights have conceptually distinct original aims,38 similarities
between the two exist. Human rights have developed with reference to
citizenship rights, and the increasing moral force of human rights dis-
courses in the latter part of the twentieth century has, in turn, impacted
on the scope of citizenship rights.39

It is particularly difficult to make clear distinctions in the post-Soviet
context because elite redefinitions of human rights and citizenship as
civil and political freedoms exist alongside Soviet constructions of citi-
zenship and human rights that continue to hold legitimacy. The follow-
ing extract illustrates what Humphrey calls an ‘emotional’ attachment
to the paternal role of the state. This results in post-Soviet reforms and
redefinitions of rights being framed as morally wrong, unjust and as
breaking the social contract.40 An IT support worker in her thirties
described a sense of ‘abandonment’ by the state: ‘Before, I had certainty for
tomorrow, the state would always know what was happening and I did
not feel that the state would abandon me.’ Therefore, distinctions that
can be made at a conceptual level are muddier in public discourse. For
example, a primary school teacher in her late forties felt that the basic
right to life was violated, which could be interpreted as both a human
rights and a citizenship rights issue:

You can see for yourself how my rights are violated, my right to the
provisions necessary for life is violated . . . we can’t find employment
and therefore we don’t have the means to live . . . in all, I would say
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my rights are violated because I live in this rich country, but I don’t
receive a single thing from it.

This conflation of understandings of human rights and rights is signifi-
cant because respondents appeared to be forming similar perceptions
about their citizenship rights as they had about human rights. Rights
were perceived as lacking in relevance because of their association with
‘different types of problems’. In addition, respondents’ sense of ‘aban-
donment’ by the state, through its failure to protect and uphold the
social and economic rights considered legitimate, and experiences of the
overly bureaucratic nature of the state, created perceptions of rights-
based approaches as irrelevant in attempting to resolve everyday issues.

It is also important to note the influence that past experiences of the
limited success of rights-based approaches had on respondents’ percep-
tions of rights. Rights-based approaches require interaction with the
state administrative system, but this was characterised as stressful, time-
consuming and unproductive. A geography teacher in her late forties
explained that even attempting to fulfil basic citizenship obligations
such as the renewal of an internal passport41 resulted in difficulties: ‘At
the moment it’s best to avoid contact with the state. It’s one paper for
this, then another, then a third . . . and still you get nowhere.’ Such dis-
illusionment with the state had led some respondents to explore alter-
native avenues in which to pursue rights claims, one of which being the
legal approach. However, negative or disappointing experiences of the
legal approach resulted in the entrenchment of negative perceptions of
rights-based approaches because they were perceived as ineffective.

Rights as ‘legal entitlements’: negative perceptions of the
legal system and their impact on perceptions of 
rights-based approaches

The growth of legal consultancy practices and the prevalence of legal
advice in local newspapers and television ‘talk shows’ highlighted and
placed legal approaches to claiming rights on the city’s public agenda
during the period of study. A part-time budget sector administrator
reflected on growing popular interest in legal approaches as a means to
resolving everyday issues:

Perhaps it may become possible to resolve problems by legal means.
At the moment there are many programmes on television aiming to
help people learn about their rights and how to use the law . . . I’ve
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noticed just how many people watch and pay attention to these pro-
grammes. It may be possible to go through the courts and resolve
problems. However, I still think that the majority of the population
believe it is those who have money and connections who will win [by
using the legal system].

A number of respondents spoke of instances where they felt legal con-
sultations had been necessary. Personal problems, such as dealing with
the police or enquiring about alimony or child maintenance claims as a
result of relationship breakdown, were areas in which respondents cited
legal consultation as an effective potential means to resolve problems.
However, others felt that it was possible to use legal means to hold the
state to account. A PhD student in her mid-twenties talked about the use
of legal approaches to hold the state to account in the provision of social
and economic entitlements was setting a precedent: ‘At the moment
there have been a number of precedents where people have gone to
court and won their case, for example to get some entitlement from the
state.’ These views suggest that respondents were considering rights-
based approaches, however, legal approaches to resolve problems were
not accessible to the majority of respondents interviewed for this study. 
It was not only the financial costs of legal consultation that prohibited
many respondents from pursuing this approach, but also the time and
emotional costs involved in fighting a court case. Respondents felt that
this would outweigh any benefits of a victory. An editor of a local magazine
in her late forties explained:

To take a case to court takes a lot of money, and even if you win the
case, for example in claiming compensation or pension entitlements,
you will not make up the money you have spent on the case. Therefore,
even if I wanted to, I couldn’t use legal means because I simply don’t
have the money.

Scepticism about the legal system was entrenched because only those
with the ability to pay for services could access services, creating the suspi-
cion that lawyers could be bought. A family and criminal defence lawyer
explained:

There is this suspicion that the courts are for sale; that there is no justice,
the process is dishonest and that everyone in the system can be bought
or sold. There is an element of truth in these fears, and people talk about
it a lot, we have to try and convince people that the legal process can
[be used to] protect their rights.
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These suspicions were echoed by a female member of the editorial team
on the magazine Sel’skaia nov’. Despite working for a magazine that 
provides legal advice and which has an editorial commitment to the
promotion of rights-based approaches,42 the respondent still perceived
lawyers as only serving the interests of those with the ability to pay. She
felt that even her own son who was a lawyer could not protect his own
rights, or those of ordinary citizens as the majority of legal work was for
business clients.43 Without greater access to free legal consultations, it is
difficult to envisage how those without disposable financial resources
could truly benefit from pursuing rights-based claims through legal
approaches.44

Even where respondents had been able to access the legal system, a
lack of guaranteed resolution, even in the event of an official victory,
discredited the effectiveness of this approach. An unemployed single
mother recounted her experience of the court system when attempting
to claim child maintenance from her ex-husband:

I went to court and the court demanded that he pay [child mainten-
ance]. However, a year has already passed since the official resolution
of the problem and nothing has changed. Although a special service
apparently exists to enforce court recommendations, they don’t appear
to be doing anything.

This chapter has thus far discussed associations of human rights with
the civil and political sphere, the conflation of human rights and rights
terminology, the experience of lack of realisation of citizenship rights,
and the association of rights with legal approaches. In addition, respon-
dents argued that cultural norms reduced the effectiveness of legal norms
to protect women’s rights. Together, these perceptions and experiences
culminated in respondents forming the overall perception that it was
not worthwhile pursuing their rights. This resulted in the majority of
respondents dismissing even the vocabulary of rights for that of ‘every-
day problems’.

‘Resolving problems’ not ‘claiming rights’? The role
of informal networks in post-Soviet society

Respondents in this study appeared to reject the language of ‘rights’ for
that of ‘problems’ when discussing how to resolve specific examples 
of rights violations experienced in everyday life. A librarian in her 
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mid-twenties represented how the negative perceptions and experiences
of rights, discussed above, influenced the ways in which people talked
about everyday problems:

Normally I don’t think in relation to my rights because I encounter
different types of problem . . . although we have rights on paper, 
it’s a little different in real life. Among my friends, well we don’t
spend time thinking about our rights – it’s better just to get on with
your life.

I argue that respondents were using a vocabulary of ‘problem solving’ as
a form of coping mechanism. If ‘problems’ can be resolved without the
need to interact with the state or legal systems, stressful, time-consuming,
and ineffective processes can be avoided. The vocabulary of problems
may also be more familiar to respondents when considering that the
most common site of action in everyday life continued to be within
informal networks.45 A researcher in her twenties argued that informal
networks are most commonly used to resolve problems because they are
regarded as reliable, trustworthy and capable of offering a guaranteed
solution, even if only in the short term: ‘People resolve problems more
easily through friends and acquaintances than by formal approaches . . .
they [formal approaches] take too long, involve too much red tape and
they don’t seem to resolve your problems anyway.’

Informal networks of family, friends and acquaintances were used
throughout the Soviet period in order to combat the rigidities of the
command economy. Networks and ‘blat’ facilitated the exchange of goods
and information.46 Operating within informal networks was also a key
part of the ‘privatisation’ of life that took place in the post-Stalin period.47

In the post-Soviet period, informal networks have been retained in every-
day life and offer a strategy to cope with the new obstacles presented by
the changes in the state system.48

Informal networks operate as a system of ‘weak ties’ and involve inter-
action outside of the immediate circle of family and friends. This pro-
vides the opportunity to access different resources from different groups
and may generate further inclusion and progress.49 It can therefore be
argued that almost every person will have some form of access to a net-
work, and this distinguishes informal networks from systems of personal
connections.50 Rather than regarding operation within informal net-
works as indicative of atomisation from the state, they can be viewed as
an important resource where interaction with state structures has been
proven to be stressful and unproductive.51 In this sense, informal networks
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can operate as a source of moral support, a forum for discussion of prob-
lems, and as a means of accessing information in a trusted and familiar
environment.

The practice of using informal networks to access information is now
explored in relation to the findings of this study.52 The data from this
study revealed that although respondents generally held negative per-
ceptions of rights-based approaches, some were using informal networks
to access information about rights and rights-based approaches.

The role of informal networks in raising awareness 
of rights and rights-based approaches

An increased awareness of rights issues and interest in rights-based
approaches to problem resolution appeared to be developing among
some of the respondents in this study. This was revealed in discussions
about the variety of means respondents felt were available to them for
resolving problems. Although informal networks remained the main site
for resolving everyday problems, some respondents were using informal
networks to access advice about rights and the process of making a rights
claim from friends or acquaintances with legal expertise.

It has been argued that increased awareness of rights can lead to the
transformation of existing norms or perceptions of human rights and
the empowerment of women.53 Making enquires about rights issues within
the trusted environment of informal networks can be viewed as empower-
ing as they provide a space in which women can explore these issues
without experiencing the stresses associated with making contact with
state or legal structures. Moreover, the empowerment potential of sour-
cing information in this way is increased as informal networks often
operate as a set of increasing concentric circles. Most people can poten-
tially access this type of information that would otherwise be inaccess-
ible to them, either because of the bureaucracy of the state, or the
prohibitive costs of legal consultation. In this respect, there was the
potential for informal networks to act as a springboard for respondents
to pursue formal approaches.

In contrast to the negative perceptions of the legal profession illus-
trated above, legal advice accessed through informal networks was 
perceived as reliable because the contact possessing legal knowledge was
made familiar and trustworthy by virtue of the system of recommenda-
tions operating within a network. A self-employed matrioshka artist in her
early thirties and an unemployed teacher in her late forties were two of
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several respondents who felt that legal advice obtained through a net-
work was trustworthy:

I have a female friend who is a lawyer, so I would go to her [for
advice]. She’s a really good lawyer so I would hope she would offer to
help me.

We have a good female friend who is a lawyer; well she is a lawyer and
a historian . . . she has used her influence on several occasions to
campaign for our rights.54

Friends or acquaintances with legal training were also considered to be
valuable ‘sounding boards’ against which to assess the appropriateness
of pursuing a rights claim through legal channels for the resolution of a
particular problem. For example, a part-time researcher who was experi-
encing serious problems in attempting to secure citizenship for her second
child55 thought that seeking legal advice was useful in weighing up her
options:

My husband asked a former classmate, who’s in her second year of
legal training, about our problem and she said it is pointless to go to
court. Even if we won, we would only receive one hundred rubles56

and what’s the point of that?

The value of sourcing legal advice via informal networks lies in its rela-
tively stress- and cost-free nature. However, the above extract raises some
important questions, both about the quality of legal advice available,
and about the appropriateness of legal approaches for the types of rights
violations encountered by the respondents in this study.

Consolidating negative perceptions of rights or
assessing alternative approaches?

The above example illustrates two points. Firstly, the legal advice was
sought from a student in her second year of training, which could result
in incomplete or inaccurate advice being given. The independent legal
system in Russia is still evolving and newly trained lawyers are therefore 
continually playing ‘catch-up’ with changing legislation and professional
rules.57 Analysis of readers’ letters appearing in the Russian periodical
Sel’skaia nov’, also indicated a practice of ‘double-checking’ legal advice
received.58 Secondly, the advice received focused on monetary compen-
sation as the only possible outcome from a court case. Clearly monetary
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compensation would be an inappropriate and inadequate resolution of
the problem. The respondent’s aim in claiming the basic right of citizen-
ship for her child was not financial gain through compensation, but to
ensure her child would have entitlement to social welfare benefits, med-
ical attention and schooling in the future. Whilst rights exist as legal
entitlements, it could be problematic for a legalistic definition of rights
to become entrenched in popular discourses in the post-Soviet context.
This study has shown that the types of rights violations or ‘problems’
respondents often cited were linked to wider moral discourses where the
lack of social and economic rights protection arose out of the perceived
breakdown of the Soviet social contract. Such wider moral claims, or
social and economic rights violations, cannot be easily resolved through
a legal ruling.59

Conclusions

This chapter has discussed Russian women’s perceptions of human rights
in relation to their everyday experiences. Respondents’ perceptions of
human rights demonstrated a wide range of possible understandings 
of this concept. Respondents variously understood the concept of human
rights as an ideal moral standard, a package of rights, a particular form of
‘crisis’ intervention and also as shorthand for an approach or tool to
resolving problems. In contrast, when discussing human rights in relation
to lived experiences Soviet constructions of human rights continued to be
prioritised. The relevance of Soviet human rights in everyday life was
reinforced as respondents simultaneously rejected the relevance of human
rights, but discussed everyday issues within a rights violations discourse.
The continued legitimacy of Soviet understanding of human rights led
to disillusionment with state failure to uphold them, and respondents
discussed alternative approaches to claiming rights. Two alternative
approaches to the resolution of everyday problems were proposed: legal
approaches and informal networks.

Legal approaches promoted in the media had generated interest
among respondents, but distrust of the legal profession and the prohibitive
costs of legal consultation made this an unfeasible option for many. 
As a result, most respondents continued to rely on informal networks to
talk in terms of ‘resolving problems’, rather than ‘claiming rights’.
However, this study also revealed that some respondents were using
informal networks to access information about rights, which was described
as a new use of an older practice. This new use may have empowerment
potential if it enables women to pursue formal approaches. Whilst the
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benefits of accessing information in a cost-free and trusted environment
were apparent, the almost exclusive focus on legal advice raises questions
about the extent of this approach’s potential to empower women.60

Despite accessing this information, respondents tended not to pursue
their claims outside of informal networks because of negative percep-
tions of the legal system and the cost of legal approaches. The legal advice
received tended to define victory in terms of monetary compensation,
and this may be a blunt tool in the current socio-economic climate.
Therefore, the interest in pursing rights-based claims may be fleeting where
the focus remains on financial compensation, which has been shown 
to be ineffective in resolving wider social, economic and gender rights
violations. This chapter concludes that the use of informal networks as
a source of information about rights can be initially empowering for
women, but may ultimately entrench negative perceptions of rights-based
approaches where the advice received and anecdotal evidence shared
prioritises and at the same time discredits legal approaches.
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9
Doubly Disadvantaged? Gender,
Forced Migration and the Russian
Labour Market
Larisa Kosygina

In the years following the collapse of the USSR the Russian Federation
experienced a significant influx of migrants from the other former Soviet
republics. A high proportion of these new migrants came to Russia with
their families seeking permanent residence as a result of the political, social
and economic situation in the former Soviet republics and due to shifting
understandings of cultural and political belonging. In the 1990s, official
discourses within Russia represented this migration flow mainly as forced
migration.1

The glossary on migration issued by the International Organisation for
Migration defines forced migration as:

A migratory movement in which an element of coercion exists, includ-
ing threats to life and livelihood, whether arising from natural or man-
made causes (e.g. movements of refugees and internally displaced
persons as well as people displaced by natural or environmental disas-
ters, chemical or nuclear disasters, famine, or development projects).2

In the Russian Federation, this broad definition is reduced to the somewhat
narrower classification of forced migration as migration caused by persecu-
tion or by the threat of persecution ‘on the basis of race, nationality, reli-
gion, language, and affiliation to a particular social group or political
conviction’.3 Russian legislation divides such migrants into two categories
on the basis of citizenship: Russian citizens have the right to apply for
forced migrant status, while non-Russian citizens can apply for the status
of refugee.

In the period 1992–2003, more than 1.6 million people arriving in the
Russian Federation received the status of either forced migrant or refugee.
Eighty-five per cent came from the former Soviet republics, mostly from
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Kazakhstan and from the other Central Asian republics and the Caucasus.4

Moreover, it has been estimated that only one in three people who had the
right to apply for such status did so successfully.5 Of the migrants arriving
from the former Soviet republics 20.6 per cent were recognised by the
Russian government as forced migrants or refugees. Of these 15.5 per cent
were recognised as refugees and 84.5 per cent as forced migrants. Women
comprised 55 per cent of forced migrants registered between 1992 and
2002 and 53 per cent of refugees registered between 1993 and 2002.6

Numerous studies have been conducted into the experiences of forced
migrants from the former Soviet republics in the Russian Federation.7

Migrants’ experiences in the Russian labour market have been perhaps one
of the most topical themes for such research. Researchers have examined
the interactions between labour market experiences and other elements of
adaptation, for example, housing and registration (propiska).8 The impacts
of local economic structures and conditions in the place of settlement have
been analysed9 as has the role of migrants’ educational and professional
background in determining their experiences in the Russian labour mar-
ket.10 Researchers concerned with a gender analysis of forced migration
have also written about forced migrants’ experiences of and positions
within the labour market of the receiving society.11 Whilst they explore dif-
ferences in the labour market experiences of male and female migrants,
these studies have not investigated the extent to which such differences
correspond with the gendered labour market experiences of the local pop-
ulation. This chapter seeks to fill this gap in the literature by examining the
experiences of forced migrants in the context of existing data regarding the
gender dimensions of the Russian labour market.

This chapter examines the ways in which dominant beliefs about gender
in contemporary Russian society influence the labour market experience of
forced migrants from the former Soviet republics and explores a number of
other factors which make their experiences more difficult than those of the
local population. The arguments presented here are based on the findings
of an INTAS-funded research project ‘The effectiveness of programs for the
integration of forced migrants: a gender perspective’,12 which I conducted
in Novosibirsk region (western Siberia) in 2001–3. The aim of this research
was to investigate the ways in which the post-Soviet Russian gender order13

has influenced the implementation of measures prescribed by Russian leg-
islation and Federal Migration Programmes to facilitate the integration of
forced migrants into the receiving society. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted with migrants who had settled in Novosibirsk region to reveal
the ways in which these state-led measures actually affected their lives.
Interviews were loosely structured around those key aspects of migrants’
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experience, which are addressed in the Federal Migration Programmes:
respondents were asked about their experiences of housing, acquisition of
forced migrant status and residential registration (propiska), and also about
their experience in the labour market of the receiving society. This semi-
structured approach allowed me to gather information about differences
between the experiences of men and women. I was interested both in those
differences which were a direct result of the implementation of state-led
measures and in those which were not affected, or at least only indirectly,
by state support.

In total 62 migrants were interviewed: 44 women and 18 men.
Respondents were approached through non-governmental organisations
and the offices of the Territorial Migration Service. The lists of migrants
provided by these organisations allowed me to tailor the sample, taking
into consideration not only gender, but also age and family situation
(number of children and the presence of a partner). Half of my respondents
lived in cities and half in rural areas. Their age ranged from 21 to 73 –
only five had reached retirement age. A quarter of respondents had a
university degree, 30 per cent had completed specialised secondary educa-
tion and 25 per cent had finished secondary school. Fifty-nine per cent
of women and 44 per cent of men with whom I spoke had children under
16 living with them. Five women were raising children alone, while all
the men raising children were living with their partners or wives. This
sample was not representative of the actual demographic profile of the
forced migrant population. Rather, its aim was to access a diversity of
experiences in migrants’ stories about their lives in the receiving society.

Forced migrants in Russia: the gender order and labour
market experiences

Occupational differentiation and the earnings gap

Respondents’ employment experiences demonstrate a clear division of
occupations between women and men (see Table 9.1). It appears that each
gender operates within a specific range of jobs. A look at broader national
statistics shows that this is neither coincidental nor specific to migrant
experiences. The economy of the Russian Federation, like the economy of
the USSR, is characterised by occupational differentiation between the gen-
ders.14 Women and men tend to be concentrated in different sectors of the
economy and the earnings gap indicates that occupational segregation
continues within sectors (see Table 9.2).

It is worth noting that my respondents did not question this occupa-
tional differentiation on the grounds of gender as a feature of the
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Russian labour market. It would seem that this phenomenon was taken for
granted as a result of continuities in their experiences: occupational differ-
entiation was a feature of the gender order of the USSR, with only slight
variations between Soviet republics. In post-Soviet Russia, as in the USSR,
occupational differentiation is linked with a gap in earnings between gen-
ders.15 In 2001, 62.2 per cent of employed men, but only 37 per cent of
employed women, worked in sectors where salaries were higher than the
national average (see Table 9.2). The earnings gap indicated within each
sector shows that women tended to hold less well-paid positions even
within sectors where they dominated (see Table 9.2).

The labour market of Novosibirsk region conforms to the national pat-
tern as far as occupational differentiation between genders is concerned. In
2001, 62.3 per cent of women employed in Novosibirsk region worked in
sectors where the salary was below average16 and the earnings gap between
men and women working in Novosibirsk region was 71 per cent.17
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Table 9.1: Forced migrants in the Novosibirsk labour market

Occupation Women Men

Baker 7
Doctor, nurse 5
Cleaner 6
Nanny 4
Teacher 2
Shop assistant 5
Pharmacist 2
Foundry worker 2
Driver of tower crane 2
Accountant 1
Employee of social services 1
Head of firm 1 2
Worker in a boiler-house 2 1
Driver 4
Sanitary technician 1
Metalworker 4
Welder 4
Excavator operator 3
Builder 3
Watchman 1
Cattle-farm worker 2
Electrician 1
Loader 1
Unemployed at time of interview 9 1

Note: Total is greater than 62 as several respondents held more than one job.
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Interviews with my respondents revealed that they too experienced the
effect of this occupational differentiation. A woman in her late thirties with
specialised secondary education explained:

Interviewer: Until recently you worked in a bakery, didn’t you?
Respondent: Yes, but now I can’t because of my health. We had to do
everything manually there. We carried sacks all by ourselves. I damaged
my spine . . .
Interviewer: The majority of employees are women, aren’t they?
Respondent: There is one young man and the rest are women.
Interviewer: Why does the owner of the bakery hire women for such hard
work?
Respondent: The pay isn’t high enough to hire men . . .

(N53; 1:31–2:10)
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Table 9.2: Women in the Russian labour market in 2001

Sector % women Earnings gap Salary rate 
Average Average 
women’s salary as % 
salary as % of national 
of men’s average
average

All sectors 48 63 100
Industry 38 62 124
Agriculture 38 88 40
Construction 22 77 128
Transport 25 72 137
Communication 61 58 127*
Wholesale and retail 63 62 71

trade, catering 
Housing/communal 47 78 86

and consumer services
Health service and 80 76 62

social security
Education 81 78 56
Culture and art 32 65 59
Science 54 66 126
Finance 72 70 286*
Management 34 79 112

* In 2001, only 1.9 per cent and 2 per cent of all women working in the economy, worked
in the communication and finance sectors respectively. 
Source: Adapted from Rossiiskii Statisticheskii Ezhegodnik (2002), p. 188 and Zhenshiny i
Muzhchiny Rossii (Moscow: Goskomstat 2002), pp. 89 and 102.
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As indicated here, badly paid jobs are commonly viewed as ‘women’s
work’. Wider studies of gender and labour market behaviour have argued
that culturally embedded beliefs about men and women underpin and
maintain occupational differentiation and a male–female earnings gap.18

Studies of the Russian labour market have pointed out that the belief that
a woman is first and foremost a mother and that, as such, her prime
responsibility is to bear and look after children, plays a crucial role in shap-
ing these phenomena in the Russian context.19 The next section explores
the ways in which this and other beliefs shaped the social practices of my
respondents in the labour market.

Gender and employment

A key preoccupation on arrival in Russia for the respondents involved in
this study had been getting a job to support themselves and their depen-
dants. Most had not experienced prolonged periods of unemployment
since they had taken any job available. A single mother in her late thirties
with specialised secondary education reported:

When I arrived, nobody would give me a crust. I couldn’t go begging
either. I read the job ads. They needed cleaners, so I took this [job].

(N25; 4: 33–6)

Nevertheless, some of my female respondents had been out of work for
a long time, whilst all of my male respondents were in some form of
employment except for one man who was 60 years old and had thus
reached retirement age (see Table 9.1). Other studies concerned with 
the processes of forced migrants’ integration into Russian society 
have noted similar differences in experience between male and female
migrants.20 The explanations provided by my respondents indicated
that it was not only external factors, such as the numbers of jobs on
offer, that restricted their opportunities for finding employment. Beliefs
about gender also played an important role. Amongst the most powerful
beliefs about gender which influence people’s labour market experiences
and behaviour in contemporary Russia are perceptions of men as bread-
winners and women as having prime responsibility for taking care of the
home and children.21 Such beliefs are so widespread that they have
become ‘invisible’ to people and this only adds to their power. Thus a
45-year-old mother of two took it for granted that she needed to stay 
at home to look after her children. She did not even consider the idea
that her husband could help her care for them so that she could go to
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work; instead she wondered whether another woman in the family might
assist her:

In the beginning my daughter was a baby, then she went to school. How
could I leave her alone? . . . I need to check her homework and other
things. I need to work somewhere nearby. It’s impossible to go else-
where, because it would mean that I had to leave early in the morning
and get home late at night . . . Maybe, grandma will come to live with
us and I’ll go to work.

(N19; 5: 27–34)

The belief that a woman’s primary responsibility is to look after children
can result not only in unemployment, but also in women taking on badly
paid work. Another 45-year-old mother of two explained:

When I first arrived [in Russia], my children went to kindergarten and I
started to work in their kindergarten to be near them. When my son
went to school, I went to work in the same school . . . I worked there for
next to nothing . . .

(N31; 18: 29–35)

This employment strategy might be seen as an extreme way of combining
paid work with the private sphere responsibilities imposed on women by
the gender order in Russian society,22 yet, research on the Russian labour
market indicates that such strategies are not so rare.23 My data show that
even where money is short, women may take such a route. The same
respondent went on to explain:

I don’t have enough money . . . If I had a little more money . . . I don’t
need, you know, palaces . . . I just need money to buy clothes . . .
Clothes for the children . . .

(N31; 23: 24–30)

Research into male and female employment strategies in the Russian
labour market has shown that men take on secondary employment
(podrabotka) much more often than women.24 This tendency was also
shown amongst my respondents. For example, in the case of the respon-
dent quoted above, who could not afford to buy clothes for her children, it
was her husband who took on additional work to provide for the family:

My husband sometimes does odd jobs on the side [kalymit]. He installs
electricity in people’s homes, from time to time, if they need this . . .
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He earns some extra on the side [Podrabatyvaet]. When he has additional
work, we have enough money, when he doesn’t, things are worse . . .

(N31; 24: 3–6)

Men’s labour market mobility is driven by the search for a job which will
provide enough money for their families. This is illustrated in the story of
a migrant in his late thirties, with a university education, who spoke of his
long search for an appropriate job, which would allow him to support his
mother and grandmother:

Respondent: I changed jobs several times in one year before I found
what I wanted. I’ve been working where I am now for more than a
year . . . I like this place . . .
Interviewer: Why did you change jobs?
Respondent: You see, when I first came to ‘Ekran’ [the plant], they
promised me more than 2000 rubles, but they changed their wage
scheme . . . and as a result my salary was 1500–1700 rubles . . . I left
the plant and found work at a bakery. They promised me no less than
3000 rubles, but it turned out that they had supply problems and
couldn’t operate regularly. They were open one month, closed the
next . . . I worked there for two months and got 1000 rubles . . . Then
I found this job for 6000 rubles. That’s where I work now.

(N32; 3: 8–36)

For many men, distance is also no obstacle in their search for a relatively
well-paid job. A 52-year-old father of two explained:

I got a job. They built a brewery, I got a job there, but I didn’t like the
salary . . . They promised me a flat, but I never got it. I had to leave that
job. Now I work in Iskitim. Iskitim is 50 kilometres from here.

(N44; 2: 8–15)

Certainly, respondents should not be seen as bearing sole responsibility
for their experiences in the labour market. Theirs is only one side of the
story. The other side is that employers also subscribe to certain beliefs about
gender, which shape their perceptions of appropriate jobs for women and
men as well as influencing their decisions about whether or not to hire
someone.25 Job advertisements in Novosibirsk newspapers,26 for example,
state requirements concerning not only the qualifications of a potential
employee, but also his/her sex, family status and even appearance. My
respondents had experienced the impacts of this trend. A woman in her
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late thirties, who had graduated from a pharmaceutical college, told me
her story:

Respondent: I am 38 years old, everyone wants employees who are
younger than 35. You see, I’ve got a problem with my teeth too . . .
Interviewer: And how is this connected with employment?
Respondent: It spoils my appearance. I can’t afford to get dentures made.
I had thirteen teeth taken out. It’s ruined my looks. They [employers]
want someone young and beautiful. I’d need to smile at customers,
speak to them. So they [employers] think I don’t look right . . . They say
very politely ‘Sorry, but you’re not what we’re looking for’. There are
enough young, beautiful people. In particular, I know, there’s a phar-
maceutical college in Novosibirsk . . . Each year there are lots of gradu-
ates from there [looking for work].

(N25; 3: 19–32)

Studies into employers’ preferences when it comes to employing men
or women and their views on why women tend to be concentrated in
poorly paid jobs, have found that they subscribe to stereotypes of
women as less productive and less reliable workers.27 These stereotypes
are rooted in the perception of women as individuals whose primary
responsibility is to look after their home, children and other family
members. It is assumed that these family responsibilities will result in
various periods of absence from work and will reduce a woman’s atten-
tion and devotion to her work.28

Age and employment

Statistical analyses of the Russian labour market show that both men’s and
women’s experiences are differentiated according to their age.29 For exam-
ple, the process of looking for a job takes different lengths of time for dif-
ferent age groups (see Figure 9.1).

‘Working age’ in contemporary Russia begins at 16, when according to
the Russian Labour Code a person gains the right to work full-time, and
ends at 55 (50) for women and 60 (55) for men, when they reach retire-
ment age.30 Amongst both men and women of ‘working age’, the age
groups which experience the most difficulties in finding work are those
of people with about ten years left before retirement (i.e. women aged 
40–45 and men aged 45–50 (see Figure 9.1)). The vulnerability of people
in these age groups was reflected in the experiences of my respondents.
Even those with good qualifications and extensive work experience could
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not secure suitable employment, because of the age limits imposed by
employers. As one man with four years left before retirement explained:

Respondent: It’s impossible to find a job to match your qualifications at
my age.
Interviewer: How old are you?
Respondent: I’m 56 . . . I fully understand that nobody will take me on as
factory manager now. I didn’t even hope that I would be a manager . . .
I looked for a position as foreman. But, nobody wants me as a fore-
man . . . It’s especially hard to live with the knowledge, that you’re no
use to anyone. It turns out that I worked for thirty years, gained expe-
rience, gained skills, but I’m no use to anyone now. Nobody needs
my experience, knowledge . . . Who can I blame for the fact that I’ve
lived for more than 50 years (laughs)? It’s no one’s fault.

(N51; 28: 15–29:5)

Although my respondents did not question the gender inequalities of
the Russian labour market, they found age discrimination much harder
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to accept. A woman in her early fifties with university education
protested:

Don’t you need experience? Don’t you need skills? What’s age got to do
with it? . . . I can run up to the ninth floor without a lift, not all young
people can do that.

(N12; 18: 24–9)

Such varied attitudes towards different forms of discrimination have
been observed in other studies into labour-market attitudes and behav-
iour among former-citizens of the USSR.31 Age discrimination may be
regarded as more questionable because it signifies a discontinuity
between Soviet and post-Soviet labour market experiences. While ‘gen-
der policy’ in the labour market has remained more or less the same, ‘age
policy’ has changed dramatically.32

Nonetheless, ‘older’ people should not be seen simply as victims of
employers’ discriminatory ‘age policies’. The stories of several of my
respondents tally with Marta Bruno’s conclusion that:

Belonging to a specific age group per se is not a meaningful category;
what places people on one side or the other of the victim/survivor
fence is the ability or the opportunity to decode the new economic
and social environment and the mental flexibility to learn how to
operate within it.33

My respondents were able to ‘decode’ the state of affairs in the Russian
labour market not only as a range of constraints, but also as a range of
opportunities. For example, the woman quoted above commented:

I thought about what I could do, what skills I have and I remembered
that I was good at typing. I bought a typewriter, they delivered it straight
to my home. I started to put adverts in the papers, free adverts, by the
way. Clients began to come round, a lot of good new acquaintances
appeared!

(N12; 20: 5–10)

In the face of age discrimination, my respondents continued actively to
negotiate their value as potential employees with employers. The same
woman continued:

I saw an advertising agency and went in. There was a young man
there. We had a chat. I told him that I’d done a course in public 
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relations . . . I’ve learned all the methods and techniques for working in
public relations . . . We spoke for a whole hour and then he says ‘you
know . . . we are going to open a new department, and I want you to
run it’.

(N12; 18: 1–6)

However, the creativity which individuals demonstrate in overcoming
inequality does not eliminate inequality as such. The only means to elimi-
nate discrimination in the Russian labour market is to develop anti-
discriminatory legislation and, more importantly, to create a system which
effectively enforces this legislation in employers’ behaviour.34

Gender identities in crisis

Paid work has been shown to play an important role in the construction of
gender identities.35 Studies of the Russian labour market have also shown
that employment is central to both men’s and women’s identities in con-
temporary Russia.36 At the same time, as mentioned above, the gender
order in contemporary Russian society includes a range of beliefs about
men’s and women’s roles in the public and the private spheres, which
result in significant differences between men’s and women’s experiences in
the labour market.

The role of breadwinner is of great symbolic importance for Russian
men.37 A man’s inability to perform this role can affect his position within
the family and cause a crisis in relations between family members as well as
a crisis of gender identity for the man in question. A gender identity crisis
might be defined as a clash between a person’s beliefs about how s/he
should behave as a wo/man and her/his actual opportunities to live up to
these expectations. A 45-year-old mother of four complained:

My husband was a train driver there. He couldn’t find a job in his line
of work here and ended up as a mechanic. His wage is lower now and
we can’t think of him as the breadwinner anymore. If I didn’t have my
profession, my job, life might be much harder. He feels this fact keenly,
because . . . He has always been the breadwinner, but now . . . Our
relationship has changed, because my husband has lost his moral 
certainty . . . I try to show that he is the head of the family, but he
understands everything . . .

(N40; 6: 1–11)

Other studies of the Russian labour market also emphasise the signifi-
cance which Russian men tend to place on their status in the public sphere
and point out the negative impacts that disruption of this status can have
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on them.38 My interviews with forced migrants revealed that men tended
to attach more importance to their status as professionals than women. For
some men the loss of this status led to a crisis of masculine identity. One of
my female respondents in her early forties told me about her ex-husband:

My husband couldn’t work. He couldn’t work here. The people who he
worked with usually said to him: ‘Don’t interfere. It’s none of your busi-
ness. Why do you interfere?’ I think that he took a job that was beneath
his potential, and he had problems because of this . . . There he had a
good reputation as a professional, but here he had to get any job he
could. He even worked on a cattle-farm . . . Maybe he was ashamed of
it . . . He couldn’t be himself here.

(N21; 18: 5–25)

This loss of status in the public sphere could push a man to return to the
place he had left. The same woman quoted above explained:

My husband couldn’t stand it. He couldn’t stand it, because nothing
seemed right to him . . . He always had problems . . . He didn’t work in
his profession, he couldn’t get a job in his profession. He worked in sec-
ondary jobs . . . He wanted to return to Tajikistan. All the time he
wanted to return . . . After some time he went back.

(N21; 7: 10–18)

By contrast, a woman might turn her back on an opportunity to keep her
professional status, if it appeared to contradict her perception of her private
sphere responsibilities. A 54-year-old woman, with university education,
reported:

In the beginning, I got an offer of work in the city airport as an envi-
ronmental engineer. I thought, either I could look after my daughter or
I could work. Of course I didn’t choose to work there. I stayed with my
daughter . . . I got fixed up as a cleaner, to be near her, to help her.

(N39; 14: 18–23)

Men’s and women’s differing perceptions of professional status might be
explained by reference to the gender order, within which they had been
socialised and lived prior to migration. In the USSR both women and men
had the right and an obligation to work for the state. However, gender
ideology defined their rights and duties in different ways. While men were
judged on their performance in the public sphere alone, women were
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portrayed as both workers and mothers, whose service to the state was not
only in the production of goods, but also in giving birth to and bringing up
children.39 In this sense migrant experiences differed little from those of
the local population.

Forced migrants and the local population in the labour
market: the roots of inequality

Equal or not?

If, as illustrated above, the experience of forced migrants in the labour mar-
ket is affected by the gender order in ways which closely resemble the expe-
rience of the local population, the question remains: do forced migrants
enjoy equal opportunities and share the same challenges in the labour
market as the local population? If ‘inequality’ is defined as a difference in
opportunities and access to resources of the same quantity and quality by
people with approximately the same levels of human capital, then forced
migrants do not appear to be equal to the local population in their experi-
ences of the Russian labour market.

Forced migrants as a group have higher levels of education than the local
population with whom they are competing for jobs (see Figure 9.2).
Numerous studies have also pointed out that migrants tend to be trained
professionals with considerable experience of specialised employment.40

Nonetheless, on arrival in the Russian Federation most forced migrants
experience a drop in professional status.41

A consideration of the wider economic situation in contemporary Russia
offers some explanation for this devaluation of human capital and decline
in professional mobility experienced by forced migrants: the level of
employment in the formal economy was falling throughout the 1990s and
the local population also experienced unemployment and downward pro-
fessional mobility.42 However, research conducted amongst forced
migrants has shown that they experience greater labour market vulnerabil-
ity than long-term residents living in the same areas.43

This greater vulnerability is not the result of inequality in terms of for-
mal rights. Forced migrants are classified as Russian citizens and as such
they are not subject to those constraints which are placed on the
employment of foreigners in Russian labour legislation.44 Moreover,
forced migrants are entitled to government support as part of a range of
Federal programmes developed to assist their integration at the site of
settlement. Nonetheless, a variety of factors have made it difficult for
forced migrants to find suitable employment on arrival in the Russian
Federation.
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Work and registration

The system of registration (propiska), which existed in the USSR, meant that
a person had access to state resources, for example, employment, social
benefits, healthcare, education for their children and so on, only in the
area where they were registered. Although the ‘Law on the right of citizens
of the Russian Federation to freedom of movement and choice of their
place of sojourn or residence within the Russian Federation’, which was
passed in 1993, made such restrictions illegal, the legacy of registration still
exists in the minds of the people and persists in the practices of social insti-
tutions.45 As a result, forced migrants need to register in the area where
they intend to live in order to secure access to state-allocated resources and
work. In Novosibirsk region, for example, temporary registration at least is
required in order to get a job in the formal economy.

In order to register, an individual must have a permanent address in the
area. My respondents employed a number of strategies in order to gain reg-
istration: (1) by purchasing property and registering there; (2) by finding a
job which provides registration and accommodation; (3) by paying a
property-owner to register them at their address; (4) by using their social
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networks to find somebody prepared to register them at their own address
without payment. However, none of these strategies was unproblematic.

The discrepancy in property prices between Russia and the countries the
respondents came from made it impossible for them to buy accommoda-
tion of the same quality. In many cases they only had enough money to
buy property in economically deprived areas, mostly in villages. Prices are
low in these areas but their labour markets are also characterised by low
salary rates and high rates of unemployment. A 41-year-old woman, whose
family had owned flats in the centre of Dushanbe (the capital of Tajikistan)
complained:

We sold two flats in the capital of Tajikistan: my husband and I had a
two-room flat and my parents had a two-room flat. We couldn’t even
buy a one-room flat here. Here in Novosibirsk we couldn’t buy a one-
room flat . . . We could only afford a tiny house in Posevnaia [village].

(N21; 3: 25–37)

Employers who provided accommodation and registration did not do so
out of altruistic convictions, but in order to entice people to accept low-
paid jobs, which were unpopular amongst the local population, who
already had accommodation and registration. Once in such employment,
migrants often could not leave without losing these resources. For some
people this threat was enough to keep them in their poorly paid jobs. One
of my female respondents reported:

We were registered in the factory dormitory, but we lived somewhere
else . . . When we were registered in the dormitory we were under con-
stant pressure: ‘If you leave the factory we will kick you out of the dor-
mitory. If you go to work elsewhere we will kick you out of the
dormitory’. It was constant pressure. They paid nothing at the factory.

(N6; 4: 7–10)

One of the most common strategies used by my respondents was to pay
a property-owner to register them at their address. The law exempts forced
migrants from the usual restrictions which limit the number of people who
can be registered at a single address. Thus, clearly, it was not a problem for
forced migrants to buy temporary registration, which lasts several months.
My respondents also said that it was possible to buy a permanent registra-
tion; however, buying registration required relatively large sums of money,
which not all forced migrants have access to. Some of my respondents
found themselves in a vicious circle – no registration without a well-paid
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job, no well-paid job without registration. A single mother in her early
forties explained:

It’s not difficult to find out where to buy registration. I haven’t got the
100 dollars [to buy registration]. There’s no money. I can’t . . . I can’t
save up to buy this registration. I work all day long. I work for 12–13
hours a day and I only earn enough to pay the rent and for food. That’s
all. No more.

(N24; 5: 31–4)

Social networks offered a more popular strategy for acquiring registration
amongst my respondents. However, forced migration could result in a sit-
uation where migrants were separated from their social networks. Even if
they migrated to places where they had social contacts, it was not always
certain that the people who they thought would help them, would in fact
do so. The same woman cited above complained:

I hoped that my mother-in-law would register my children, but she
refused. She simply refused to do this. Maybe she was afraid that I’d try
to take possession of her house . . . We had such a good relationship . . .
I couldn’t understand it . . .

(N24; 4: 30–47)

Disruption of social networks

It’s very difficult to find a job. Nobody knows you, and you know
nobody, so it’s very difficult to prove that you can do something. [There]
we had friends, acquaintances, relatives, everything was done with the
help of others . . . Here we live in isolation . . . [it’s] very difficult, very
difficult . . .

(N33; 7: 10–16)

These words of a 34-year-old single mother of two illustrate that the dis-
ruption of social networks which results from the process of migration is
one of the main reasons for the labour market vulnerability of forced
migrants. According to the nationwide New Russian Barometer survey, 50
per cent of respondents use social networks to find employment.46 This
result is supported by official statistics47 and the results of academic stud-
ies.48 Although forced migrants tend to migrate to areas where they have
social networks,49 inevitably a certain number of social contacts made over
a long period of time are left behind. The quality and quantity of resources
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which they can mobilise through the remains of previous networks and
new social connections are often not enough to provide them with the
same standard of living which they used to have and which they expected
to maintain on migration. In a situation where social networking is the
main means of finding a job, the disruption of social ties results in unequal
opportunities for gaining employment. A 45-year-old woman who was a
qualified and experienced accountant explained:

Here people get a job . . . on the basis of whose nephew they are, whose
daughter they are, or whose son. In the factory, I was told so many times
‘we don’t need anyone, we don’t need, we don’t need’. At the same time
I saw that a new girl had been taken on: somebody’s niece . . . She
wasn’t even born when I started work as an accountant. I don’t believe
that she had more in her head than I do. I have experience. I’ve worked
so many years. They’re somebody’s protégés and I’m not.

(N19; 6: 33–41)

The questionable value of government support

At the time of fieldwork, none of my respondents had received assistance
from the state in finding employment. This was despite the fact that the
majority of them had been actively pursuing government support and
many had already received assistance with housing. They questioned why
the government appeared so disinterested in utilising their skills and
knowledge more effectively. A woman in her late fifties expressed her
opinion:

They need to create jobs. This is quite possible, it’s quite possible, in my
opinion, if there is the will, it’s quite possible, even in this Dorogino
[village]. There was a pottery factory here before. They could bring it
back to life, so that migrants, who settle here, would settle gladly,
because there would be work there, jobs . . . At a regional level it’s
possible to create jobs in villages. We need so many teachers, so many
drivers, so many builders and so on.

(N46; 19: 27–37)

Although measures like those suggested in the citation above, as well as
a range of others, may be found in the text of all Federal Migration
Programmes, they have not for the most part been implemented in prac-
tice. The implementation of measures to assist migrant employment has
been undermined by a lack of financial resources. The amount of money
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allocated to support these proposals has in reality been far less than what
was originally indicated in the Federal Migration Programmes.50 As a result,
forced migrants’ position in the labour market is far from enviable, since
the state support to which they are entitled is rarely forthcoming.

Other measures which have been more widely implemented to support
the integration of forced migrants into Russian society have had a con-
troversial effect on migrant experiences. For example, evidence gathered
during my study, through interviews with both forced migrants and offi-
cials, concurs with the findings of other studies51 in pointing out that the
assistance which migrants received in finding accommodation was often
contradictory to their employment needs. Very often housing programmes
placed forced migrants either in areas where the employment opportu-
nities were entirely unsuited to their educational and professional back-
grounds and skills, or in areas experiencing high rates of unemployment.
The same woman quoted above complained:

They [officials] are so out of touch with us, that, as I see it, they can’t
even begin to imagine who we are and what we do. All their talk is for
them, not for us. They do nothing . . . to improve our life. They offered
me a two-room flat in Dorogino. It’s not a town, it’s a village. It’s a small
dead village. There’s no work there at all. I would have had to pay 300
rubles a month for this flat, a minimum of 300 rubles. My pension is
1500 rubles. How can I live on this money? And there is no work there.
Is this a solution to our problems?

(N46; 19: 16–27)

The Russian government proclaimed its programme of support for
forced migrants partly as a result of a recognition of the difficulties they
face on arrival in the Russian Federation. At the same time, however,
this programme was designed taking account of the interests of the state,
some of which may contradict the interests of those individuals who are
eligible for support.

Conclusion

As a result of the gender order inherent in Russian society, forced migrants’
labour market experiences are differentiated along gender lines. The occu-
pational segregation and the earnings gap between women and men,
which may be seen in a review of national statistics, were reflected in the
stories of my respondents. The gender order holds in place a range of
beliefs about gender and appropriate roles for women and men, which
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also shaped the experience of my respondents in the labour market. The
perception of men as the family breadwinner and the vision of women as
being primarily responsible for caring for the home and children have the
most significant influence on men’s and women’s employment strategies.

Forced migrants’ experiences in the Russian labour market were also dif-
ferentiated along lines of age. The most vulnerable group were people with
approximately ten years left before retirement. These people should not
be viewed as passive victims, rather they were active agents, who were able
to negotiate their value as employees. Nonetheless, they were very much
constrained by the prejudices of employers.

While gender inequality such as occupational segregation and the earn-
ings gap were taken for granted by my respondents, they questioned the
age discrimination practised by employers. It seems that inequalities are
questioned where there are discrepancies between the beliefs which an
individual has internalised in the past and the practices encountered in
the present social order. Discrimination in the Russian labour market is
the result not only of the beliefs and practices of employers with regard to
age and gender, but also of the beliefs and practices of prospective and
current employees with regards to themselves as people of a certain gender
and age.

Migration could create a situation where a person’s beliefs about gen-
der did not correspond to his/her (or his/her partner’s) actual opportu-
nities in the receiving society. As a result, gender relations within the
family might have to be renegotiated and in some cases a crisis of gen-
der identity was experienced. My findings suggest that men were more
vulnerable to changes in their professional status than women. This
would seem to be the result of their beliefs about gender stemming from
the gender order of the USSR, which ascribed a single public-sphere role
to men, whilst women were allocated dual roles in the public and private
spheres.

Female forced migrants are doubly disadvantaged in the Russian labour
market, as women and as migrants. The gender order of the Russian
Federation affected the labour market experiences of forced migrants
from the former-Soviet republics in much the same way as it affected the
local population. Yet, it must also be taken into consideration that forced
migrants were in effect starting their lives again in Russia from nothing.
The loss of capital (symbolic, social and material) which occurred because
of migration was verbalised in the stories of many of my respondents.
These losses could constrain forced migrants in their labour market strate-
gies and activities in the receiving society.
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Although forced migrants, as Russian citizens, enjoy the same formal
rights as the local population and are even entitled to additional support
from the government, their experiences in the Russian labour market were
complicated by a number of constraints. Problems with registration and
accommodation could trap migrants in low-paid jobs. The disruption of
social networks, caused by migration, undermined their competitiveness
in the Russian labour market, where social contacts are amongst the most
important assets for gaining employment. Imperfections in the system
designed by the Russian government to support forced migrants in their
integration into Russian society, as well as a lack of finance allocated to
make this system work effectively, prevented the government from
meeting forced migrants’ interests in employment. These additional
constraints were experienced by male and female forced migrants alike.
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Table 9.3: Information about respondents cited

N Gender Age Education Marital Children 
Status under 16

6 f 34 Incomplete university Married 1
12 f 53 University degree Single 0
19 f 45 Specialised secondary Married 2
21 f 41 University degree Single 1
24 f 43 Specialised secondary Single 1
25 f 39 Specialised secondary Single 1
31 f 45 University degree Married 1
32 m 39 University degree Single 0
33 f 34 General secondary Single 2
39 f 54 University degree Single 1
40 f 45 Specialised secondary Married 4
44 m 52 Specialised secondary Partner 2
46 f 57 Specialised secondary Single 0
51 m 56 University degree Married 0
53 f 38 Specialised secondary Married 1
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10
Press Images of Human Trafficking
from Russia: Myths and
Interpretations1

Mary Buckley

In recent years a spate of publications by academics in the west and
inside Russia has exposed the global stretch, dimensions, estimated size
and significance of human trafficking whose thousands of victims are
girls, women, boys and men. Research by Donna M. Hughes, Louise Shelley,
Sally Stoecker, Natal’ia Khodyreva, Elena Tiuriukanova, L. D. Erokhina,
M. Iu. Buriaks and others has neatly illustrated how the collapse of the
Soviet state and the more permeable borders that resulted from it gave
rise to new migration flows.2 At a time of economic difficulties, unem-
ployment and rising costs, citizens were looking for more lucrative jobs
elsewhere. Criminal gangs, however, exploited those who aspired to 
a better life, duping them through newspaper advertisements for false
jobs, through crooked employment agencies and marriage bureaux.
Willing to pay the job seekers’ fares to other states, traffickers enforced
situations of debt-bondage. When girls and women arrived in states as
far flung as the United Arab Emirates, Germany, Israel, China, Japan,
Australia and the USA, expecting to become nannies, dancers, cleaners
or nurses, they had their passports confiscated and were forced into
prostitution. They thus found themselves enslaved and frequently 
subject to physical and psychological abuse.

Although the Russian government was extremely slow to recognise 
the existence of this problem, persistent pressure from the US State
Department, NGOs and women’s groups inside Russia finally made
an impact. The Duma failed to adopt draft laws on trafficking tabled
in 2002 and 2003, but in December 2003, President Vladimir Putin
finally called for amendment of the Criminal Code, making human traf-
ficking punishable. What had been a ‘non-issue’ was gradually trans-
formed into a recognised ‘problem’ and ‘issue’, finding a place on political
agendas.3
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Thus, to date, research has discussed the problem of human trafficking
in some depth and Russian researchers in particular have interviewed
the trafficked once they have returned and also surveyed, before they leave,
those aspiring to work outside Russia.4 Although samples are rarely 
representative since they are self-selecting due to the sensitive nature of
the problem, numerous pictures of how trafficking occurs, the demands
made of the trafficked and its dire results on physical and mental heath
have been documented. Similarly, US State Department’s annual
Trafficking in Persons (TIP) reports specify what anti-trafficking measures
have been taken by governments in the last year and what remains to be
done. High on the State Department’s list of priorities for Russia in 2005
were witness protection legislation specifically for trafficking, serious
provision for protection and rehabilitation of the trafficked (particularly
the establishment of a network of shelters), more co-operation between
government and NGOs, implementation of the law and prosecution of
the traffickers. Measures to tackle corruption in the police and among
politicians were also deemed vital.5

What has not yet been discussed in any depth concerning human traf-
ficking from Russia is how its press deals with the topic and packages its
meanings. So far, scholars have not looked at what sorts of stories news-
papers tell, with which emphases and slants and with what significance.
This chapter sets out to explore the nature of press coverage in Russia,
how it constructs and delivers messages about trafficking and what judge-
ments it makes. Since educating the public is vital if women are to be
deterred from activities which leave them vulnerable to being trafficked,
these messages are most important, even if not all listen or act upon them.
Some preliminary remarks, however, are necessary about key concepts,
particularly ‘power’.

‘Power’ and other concepts

The concept of ‘power’ has been central to political philosophy throughout
its history and at the core of most analyses in political science since that
discipline became established. As with concepts in all fields, however, its
meaning, contours and dimensions have been vigorously debated. For
instance, there is a useful distinction between power ‘over’ individuals,
groups and states and power ‘to’ achieve something or to cause harm.
There is also a difference between ‘power’ and ‘influence’, with the latter
defined as the ability of A to get B to do what B would not otherwise have
done. Some, however, prefer to subsume this definition of ‘influence’
under power too, giving it wider boundaries, whereas other analysts insist
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that influence is distinct.6 Then again there is a distinction between
‘power’ and ‘authority’. Someone may be ‘in’ power, such as Mikhail
Gorbachev as executive president of the USSR after l990, but his de jure
power was stronger than his waning de facto power. In short, his authority
was weak.

Power, influence and authority have traditionally been key concepts in
political analysis concerning the international political arena and in dis-
cussions of the relationships between states. They have also been applied to
categorisations of the polis and in the twentieth century to explorations of
stasis and change in domestic and regional politics, the functioning of gov-
ernments, organisations and pressure groups and to the nature of relations
between citizens and leaders. Most political scientists have not, however,
applied these terms to gender relations.

Kate Millet’s contention that ‘the personal is political’ challenged
‘malestream’ political science to reset its conceptual state-centred bound-
aries.7 Those who remained firmly wedded to a rigid distinction between
the ‘public’ sphere where ‘politics’ took place and the ‘private’ sphere
where it did not, could not make this conceptual shift. Feminists, however,
and more critically minded social scientists could see that dimensions of
‘power’ were prominent in the ‘private’ sphere where concepts of influ-
ence, authority, dominance, subordination, threat and violence could just
as easily be applied as they could to the international political arena. By the
1990s, even the heavily male-dominated field of international relations
was affected by feminist scholarship with the highly traditional state-
centred concept of ‘security’ being redefined to incorporate dimensions of
individual security.8 For some theorists, security had to take on board not
just a freedom from physical violence but also the environmental health
of the planet.9 Likewise, the call went out for less militarised models of
citizenship to facilitate a genuine security for all individuals.

The past twenty years have not brought guarantees of individual secu-
rity on the ground in Russia. Neither have the consequences of socio-
economic transition in the states of Central and Eastern Europe after the
collapse of the Soviet empire in l989 and of the Soviet state itself in l991
included a steady advance towards gender awareness and equity. Here
we see personal security under serious threat, with differential unem-
ployment patterns for men and women, a feminisation of poverty in
some areas, the spread of pornography and with it a sexualisation of
society which includes a sexualisation of hiring and firing processes in
the workplace and patterns of criminality and organised crime which
result in serious forms of violence against women and girls through their
trafficking into prostitution and domestic labour. Patterns of deception,
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force and sexual exploitation are integral to human trafficking. Patriarchal
attitudes of disrespect towards women reinforce the notion that they can
be used, abused and degraded for profit at a time of economic opportu-
nities brought about by more open borders, declining numbers of jobs at
home, possibilities for migration and a buoyant demand for the services
of prostitutes, both at home and abroad.

In the growing literature on human trafficking from and within East-
Central Europe and the former Soviet Union, key concepts include
‘migration’, ‘transition’, ‘globalisation’, ‘deception’, ‘force’, ‘debt-bondage’,
‘victim’, ‘vulnerability’, ‘powerlessness’, ‘security’ and ‘human rights’.
Approaches to its study have been shaped by the discipline and broader
interests of authors, although arguably its full dimensions can only be
grasped through interdisciplinary research. Researchers investigating
human trafficking come from backgrounds in the social sciences, most
notably sociology, political science, international relations, economics
and psychology and also area studies, women’s studies, criminology,
migration studies (particularly the Organisation for Migration [IOM] in
Geneva), government departments (especially the US State Department),
law and non-governmental organisations.

Chris Corrin has pointed out that each starting point of investigation
can carry negative consequences. Citing the conclusions of Marjan Wijers,
she notes that those who come from moral perspectives and who view traf-
ficking as evil run the risk of stigmatising the trafficked.10 Those concerned
first and foremost with criminality risk dubbing women ‘guilty’. Scholars
of migration may stress the importance of border controls and reflect no
more than state interests. Those preoccupied with human rights may be
too narrow in their definition of what needs to be addressed. Those who
discuss health issues may be limited to proposing control by medical exam-
ination. Economists may dwell on the need for state benefits. Moreover,
further complications in analyses may arise between those who insist that
prostitution means sexual slavery and those prostitutes who wish to be
seen as legitimate sex-workers.

However, it does not necessarily follow that those who experience moral
outrage at human trafficking and who do view the practice of trafficking as
‘evil’, see the trafficked themselves as evil for engaging in prostitution. Far
from it. Those concerned with criminal dimensions may be much more
interested in tackling the criminal gangs and in fostering a ‘legal state’
devoid of bribery than in dubbing the trafficked as ‘guilty’. Rather, some
in this field argue that trafficked women need to be helped, not locked
up for prostitution. Those who trace migration are not just interested in
border controls, although they are one part of the wider picture. In short,
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one should not assume that possible limitations of some perspectives
automatically result in a form of tunnel vision. Moreover, interdisciplinary
and multidisciplinary research are good ways of militating against nar-
rowness.11 Furthermore, the wide scope of the dimensions of the problem
of human trafficking does demand both breadth and collaboration.

Media images

The Soviet and Russian press has always treated issues differentially.
Quite how varied the coverage of a particular topic may be has been
shaped by factors of political context, the degree of permitted political
debate, the daring of journalists and the preferences of editors. For much
of the history of the Soviet state, many ‘problems’ were not openly
named, officially declared to be a blight on capitalist states but not 
on the USSR. From 1986 to l991, however, in its treatment of socio-
economic issues and political problems, journalism delivered exposés, sen-
sationalism and varying degrees of critical reporting ranging from the
superficially banal or distorted to hard-hitting analysis. Perestroika and
glasnost under Gorbachev permitted an ‘opening’ of many social problems,
a lifting of the lid of silence. Across newspapers, however, throughout the
Gorbachev era and since, there have been variations in content, slant,
emphasis, style, tone and silences.12 These were linked to the type of paper,
the confidence of its editors and the given year and month.13 Whereas,
in the l980s, Ogonek and Moskovskie novosti, for instance, produced good
investigative journalism, Komsomol’skaia Pravda and Moskovskii Komsomolets
dwelt on more sensational angles.14

In post-Soviet Russia, political pressures on journalists have fluctuated.
Despite accusations of ‘creeping authoritarianism’ under Putin, papers
nonetheless do discuss social problems – human trafficking among them.
Moreover, although newspapers may impart similar statistics on the num-
ber trafficked and tell like tales of debt-bondage and abuse, their concepts,
interpretations, emphases, conclusions and recommendations vary. In this
process, the constructed image of the trafficked woman also varies.

My methodology is simple and not exhaustive. In 2004 and 2005,
I selected eight national Russian newspapers, namely, Izvestiia, Rossiiskaia
gazeta, Nezavisimaia gazeta, Kommersant, Pravda, Argumenty i Fakty,
Komsomol’skaia Pravda and Moskovskii Komsomolets as loosely represen-
tative of different readerships (serious, popular, pro-reform, anti-reform,
youth) and then conducted web-based searches for articles using the terms
torgovlia liud’mi, treffik, seks-rabstvo, prostitutsiia, and so on. Thus what 
I have read is linked to the nature of the newspapers’ own categorisations
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and selections of articles. Most of those which appeared were written after
2000, although one can find occasional articles published in the l990s and
I did begin a manual library trawl dating back to l988, finding mainly
silences. After examining the respective contents of articles, mainly those
from 2001 to 2005, I concluded that three clear sorts of messages about
trafficking could be inductively reached. In all cases, they reflected the
newspaper’s general style and standard of reporting and it is worth noting
that one would most likely see similar sorts of comparative patterns when
analysing different topics.

For analysis here, I have focused on these three different types of promin-
ent messages: first, stories which dwell on ‘who is to blame’, which can be
distorting and miss out key points; second, crisp informative and con-
structive reporting which avoids myths, plays down sensationalism and
attempts a reasonably objective analysis; and third, sensational and titillat-
ing coverage with attention-grabbing headlines. These three styles of
reporting stand out as useful and representative categories.

Who is to blame? The fault of the West, world economy 
and sex mania

As the problem of human trafficking was slowly gaining recognition in
Russia, one response was outrage and to deny that Russia itself could in any
way be to blame. Pravda, in particular, dwelt upon anger at the west and
innocence in the east, constructing a dualistic ‘bad/good’ dichotomy, much
reminiscent of Soviet times.

The main target of criticism of Pravda’s early analysis of the problem in
2003 and 2004 (which came later than exposés in some other papers) was
the way of life in big cities in other countries, particularly ‘sex-mania’ in
western Europe, which it named as partly to blame, itself linked to the
global economy. Whilst indeed there is a sexualisation of life and an inter-
national economy around that, it is instructive that Pravda blamed a way
of life elsewhere, not mafia gangs from the former Soviet Union. Nor does
Pravda admit to a similar problem of ‘sex mania’ in Moscow or in other
Russian cities, where practices presumably find a parallel with lifestyles
in western cities.

Unlike many papers, Pravda is particularly quick to blame European
countries with legalised prostitution, highlighting Holland and Germany
as dangerous magnets. The interpretation here is that these are the ‘most
popular countries for selling women’ and that the legalisation of prostitu-
tion ‘leads to a rise in the sex-trade’.15 In drawing this conclusion, Pravda
is actually at one with some western and east European feminists and
researchers who stress that legalised prostitution fuels trafficking and
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provides a ready market for its victims, one which is insufficiently scrutin-
ised by the police.16 Pravda’s position here also coincides with that of the
Swedish legislation which in 2000 made prostitution illegal, crimi-
nalised the client and has since claimed that as a consequence prostitu-
tion has decreased.17 This is ironic since one may not necessarily have
expected Pravda to agree with the conclusions of some western feminists
but nonetheless underscores the fact that these views on trafficking are
being voiced by those coming from quite different socio-political ana-
lytical perspectives, showing a wide appeal.

The Russian press is not clamouring for the criminalisation of the client
in Russia or worldwide as a solution to the problem of trafficking. Rather
there is an acceptance that the need for prostitution ‘has always existed
and always will’. Debate pivots more around the question of whether pros-
titution should be legalised in Russia, as some advocate, versus the status
quo. The loudest advocates of criminalising the client are currently some
international NGOs in Russia.

Pravda has also been rather keen to stress Slavic innocence. In 2003,
Pravda argued that ‘No Russian women willingly become sexual slaves’,
although aware that some do ‘willingly go abroad as prostitutes’.18

Although, indeed, research has established that the majority of trafficked
women do not wish to become prostitutes, and certainly not to become
enslaved, a tiny number nonetheless have entered into trafficking a second
time around, naïvely hoping that this time it will be better, often because
they can see no other options open to them.19 In another article, Pravda
highlights what it classifies as a rich/poor divide across states (in which
it constructs a duality of ‘rich’ foreign states versus ‘poor’ Russia) and
blames trafficking on the demand by ‘rich foreigners’ for prostitutes.20

But whilst many a western client may be rich, many may not be. Moreover,
there are rich Russian clients both in the west and inside the Russian
Federation. The underpinning suggestion is that western men are guilty
and all Russian men are blameless.

Pravda goes on to argue that ‘world economic development requires
more and more workers and international labour is cheaper’.21 Whilst this
is indeed true, Pravda does not address the mechanisms through which
human trafficking in this wider context occurs. These arguments overlap
with those of western academics who talk about globalisation and the
‘commodification of persons’ and a growing ‘international political econ-
omy of sex’.22 But again, Pravda puts the blame on the world economy just
as it operates in western cities, not the role of those Russians who par-
ticipate in it to traffic and exploit others. The loudest silence is on the
issue of criminal gangs from Russia, Albania and elsewhere in eastern
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Europe; another is on the extent of corruption inside Russia and what
Louise Shelley dubs the ‘political-criminal nexus’.23

Pravda has also engaged in a differential treatment of nationality within
the geographic space of the former Soviet Union. In some articles, indi-
vidual men are criticised for corrupting a woman, such as a citizen’s
‘brother’ or ‘friend of a friend’. In these instances, however, their nation-
ality is not stressed or even mentioned. If, however, non-Russian men
are involved, then nationality is noted, such as ‘the man in the market-
place from the Caucasus suggested that Svetlana find three more girls
and become the boss for them’.24 Whilst the man may indeed have been
from the Caucasus, it is significant that this is indicated, with the impli-
cation that Russian men would not do this.

Pravda’s reports rarely use social scientific concepts or cite much aca-
demic work. Rather, articles tend to refer to rabstvo (slavery), rabskii trud
(slave labour), seks-rabstvo (sex slavery), seks-torgovlia liud’mi (sex trade in
people), seksomania (sex mania), torgovlia zhivym tovarom (trade in living
wares), kabal’nyi trud (bondage labour), dolgovaia kabala (debt servitude),
nochnye babochki (night butterflies), ekzoticheskii tovar (exotic ware) 
and the standard torgovlia liud’mi (trade in people) and treffik zhenshchin
(traffic in women).25 Description far outweighs serious analysis, although
there are some articles which give statistics, present the findings of
conferences on trafficking and talk about legislation and views on the
legalisation of prostitution.26 In mid-2005 in Pravda, the more analytic
concepts prinuditel’naia seksual’naia ekspluatatsiia (forced sexual exploita-
tion) and seksual’naia ekspluatatsiia (sexual exploitation) began to appear.

Another example of ‘blame reporting’ is found in Moskovskii Komsomolets.
Under the eye-grabbing headline of ‘The Anatomy of Life of Love Slaves’,
is the quotation ‘Five girls bought – and you’re a millionaire’.27 The quo-
tation comes from Elena Mizulina, a people’s deputy in the previous
Duma who tried to push through anti-trafficking legislation in 2002 and
2003. On one half of the page, the paper quotes those conversant with
the topic such as academic researcher Elena Tiuriukanova, Boris Gavrilov
in his capacity as deputy director of a Research Committee under the
Ministry of Internal Affairs, and Mizulina, who all impart useful infor-
mation. The other side of the page tells three painful stories of the traf-
ficking victims Zhanna, Masha and Sveta.

The blame in this article falls on the profitability of the business, noted
as more lucrative than drug trafficking. The message is clear: ‘so long as the
difference in living standards in different countries is preserved, then firms
will flourish, promising illegal journeys, work and blood abroad.’28 Here
the finger of blame is not pointed directly at the international economy
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itself, although that is implicated indirectly as offering huge financial
opportunities, but squarely at the flow of people looking for a better life
precisely because of the perceived gaps in opportunities between rich
and poor states. The message is that ‘not one’ militia or special service in
the world can stem this flow. Thus the article was written specifically for
the eyes of those aspiring to migrate. Poverty is faulted here as the cause
and magnet that attracts inhabitants of poorer states to travel to richer
ones rather than the traffickers themselves, although the three vivid tales
show how cruel the traffickers and final owners of their victims were in
places as diverse as Uzbekistan, the USA and Japan. Here Zhanna was
forced into domestic labour and then fieldwork on a tomato plantation
and Masha and Sveta ended up in prostitution. Sveta commented that it
was a ‘nightmare’, although in her nightclub women were given back their
passports after 3 to 6 months and allowed to go home because the clients
were calling for ‘new girls’. The message here was that clients kept the busi-
ness going and affected the turnover of prostitutes, but the role of clients
was not challenged or linked to an exploration of how the trafficked
could be freed or whether the client should be punished by the state.

Informative reporting

In contrast to Pravda, as in the years of glasnost under Gorbachev, report-
ing in Izvestiia has been fuller and more informative. Moreover, Izvestiia’s
analyses have generally been more biting than those of stories found in
Moskovskii Komsomolets. For example, in a dispassionate factual vein, quot-
ing Maria Mokhovo, Director of the Moscow hotline Sestry, Izvestiia in
2002 imparted that precise statistics on the number of women illegally
leaving was unknown, but it was evident that in 2001 ‘60 000 illegal
women disappeared without a trace in the USA, the majority of whom
were Russians and Ukrainians.’29 Izvestiia also quoted the head of the MVD
press centre to the effect that in l989, 3000 women departed from the
USSR but by 1996, 124 000 had already left Russia and the CIS, with the
numbers increasing.30 Thus the contrast with Pravda’s more emotive
reporting is huge. Although Izvestiia does describe horror stories, such as
the sad case of Tamara from Petrozavodsk who married a Finn, unaware
at the outset of his violent tendencies after they had become acquainted
through a marriage bureau, but was later found dead in Finland, Izvestiya is
nonetheless crisper in its coverage, not dwelling on moral conclusions or
offering distorting explanations or myths such as the dualistic ‘bad’ west
and ‘innocent Russia’.31 A similar bland and informative style applies to
other articles which discuss attempts by foreigners to trick orphans into
paedophilia or which report on the passage and intended passage of related
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legislation such as the UN convention against transnational organised
crime in April 2004 and general witness protection.32

Izvestiia is also far more likely than Pravda to impart the results of aca-
demic research into trafficking. In April 2004, for instance, Anastasiia
Naryshkina and Ilona Vinogradova reported on the findings of interviews
conducted by Russian sociologists with returning sex slaves, funded by the
UN. Elena Tiuriukanova, Elena Mikhailova and Maiia Rusakova surveyed
thirteen returnees, aged between 16 and 28 years old. They found that their
parents tended to have average or low social status and that many of them
were alcoholics. The returnees had secondary-level education and had
trained as a cook, seamstress, salesgirl, cashier or teacher. Some had worked
in these areas, others had sold on the markets and a few had been prosti-
tutes. All were single or divorced, some with children. What stood out was
that without exception, they were poor and suffering from hunger and des-
titution, which had been the push factors behind their migration for work.
Moreover, it had not been difficult to deceive them about life elsewhere.
Those who had suspected that prostitution might be required had not
imagined the sort of exploitation that it would entail. Izvestiia described
these findings much as an academic report might.33

In its treatment of trafficking, Izvestiia does not dwell on the issue of
blame, instead using the more analytic concept of ‘sexual exploitation’.
Naryshkina and Vinogradova see human trafficking as such and report that
its size worldwide is refected in the statistic of 700 000 to 2 million women
and girls taken every year from their own country and subjected to sexual
exploitation. They note that on average each ‘girl’ brings her owner around
$200 000 a year, illustrating how lucrative sexual exploitation can be.34

The use of concepts varies across the press. Those adopted in Rossiiskaia
gazeta, for example, are less academic than those in Izvestiia. Popular terms
such as zhivoi tovar (live wares), rabyni liubvi (love slaves) and zhritzy liubvi
(priestesses of love) are interspersed in its articles. A story by their Budapest
correspondent, Fedor Luk’ianov on why Budapest has become the capital
for auctioning trafficked ‘priestesses of love’ is punctuated with such
phrases. He does not once talk of ‘sexual exploitation’ although that
underpins everything he examines.35

Like Izvestiia, however, Rossiiskaia gazeta imparts much useful informa-
tion. For instance, Luk’ianov’s article revealed that according to UN
reports, out of 500 000 prostitutes working in Western Europe, one in three
comes from eastern Europe, in particular from Ukraine, Moldova, Russia,
Hungary or Romania. In addition, Germany has the most prostitutes from
the former Soviet bloc – around 15 000 – who make up 60–80 per cent of
the German ‘sexual market’.36
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Papers like Izvestiia, Rossiiskaia gazeta and also Nezavisimaia gazeta
offer the most serious analyses of a problem which in 1999 and 2000,
they were reluctant to name, describe or debate. Now they all support
legislation, want to deter potential victims through exposés and warn-
ings and refrain from sensationalism and cheap reporting. There has
been a slow transformation in the nature of their coverage in a context
of wider socio-economic and migratory transformations.

Sensational reporting

Considerably more sensational has been coverage in papers such as
Komsomol’skaia Pravda, Argumenty i fakty and Moskovskii Komsomolets. In
these, articles are often accompanied by photographs which show either
sexually alluring women or women in compromising situations. For
example, one article was illustrated by a half-dressed woman in a car,
another by girls who are minimally dressed, all covering their faces to
avoid the camera.37 The images entice, titillate, surprise or shock and are
effective at capturing attention.

Accompanied by similarly vivid images, one sensational and surprising
serialised story, entitled ‘I am a sex-slave’, was printed in Komsomol’skaia
Pravda in September and November 2003. It told how a journalist,
Tankova, ‘risking her life, took the path of Russian girls who were promised
“high paid work abroad” ’.38 Tankova responded to an advertisement
asking for dancers to work in Israel and allowed herself to be trafficked
as a participant observer.

The result of Tankova’s diary, however, was not just sensational reporting
but a useful passing on of information to Russians. In her first story, she
described the sorts of advertisements girls might see and told how a seem-
ingly normal office operating out of the Moscow hotel ‘Stolichnaia’ on
Tverskaia worked as a fake agent. When Tan’kova went there and asked if
the work entailed prostitution, she was told ‘Whatever next. What prosti-
tution!’ She was then shown ‘thank-you’ letters written from women and
girls sent from all over Russia as a way of convincing her of the organisa-
tion’s legitimacy. She reported how the ‘kind’ woman ‘poured me tea,
talked about her two sons’. The atmosphere was convincing and confiden-
tial, ‘the setting office-like’.39 Thereafter, writing in short crisp sentences,
Tankova told in diary form ‘Early morning. Road to Egypt. I go into slav-
ery.’40 The only guarantee of her safety was the fact that friends knew she
was doing this. The story is highly original reporting and a gripping read.

Across editions, Tankova describes her tiring journey alongside three
Moldovan girls and two from Khabarovsk. Accompanying each story were
various sexy pictures of a semi-clad woman in a veil, a woman reclining on
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a couch in a low-cut thin gown, a naked woman balancing oranges on her
head in auction and a smoking women in bra and pants on a sofa waiting
for clients. Papers like Izvestiia, Nezavisimaia gazeta and Rossiiskaia gazeta
do not carry such hard-hitting visual images. Komsomol’skaia Pravda’s
articles serve to grab readers’ attention and also to convey a message about
the fate of trafficked women. They thus serve a dual purpose. They sell the
paper through sensationalism, titillate through images, but also educate
and inform the public about a topic insufficiently debated at that time in
public arenas. This sort of sensational reporting, however, did not analyse
in terms of social scientific concepts such as ‘sexual exploitation’, ‘discrim-
ination’, ‘male dominance’, ‘hegemony’ or ‘patriarchy’. Rather, reporting
describes what happens, focusing on reactions and emotions.

In later reporting in November, Tankova explained how ‘up to 2003 offi-
cial Russian circles thought that Russia did not have a problem of human
trafficking’.41 She explained the significance of the forthcoming amend-
ment to the Criminal Code and printed a commentary from Miramed’s
Dr Juliette Engel about her concern that some in the government wanted
to legalise prostitution as ‘business’. Were prostitution legalised, then
the state would get revenue through taxation. She also described the work
of the Angel Coalition.42

By November, the newspaper had prompted 3000 readers to discuss 
the issue online. Two hundred e-mails had been received and 100 letters
through the mail. ‘Several tens’ of women who were planning to work
abroad had rung the author in order to ask her questions. As a result, most
changed their minds about leaving. Also thanks to this article, trafficking
was subsequently discussed on five programmes across four Russian televi-
sion channels (RTR, TVS, TVTs, NTV) and four foreign ones (on German
and Israeli television) and Russian and Canadian film producers were
planning a documentary.43 Thus sensational reporting should not necess-
arily be dismissed out of hand as of little value to society if simultaneously
it informs and advises. The risk is that it might simultaneously attract
some into becoming traffickers for the advertised financial gains resulting
from it and its success at evading detection and prosecution. This may
indeed also apply as a consequence of more factual reporting, although
perhaps wrongly one finds oneself stereotypically assuming that an avid
reader of sensational stories might be more likely to seek such rewards. This
is an open empirical question and awaits comparative research into how
traffickers get started in business and what influenced them at the outset.

In similar style of reporting, under the headline of ‘Beautiful Slaves’,
Argumenty i fakty tells the story of Lisa. Her father was buried in a mine and
her mother took an overdose of sleeping pills from which doctors could
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not save her. Lisa’s grandparents attempted to keep her on a tiny pension.
A neighbour, however, told 14-year-old Lisa about the opportunities of
work abroad. Lisa was then sold to a brothel in Tel Aviv for $8000 where
she was raped, beaten, barely fed and only permitted 3–4 hours’ sleep
a night. Five years later Lisa ‘went out of her mind’. Her last owner bought
her a ticket home to Russia and put her on the plane to Moscow. She was
lucky to be met by a member of the Angel Coalition who helped her back
to Saratov oblast. There, every time she saw a man, she became hysterical
and ended up in a psychiatric hospital.44

Stories such as this often focus on the human dimension such as sad
childhood, tragic developments in the family and a consequent struggle
for survival. These factors are part of many stories and may help to combat
prejudice against the trafficked who are often victims of extremely dire and
unfortunate circumstances. There is a tendency for some families and com-
munities to shun trafficked women if they return home, on the grounds
that they bring shame, are now only good for prostitution anyway since
they have ‘lowered themselves’ and also brought this fate upon themselves
by agreeing to leave in the first place. One myth holds that girls and
women must have known that prostitution would be expected of them
and therefore they do not deserve help and rehabilitation now. Stigma and
discrimination thus await their return, whether to Russia, Ukraine or any
of the states of the former Soviet Union.45 If ‘sad circumstances’ stories can
combat these prejudices, then they serve a useful function. Research, how-
ever, needs to be done to discover the impact of different types of story and
the extent to which they may alter social attitudes.

One technique adopted in this type of reporting on ‘sad circumstances’
is to begin with kind words, such as a father saying to his 15-year-old
daughter: ‘I hope you don’t like it there and will quickly return.’ The story
then unfolds to reveal quite how prophetic these words were. Iana is taken
to the Czech Republic, hidden in a van and told not to make a sound at
the border. She was not fed, then sold to Marek who forced her to work
as a prostitute with clients from Western Europe. Violence from one client
meant that Iana lived ‘in permanent fear’ until she managed to escape,
reach the border and reveal what had happened to her. In this case, her
initial couriers were apprehended.46

Like reporting in Pravda, this article in Argumenty i fakty targets
Westerners for their poor treatment of Russian women. As clients they are
described as demanding, selfish and sadistic, treating women solely as sex-
ual objects for their own gratification. When the situation does not please
them, they turn against the woman. There is no sophisticated analysis here
of what it means for society and interpersonal relations for women to be
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viewed entirely as sex objects. Notions of ‘power’, ‘denigration’, ‘mechan-
isms of disrespect’ and ‘patriarchy’ are wanting, but could be usefully
employed. Despite the huge controversies about pornography, prostitution
and sex work, these issues would benefit from being in the public domain
with a greater degree of sophistication.

Conclusion

One expects such variations in reporting across newspapers worldwide.
What, however, is its significance? One can argue that all sorts of articles,
whether crisply informative in Izvestiia or sensational in Komsomol’skaia
Pravda and Argumenty i fakty, ultimately do pass on necessary information
of some of the dimensions of the traffickers’ power ‘over’ the trafficked and
their power ‘to’ abuse them. Given that trafficking is increasing in scale,
the more exposés the better. One cannot always assume, however, that this
automatically deters unsuspecting victims who are conned into believing
that the authority of false employment agencies is genuine and legitimate.
The trafficked thus find themselves influenced to do what they normally
would not have chosen to do, i.e. become trafficked into a job which
they did not knowingly choose. The influence of the traffickers results
in their power over the trafficked and brings with it an illegitimate, non-
state-centred, use of force and coercion. The individual’s security is denied.

Reporting on human trafficking also carries its own possibilities for
exploitation of the trafficked. Sexy and titillating images immediately
suggest that woman is, above all, a sex object and there for the taking.
She is for pleasure, as defined not by her but by the client who requests
the services he requires, or forces them upon her. Woman’s personality,
goals and non-sexual achievements are absent. This silence dehuman-
ises, degrades, distorts and undervalues. Thus, it undermines and exploits.
Moreover, sensationalism can reinforce the notion that women are also
to blame for the situation in which they find themselves. Do they not
lure men through their sexuality, runs the suggestion, and invite them
by their very existence?

Discourses are several here. Some arguments blame women. Others
blame poverty, the west, marketisation and criminal gangs. Governments
face tough choices in attempting to solve such huge problems. Poverty
cannot be eradicated overnight. The western demand for prostitutes is
not abating. Russia is now committed to a market economy, like all states
in the post-Soviet space. Criminal gangs are tough and not easy to catch
and punish. Thus woman’s victimhood is hard to prevent in the face of
these overwhelming policy challenges, suggesting a powerlessness of the
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Russian system, compounded by the mistaken choices of many women.
Thus woman is victim.

Woman, however, need not always be victim, even if the constellation of
socio-economic, criminal and political contexts may appear in some 
circumstances to weigh against her. Indeed, they also weigh against traf-
ficked men once trapped. It must be stressed alongside this point that
just as thousands of women are trafficked into prostitution, millions are
not. Although the indeed tragic case of any trafficked person illustrates
that they have come under the ‘power’ and ‘influence’ of their traffick-
ers, pimps and clients, many evade this before they have been conned,
particularly if informed and wary. Moreover, the ‘authority’ of these power
holders over the trafficked is successfully denied or challenged by some
of the trafficked, even if at times to their cost. Returning women, if lucky
and able, manage to regain their sense of self and identity through the
minuscule number of counselling services available. Others, for longer or
shorter periods, suffer serious mental breakdown, depression and anxiety.
They are the genuine victims of abuse at the hands of those who wield
illegitimate violence against them, their offspring or their relatives.
Moreover, their reaction is ‘normal’ in the circumstances in which they
have been duped, enslaved and abused.

What is needed is an end to these illegitimate mechanisms of influence
and power. Along with education campaigns to make women and girls
more ‘savvy’, increased numbers of jobs are required in Russia to stem this
flow and above all clamp-downs on the traffickers along with altered per-
ceptions and expectations about the supposedly massive salaries waiting to
be earned in the West. Furthermore, without effective witness protection, 
a reduction of corruption in the militia and in higher echelons of the MVD
and a snapping of the ‘political-criminal nexus’, rigorous clamp-downs are
unlikely, despite heavy pressure from the USA.

It must also be borne in mind, however, that the intended effects of edu-
cation campaigns and the media generally are not always achieved and
unanticipated results may be found. For example, in the Gorbachev era the
film Interdevochka (Hard Currency Prostitute) was expected to deter women
from prostitution and from emigrating. When Tania married one of her
clients and moved to Sweden she was bitterly unhappy in a foreign land.
The film’s intended message backfired since many audiences blamed Tania
herself for finding her life in Sweden difficult and for not making a go of it.
Audiences did not condemn finding a foreign husband through prostitu-
tion but instead criticised Tania’s failure to reap full advantage of this and
for her pining to return to Russia. Coverage of trafficking could also have
the undesired result of producing more traffickers who read of its financial
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rewards and set out to profit from those prepared to migrate. Evidence sug-
gests that some individuals, not necessarily members of criminal gangs at
the outset, have decided that this ready market for huge financial gain at
relatively low risk (lower than trafficking drugs or guns) is one that they
will exploit.47 They thus set out to find their own unsuspecting targets.
Wider publicising of instances in which traffickers are caught and success-
fully brought to justice might to some extent deter, but hitherto such cases
have been few due to difficulties in catching the culprits, corruption,
inability to prove guilt, fears of the trafficked to come forward and testify
and a sluggish legal system.48

Finally, it is worth underscoring that whatever the scale of the chal-
lenge on the ground to policy-makers, key concepts of the disciplines of
both political science and gender studies can profitably be applied in
analyses of different dimensions of the issue of human trafficking. What
is certain, moreover, is that the security and human rights of global cit-
izens are denied and flouted by the bestial, degrading and morally
repugnant practice of human trafficking. Whatever the blend of moti-
vations that drive the traffickers (financial gain, greed, easy opportuni-
ties) and whatever their individual psychological make-up (insecure
personality, sadist, inability to empathise, abused background), they
behave without any sense of obligation to the state, duty to fellow citi-
zens or any motion of the importance of a ‘social contract’.
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